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1.

Introduction

This report documents the design and conduct of a telephone home interview travel
survey of 1,446 households performed in the Fall of 1990 for the St. Louis Region. The
area surveyed (see Figure 1) included the City of St. Louis, St. Louis County, and
parts of Jefferson County, Madison County, St. Clair County, Monroe County, and St.
Charles County. The survey was performed for the East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council (EWG) by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. (BA) with assistance from NSI
Research Group (NSI). This report contains a narrative summary of the survey and a
preliminary summary of the survey results. Specific details of the survey can be found
in technical memoranda referenced in the report and included as an Appendix to this
report.
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2.
Survey Design

Sample Design

A minimum sample size of 1,400 households was recommended for the survey. This
number was chosen based on three main criteria:

● The models to be calibrated using the survey.
● The statistical significance of the survey results.
● The available budget for the survey.

The survey will be used primarily for the calibration of trip production models. Other
uses will include the calibration of trip attraction models and trip distribution models.
The information from this survey could also be used in conjunction with data fmm an
on-board bus survey to calibrate mode choice models. Experience with previous model
calibrations has shown that samples of about 1,300 to 1,600 households provides
sufficient data to calibrate reasonable trip production, trip attraction, and trip
distribution models.

The statistical significance of data generated by the survey data was also a concern in
the design of the survey size. Statistical si~lcance is a qualification of the degree of
certainty that the experimental or survey results did not occur by chance. A result is
said to be significant when the likelihood of its being random falls below a certain
agreed-upon level of probability, called the “accuracy level.” This probability of errors
decreases as the size of the sample is increased, but can never be completely eliminat-
ed unless the entire universe is enumerated.

If, for instance, the statistic of interest is the mean, one may express precision in
terms of the probability that the sample mean could differ from the universe mean by
a specific amount by chance alone. The probability is termed the confidence level and
is usually expressed as a percent. Values of 90 percent or 95 percent are most
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Survey Design

commonly used as levels of cotildence. The error of the estimate of the mean may be
expressed as an absolute or relative error. Assume, for example, that a sample mean
of 80 trips per household was obtained from a survey. One can describe the desired
accuracy as an error of no more than 0.8 trips per household in estimating the mean
at the 90 percent confidence level. This states that if 10 samples of the same size
were randomly selected, nine out of 10 of these samples would have means that were
bounded by 7.2 and 8.8. Noi. that the analyst can not be certain since the sample
mean would fall outside the confidence interval one time out of the 10 times.

The ability to specify accuracy levels and confidence levels for the survey allows the
results to conform to desired overall accuracy and enhances usefulness of the survey
data. Expected accuracy levels and confidence levels for the survey were estimated
based on results obtained from the 1965-66 regional travel survey for the St. Louis
Region. Table 1 shows the expected accuracy levels at the 95 percent cofidence level
that were estimated from the 1965-66 travel survey prior to the 1990 Regional Travel
Survey along with the accuracy

Table 1
Expected and Observed

levels actually obtained.

Overall Household Trip Rate Accuracy
Levels (95 Percent Confidence Level)

Trip Purpose Expected ‘ Observed 2

Home-Based Work *3.97” ~4.80/0

Home-Based Non-Work *6.1% *5. 00/0

Non-Home-Based *1 1.8°/0 f6.&/o

Tots: Trips ~4.6°~ *3.90)4

1 Expected accuracy levels are based on 1965-1966 travel survey results and the assumption
of the survey size of 1,400 households.

2 Observed accuracy levels are based on the preliminary results of the 1990 travel survey for
1,446 households.

The funds available for the survey dictated an upper limit on the size of the survey.
Budget constraints limited the sample size to 1,400 households. This sample size was
exceeded slightly due to surveying techniques, better response rates than expected,
and the need to complete areawide “replicates” once a single household from replicate
was surveyed. Areawide replicates and sample selection are explained more fully in
Chapter 3, Sample Selection.

The total number of completed, useable households sampled for the survey area
totaled 1,446. Based on 1990 estimates prepared by EWG staff, the area sampled
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Survey Design

encompassed 862,500 households. Thus, the sample rate was about 0.17 percent or, in
other words, each sampled household represented about 600 households.

Additional details regarding the sample design can be found in the technical memo-
randum entitled, “Task B.l--Determination of Sample Sizes”, dated May 21, 1990.

Sample Stratification

For the St. Louis region, one of the main uses of the survey will be the recalibration of
the trip production models. Since the trip production models are stratified by income
group and household size, the allocation of sample households to those strata was a
prime concern. Three basic methods were considered for the allocation of samples to
the socioeconomic strata:

● Allocation to ensure equal accuracy in each stratum.
● Optimum allocation.
● Allocation proportional to the distribution of households in the region.

The first method specified a level of accuracy and confidence level for each stratum; for
example, 10 percent at the 90 percent confidence level. Two difficulties emerged
from such an approach. First of all, the accuracy requirement for a stratum was not
related to the size of the stratum in the universe. Information for households in a
stratum which contributed only two percent of the trips in the region would have had
the same precision as a stratum that contributed fifteen percent of the trips. Second,
if the precision level was set such that, for example, only one-half of the expected
number of households in a stratum would be required to satisfi the precision require-
ment, then the required number of samples for the stratum would have been obtained
about one-half way through the survey. Additional households in that stratum would
had to have been discarded for the remainder of the survey. Even worse, if the quota
for a particular stratum was twice the expected share of the stratum, the number of
contacts required in the pre-qualification interviews would be doubled. This would
have caused an increase in the cost of the survey.

An alternative to the first method was optimal allocation. This method would have set
the sample size per stratum proportional to the product of the standard deviation of
the variable to be measured in the stratum and the number of households in the
universe in the stratum. In this way, strata that had a large number of households
would have been represented in proportion to their occurrence in the universe of all
households in the region. That is, a stratum that represented 90 percent of the
households in the universe would receive 90 percent of the samples, provided all strata
had equal standard deviations. At the same time, if the standard deviation of a
variable for one stratum was larger than the standard deviation for another stratum,
the stratum with the higher standard deviation would have been given proportionately
more samples.

5



Survey Design

There were three difficulties with the second approach. First, the optimal allocation
could vary based on the variable being considered. The optimal allocation based on
home-based work trip rates could have been Werent than the optimal allocation
based on home-based non-work trip rates. Second, as with the first allocation method,
the optimal allocation would have cost more since households would have been
rejected once the optimal number of samples was obtained for a cell. Finally in order
to minimize the overall sample size, certain strata might have small numbers of
samples allocated. The number of samples allocated to some strata might be suffi-
ciently small to compromise the use of trip rates &om those strata.

The third allocation process was the selected process. Samples were allocated to a
stratum in proportion to the number of households in the stratum in the universe.
This process was straightforward to apply and cost effective. Although the precision
levels varied for each stratum using the third method, they tended to reflect the
stratum’s importance to trip making in the region.

The third sample allocation procedure could have been applied as a quota sample--
when the expected number of household for stratum was obtained, additional sample
household for the stratum would have been discarded. This procedure would have
reduced the cost effectiveness of the third sample allocation technique and was not
used. Rather, households were allocated to cells based simply on their frequency in
the random sample (and their participation in the survey). It was expec~d that some
biases in the sample would occur using this procedure, but that the biases could be
easily corrected using weighting tectiques. Sa.mpltig biases did, ~ fact, OCcur(e.g.,
undersampling of low income households). However, the biases were not extreme
enough to compromise the validity of the data. Techniques for correcting for the
biases are discussed in Chapter 8, The Next Steps.

The expected distribution of households by household size and income group that was
projected prior to the survey is shown in Table 2. It was estimated from drafl
projections of households in the region by size ~d income grOUPfor 1990 (prepared by
the EWG personnel). Table 3 shows the actual distribution of households obtained
from the survey. The distribution percents shown in Table 3 are based only on those
households reporting their incomes and can be compared directly to the distribution
percents shown in Table 2.

Three income groups were used in Tables 2 and 3: low income, medium income, and
high income. The groups were based on the current groupings used in the St. Louis
region for travel modeling purposes. These groupings corresponded roughly to income
tertiles. In 1990 dollars, the annual household income tertile breakpoints based on
EWG estimates were:

Low Income: less than $20,000
Medium Income: $20,000 to $40,000
High Income: more than $40,000.
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Survey Design

Table 2
Expected Distribution of Surveyed Households’

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low

(Percent)

Medium

(Percent)

High

(Percent)

Total

(Percent)

234

(16.7%)

105

(7.5%)

31

Xi?z!l

370

(26.40/o)

113

(8.1%)

154

(11.0%)

161

-

428

(30.60/o)

50

(3.6%)

70

(5.OYO)

117

J&!a

237

(16.8°/0)

32

(2.3%)

53

(3.8’Yo)

119

M

204

(14.6Yo)

30

(2.1%)

41

(2.9%)

90

-f&w

161

(11.5”/0)

459

(32.8Yo)

423

(30.20/f)

518

_K!ZQQ

1,400

(1OOYO)

1 The distribution shown in this table was developed by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.
based on draft projections of households by income group and household size for 1990
prepared by EWG.

Table 3
Distribution of Surveyed Households

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low

(Percent)

Medium

(Percent)

High

(Percent)

Total

(Percent)

Income Unremled

126

(9.5”/0)

101

(7.7%)

35

m

262

(19.8°/0)

24

97

(7.3YO)

163

(12.30/o)

203

J@!Z!l

463

(35.1 %)

50

52

(3.9”/0)

75

(5.7°/0)

116

M

243

(18.4°/0)

25

18

(1 .4”/0)

63

(4.8%)

124

M

205

(15.50A)

22

25

(1 .9’YO)

54

(4.1%)

66

_KLZZJ

147

(11.lYO)

5

318

(24.19’0)

456

(33.9°/0)

546

X!$!S&l

1,320

(loo%)

126
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Survey Design

As can be seen by comparing Tables 2 and 3, there are some substantial diil’erences in
the number of expected and surveyed households for some of the cells. Specitkally,
there was a substantial undersampling of the low income, one person households.
This undersampling was offset by oversampling of other groups such as medium and
high income, two person households, and medium income five or more person house-
holds. These diiYerences can probably be attributed to two sources: sampling errors
and errors in the estimated distribution. Also note that only 126 households, about
8.7 percent of the total households sampled, refised to report their incomes. Often, 15
percent or more of the households in a sample refuse to report their income. Thus, the
low refisal rate was quite good. The difference in expected samples and samples
actually obtained by income group and household size, and the number of households
refusing to report their incomes are not expected to adversely tiect the value and
results of the survey. The survey results should be weighted to match the 1990
distribution of households by income group and household size when the 1990 Census
data become available (see Chapter 8, The Next Steps, for more idormation). This
distribution might vary horn the expected distribution shown in Table 2. In addition,
all household size-income group cells (with the possible exception of low income four
person households) have suffkient numbers of sampled households to calculate
reasonable cell statistics (e.g., average trip rates, variation of trip rates, etc.).

Additional details regarding the sample stratification can be found in the technical
memorandum entitled, “Task B.l--Determination of Sample Sizes”, dated May 21,
1990.

Survey Methodology

A mail out-telephone collection survey methodology was used for the St. Louis Region
Travel Survey. The methodology included the following steps and characteristics:

● A random sample of listed and unlisted telephone numbers was
drawn as a proxy for the households in the region (see Chapter 3,
Sample Selection).

● The telephone numbers were called and households were recruit-
ed for the survey. Several informational questions were asked
and a travel day was assigned.

● A “travel packet” of travel diaries, a household and person ques-
tionnaire, and instructions were mailed to the households agree-
ing to participate in the survey.

● Households were called one or two days after their travel day and
the household, person, and travel data was collected over the
telephone.

8



Survey Design

● The data were edited, coded, and keyed to computer data base
files.

The mail out-telephone collection survey methodology was selected for several reasons.
First, the methodology was cost effective. The cost for each completed household
survey was about $100. Second, it was possible to collect high quality data using the
methodology. Interviewers had personal contact with each surveyed household and
could clarify unclear responses. Finally, the methodology was effective for reducing
underreporting of trips since interviewed could probe for easily forgotten trips.

Two other home-inlxwview survey methodologies used in the past were not considered
for the St. Louis survey. The first widely used methodology was the in-home interview
where surveyors would actually gather trip information based on a personal interview
completed in the respondent’s home. This methodology resulted in very high quality
data. However, the method was very costly. In addition, based on recent experience
in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, the in-home interview methodology has resulted in
lowered participation rates due to the reluctance of interviewees to allow interviewers
into their homes.

The second travel survey methodology that has been used is the self administered,
“mail outimail back’ survey. This methodology can be similar to the mail out-tele-
phone collection survey with the exception that no travel tiormation is collected over
the telephone. Travel diaries and household questionnaires are completed by respon-
dents and mailed back to the surveyors. This survey methodology is very cost
effective. However, the surveys instruments require very careful design to ensure that
they are clear, concise, and unbiased. The methodology suffers from the lack of
personal contact between the interviewer and the surveyed household members and
the non-response rate is very high even with telephone reminders. This makes it
subject to the problem of underreporting of trips.

Questionnaire Design

The survey instrument consisted of two parts: a household data questiomaire that
obtained data on characteristics of the household and the members of the household,
and a travel diary that collected travel data for each trip made by a household
member (aged five and older) on the travel day. Figure 2 shows the household data
form and Figure 3 shows the travel diary. Note that both of the forms are designed to
be as user fkiendly as possible through the use of “check-off boxes for many of the
questions. The household data form was printed on white 8-1/2 inch by 11 inch paper.
The travel diary was printed on blue 8-1/2 inch by 11 inch card stock.

The survey data were collected by interviewers on similar, but slightly different
questionnaires (see Figures 4 and 5). The check-off boxes were replaced by numbers
that made the collection forms largely self-coding. In addition, in the person data
section of the household questionnaire, two questions regarding whether or not the
person was interviewed and whether or not the person used the travel diary were
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Eesl-West Gateway
Coordlnatlng Council

TRIPS FOR PERSON NUMBER:
(usepersonnumberfromhouseholddata form)

NAME:

o“1

First

~ont

o
2

Th~n

yont

o
3

Th~

yont

My first trip today began at:

❑ Home

❑ Other location as shown below (ii ..! home)

Name of Place

Address or Intersecting Streets

City Stale Zip Code

WHERE did [his trip end?

iii=place

\dd ress or Intersecting Sfreets

T Slat= ZIP COda

Vain= -

Tddress OrIntersecting Slreefs

41 Stale ZIP Code

—.
Name of Place ““““

.-

Rddfess or Intersecting Sfreels

“1 Sta!e ZIP COde

TRAVEL DIARY

INSTRUCTIONS:

● Record[ripsin Ihe orderyoumakethem.

● Includethe specificinformationrequestedforeach trip.

● Recordyour trip even if it is made with another household member.

● Do not record walking or bicycle trips except if you walked or rode your
bicycle all the way to work.

● At the end of your travel day, leave all completed diaries in a convenient
place at home so they will be available when the interviewer calls.

● Use the back of this card and an extra card, if necessary.

● If you have any questions about completing this travel diary, please call
our toll-free number: 1-800-447-8287

;IND OF PLACE
Restawant, doctor’s PURPOSE of trip

]fiice, grocery store) (Check one)

a Return Home
❑ Go to Work
❑ Shopping
❑ School
•l Personal
•l Social/

Recreational
❑ Eat Meal

❑ Job Related
•t~~u~ e Mode (e

r
❑ Pick up/drop off

Passengef

.g. Auto

n Return Home
❑ Go to Work
❑ Shopping
❑ School
•l Personal
❑ Social/

Recreational
❑ Eat Meal

❑ Job Related❑t$h&g e Mode (e
F’

❑ Pick up/drop off
Passenger

.g.Auto

❑ Return Home
❑ GO to Work
❑ Shopping
❑ School
•l PemOn.91
•l SOclal/

Recreational
❑ Eat Meal

❑ Job Related
•t~~”g e Mode (e

r
❑ Pick up/drop off

Pas3enger

9. Auto

(Front )

‘IME of trip
(C:;$fi)M MODE of travel

(Check one)

BEGIN ❑ Driver (auto/van/pickup/motorcycle)
❑ Passenger (aufo/van/pickup/motorcycle)

AM ❑ public e“a

‘M ❑ Taxi—.......—.—
END ❑ School Bus

❑ Heawy Truck
AM ❑ Walk or Bike (to work)

-pM ❑ Other:

AM
PM~[

—-........
Cr.in

BEGIN ❑ Driver (auto/van/pickup/motorcycle)
❑ Passenger (autotvan/pickup/motorcycle)
❑ Public Flus

___ ~ Taxi
❑ School BusL,. w
❑ Heaw Truck

AM ❑ Walk ‘or eike (to work)
: PM ❑ ~hec

BEGIN ❑ Driver @doivan/pickup/motorcycle)
❑ Passenger (autotvan/pickup/motorcycle)

AM ❑ public Bus
PM f-f ~.”,-——

END

-.-,
— ❑ School Bua

❑ Heavy Truck

F DRIVEF
numberir

vehicle
(include self

-—

I ❑ Walk or Blko (to work)
_PM ❑ ~her:

OVER

Figure-3

TRAVEL DIARY (Mail Out Version)











Survey Design

added. These questions were completed by the in&viewer. The household data
collection form also included a trip wmmary section that was completed by the
interviewer at the end of a survey and an administrative section used to record the
progress of the interview. The survey data collection forms were printed on white 11
inch by 17 inch card stock.
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Sample Selection

Development of Telephone List

A random sample of 10,000 residential telephone numbers was obtained for the St.
Louis region. The telephone numbers were purchased from a commercial vendor,
Sumey Sampling, Incorporated (SS1), of Fairfield, Connecticut. This fm provides
sample households which are drawn from the telephone listing of households in a
region. TWOkinds of lists of residential telephone numbers are available from the
firm:

● Telephone numbers based on a file of listed residential telephone
numbers in a geographically defined region (listed telephone
numbers).

● Telephone numbers possible in working blocks of exchanges
located within the geographically defined region (unlisted tele-
phone numbers).

The split between listed and unlisted telephone numbers was based on assumptions
regarding the breakdown of households with listed and unlisted telephone numbers
along with assumptions regarding the likelihood of a listed or unlisted telephone
number resulting in completed survey. The sample list was broken down as follows:

● 4,400 listed telephone numbers.

● 5,600 unlisted telephone numbers.

The area covered by the survey for the sample selection was defined by Census tract.
All Census tracts in the City of St. Louis, St. Louis County, and St. Charles County
were included. In the remaining four counties, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and St.
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Clair, only the Census tracts fully or partially covered by the survey region were
included. Thus, the survey ~“ea was slightly overstated. However, the likelihood of
including a household in the survey from the area outside of the survey region was
small, and the adverse effect of inadvertently including such a household in the survey
was negligible.

Possible Biases from Using Only Households with Listed and Unlisted Tele-
phones for Sampie Frame

Households with listed and unlisted telephones were selected as the sample frame for
the St. Louis Region Travel Survey. Thus, households that did not own a telephone
were not included in the survey. The omission of households without telephones from
the sample frame might have introduced bias into the travel survey. Table 4 summa-
rizes information provided by SS1 regarding the number of households in the region
that had telephones at the time of the sample selection along with the percent of the
telephones that were listed. As can be seen in Table 4, about 96 percent of the total
households in the region had telephones. Approximately 31,000 households in the
survey area did not have telephones. Based on the sampling rate for the survey, about
50 samples should have been collected from households without telephones in an
unbiased sample.

Table 4
Households With and Without Telephones by County

Households With
Phones

Percent Households
Total With Percent Without

County Households Telephone Number Listed Telephones

Madison, IL 88,620 95.40/0 84,541 70.60/o 4,709

Monroe, IL 2,647 96.20/o 2,546 76.7’XO 101

St. Clair, IL 93,978 93.80/o 88,157 66.270 5,821

Jefferson, MO 27,679 95.40/0 26,407 75.770 1,272

St. Charles, MO 72,057 97.00/0 69,895 79.7% 2,162

St. Louis, MO 370,327 98.20/o 363,710 75.60/o 6,617

St. Louis City 167,765 93.4”A0 156,690 65.3% 11,075

Total 823,073 96.20/o 791,946 72.30/o 31,127

Source: Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. based on 1990 telephone listinginformation compiled
by Survey Sampling, Incorporated.
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There are two main ways in which the omission of households without telephones km
the survey ikrne can bias the survey. The first is if the households are dispropor-
tionately allocated to certain socioeconomic groups. The second type of bias is if the
households without telephones have travel characteristics different fkom similar
households with telephones.

For the frost case, it is likely that households without telephones are more likely to be
low income households and, quite likely, one or two pemon households. If no adjust-
ment is made for the disproportionate allocation, regional averages (e.g., average trips
per household for the region) will be biased. The effects of this possible bias can be
mitigated through the weighting of the survey data before the calculation of regional
averages, rates, and totals. This weighting process was anticipated for the survey
even before the effect of omitting households without telephones fkom the survey
frame was considered. Chapter 8, The Next Steps, provides additional information
regarding the weighting of the survey data.

The second type of bias introduced by omitting households without telephones from
the sample flame is more diflicult to quantify. This second type of bias is the bias
that would occur if households without telephones had significantly different travel
patterns from similar households with telephones. For example, it might be hypothe-
sized that households without telephones would make more trips than similar
households with telephones since they could not use the telephone as a substitute for
trip-making. It might also be argued that their trip making could be lower than trip
making for households with telephone service even afbr standardizing for family size
and income. This argument would be based on being at the low end of the low income
group and the high end of unemployment rate. The only way to determine the effect
of this bias would be to survey the households without telephones and compare them
to households with telephones controlling for the effects of household size and income
(or household size and auto availability). Based on preliminary results of this survey
and results fkom other surveys, it is likely that it would not be possible to measure
statistically significant differences in trip rates between the two groups (if the
socioeconomic differences are taken into account). In any case, the impact would be
small on the overall trip rates. Assuming a difference of as much as one quarter in
the trip rate, the overall change in regional rates would be on the order of only Ll%.
Thus, the only correction suggested to account for biases introduced into the survey by
omitting households without telephones fkom the sample flame is to ensure that the
survey is weighted to match the regional distribution of households by income group
and household size whenever “regional” rates or totals are estimated from the survey
data.

Use of Areawide Replicates to Avoid Geographic Biases

In order to insure representative results for the survey, a replicate system was used.
The St. Louis sample was stratfied into twenty-four replicates. To do this, the lst,
25th, 49th, etc. telephone numbers were assigned to replicate one; the 2nd, 26th, 50th,
etc. telephone numbers were assigned to replicate two; the 3rd, 27th, 51st, etc.
telephone numbers were assigned to replicate three, and so on. This procedure was
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Sample Selection

used for the original random samples of 4,400 listed telephone numbers and 5,600
unlisted telephone numbers. The listed and unlisted samples were then combined to
form the entire sample file with twenty-four replicates. Eight of the replicates had
416 telephone numbers and the remaining sixteen replicates had 417 telephone
numbers.

Since each replicate was, in effect, a mini-random sample of the survey area, each
replicate was representative of the survey area (as long as the replicate was complete-
ly used). Telephone assignments were distributed to survey “recruitem” one replicate
at a time. Each replicate was completely exhausted before samples fkom a new
replicate was used. In other words, all required call-backs for each telephone number
in the replicate were made in the recruiting stage before telephone numbers from a
new replicate were used. Note that replicate number twenty-four was used for the
pretest. In order to complete the travel survey, it was necessary to use sixteen of the
remaining twenty-three replicates.

Additional details regarding the sample selection can be found in the technical
memorandum entitled, “Task B.3--Develop Telephone List”, dated December 4, 1990.
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4.
Training Procedures

NSI is a market research firm that had petiormed travel surveys in Austin, Texas,
and New Jersey with BA prior to the St. Imis survey. NSI had just completed a
travel survey for the San Antonio, Texas area just prior to the St. Louis survey and,
thus, had experienced surveyors and survey management stfi available for the St.
Louis survey. Nevertheless, training of the surveyors for the St. Louis Regional Travel
Survey was not taken lightly.

A key element of the training program was the preparation of a detailed training
manual. The following chapters comprised the training manual:

● The Introductwn provided general background information on the St.
Louis region being surveyed as well as general background regarding the
survey.

● Instructions to Interviewers provided information on specific interviewer
responsibilities.

● Conducting the Interview provided detailed instructions regarding the
conduct of the actual data collection interview.

● How to Fill Out the Survey Forms provided detailed instructions on how
to record the survey information on the two survey forms as well as
detailed information for each question including allowable responses and
codes.

● The Appendices described the initial telephone contact procedures for
survey respondent recruiters, defined terms used in the travel survey,
defined land-use codes, provided an example travel survey packet that
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TrainingProcedures

would be mailed to participating households, and provided an example
work packet of materials for a surveyor.

The final document was entitled, Interviewer Manual, prepared for the East-West
Gateway Coordinating Council by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., and dated
August, 1990.

A training session for interviewers was held at the NSI offices in Austin, Texas prior
to the survey pretest. The training session included a practice session with role
playing of recruiting calls and the data collection telephone survey.
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5.
Conduct of the Survey

TSMIS Overview

The Travel Survey Management Information System (TSMIS) is a microcomputer
software package designed to assist in the implementation and management of a
regional travel survey. The use of TSMIS was central to managing the St. Louis
travel survey and, thus, is described briefly here.

TSMIS was originally developed by BA for use in a home interview travel survey in
the Charlotte, North Carolina metropolitan area. The software package has been
modified for use in telephone interview travel surveys in the Denver, Colorado and the
Austin, Texas metropolitan areas, the State of New Jersey, and for the San Juan,
Puerto Rico metropolitan area. The software was modified for use in the St. Louis
Region Travel Survey.

TSMIS is composed of a series of interconnected program modules constmcted using
both existing database management (dBaseIII+) and word processing (WORDSTAR)
software packages. Figure 6 illustrates the role of TSMIS in the survey management
process and the relationships of the program modules. The program modules are
divided into three general functional areas based on the type of product they generate:

● Survey implementation materials.
● Survey progress reports.
● Survey check lists.

Each program module required interaction with a central database file. This database
fde contained the random sample of households for the survey area acquired horn SS1
(see Chapter 3). The required interaction with the database file was interactive and,
thus, provided a user-fiendly operating environment.
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Conduct of the Survey

TSMIS also includes a survey editing/ checking program (SURVCHK) that was
adapted for use in the St. Lcmis Region Travel Survey. SURVCHK pefiormed checks
on the travel data that were collected and keyed into d.Base III+ database files. The
following types of checks were petiormed:

●

●

●

●

Recruiting

Range checks on household data.
Range checks on person data.
Range checks on trip data.
Interrecord checks comparing trip idormation to household data.

Calls

Recruiting calls were made to households included in the random sample of listed and
unlisted telephone numbers purchased for this survey. The objectives of the recruiting
calls were as follows:

● Introduce the household to the purpose of the travel survey and the fact
that the survey was being taken in behalf of the East-West Gateway
Coordinating Council.

● Enlist the cooperation and agreement of the members of the sample
household to take part in the travel survey including the recording of
travel on the travel diaries.

● Set the travel date for the household members to record their travel.

● Determine the number of people in the household, the number of house-
hold members five years old and older, and the number of vehicles
available to the household.

● Verify that the name and address of the party answering the telephone
corresponded to the information included in the sample database for
listed telephone numbers. For unlisted numbers, the name, address,
and zip code of the party answering the telephone was obtained.

The telephone interview forms were produced using TSMIS. They were used to record
the results of the recruiting calls. h example form is shown in Figure 7. The form
accommodated multiple callbacks to households if the initial calls resulted in no
answer or a busy signal. If a household was Wil.ltig to participate in the survey, the
interviewer selected the travel day for the household using the master survey schedule
shown in Figure 8.

At the end of the each day’s recruiting session, the telephone interview coding forms
were collected and separated into three groups:

● An acceptance group for households agreeing to participate.
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1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

St. Louis Regional Travel Survey
Telephone Interviewer Coding Form - Pre-Sutvey Qualification

Sample #: 1
Name: Joan A. Doe
Address: 2802 Vineyard Dr.

Arnold, MO 63010

Telephone: (314) 282-9999

Telephone Interviewer ID #:
Telephone Interview Date:
Number of Autos:
Number of Persons:
Number of Persons 5+:

Listed: T

Travel Day: Callback Day:
day date (Only if requested) day date

Language: English Spanish Other
(desctibe)

Result:
1. completed; accepted 6. busy (quit) 12345
2. refusal; not acceptable 7. no answer (quit) 1 2 3 4 5
3. disconnected 8. out of survey area
4. wrong number/household moved 9. other
5. commercial number (describe)

Pre-Survey Qualification Complete - Assignment #:

Comments:

Figure-7

EXAMPLE TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
RECRUITING FORM



Recruiting Travel Day Interview Calls

Mailing
Soonest Latest No. Date Day Date Soonest Latest

8127
8/27
8/28
8/29
8/30
915
9/6
9/7

9112
9/13
9/14
9/19
9/20
9/21
9/26
9127
9/28
10/3
10/4
10/5

10/1o
10/11
10/12
10/17
10/18
10/19
10/24
10/25
10/26
10/31

11/1

8/28
8/29
8/31
9/4
9/5

9/10
9/11
9/12
9/17
9/18
9/19
9/24
9/25
9/26
10/1
10/2
10/3
10/8
10/9

10/10

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0/15 21
0116 22
0/17 23
0/22 24
0/23 25
0/24 26

10/29 27
10/30 28
10/31 29
11/6 30
11/7 31

915
9/6

9/11
9/12
9/13
9/18
9/19
9/20
9/25
9/26
9/27
10/2
10/3
10/4
10/9

10/1o
10/11
10/16
10/17
10/18
10/23
10/24
10/25
10/30
10/31
11/1
11/7
1118

11/13
11/14
11/15

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu

Wed
Thu
Tue

Wed
Thu

8129
8/30
914
915
916

9/11
9112
9/13
9118
9/19
9/20
9/25
9/26
9/27
10/2
10/3
10/4
10/9

10/1o
10/11
10/16
10/17
10/18
10/23
10/24

10/25
10/30
10/31
11/1
11/7
11/8

9/6
9/7

9/12
9/13
9/14
9119
9/20
9/21
9/26
9/27
9/28
10/3
10/4
10/5

10/1o
10/11
10/12
10/17
10118
10/19
10/24
10/25
10/26
10/31
11/1
11/2
11/8
11/9

9/8
9/9

9/14
9/15
9116
9/21
9122
9/23
9/28
9129
9/30
10/5
10/6
10/7

10/12
10/13
10/14
10/19
10/20
10/21
10/26
10/27
10/28
11/2
11/3
11/4

11/10
11/10

11/14 11/16
11/15 11/17
11116 11118

Figure-8
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Cond.fctof the Survey

● A dead group for refusals, discomected numbers, wrong numbers or
moved, commercial numbers, busy or no answer for five continuous days,
out-of-area residential location, or other (e.g., language) problems.

● A call-back group for those telephone numbers that were busy or there
was no answer for less than five continuous days.

The acceptance and dead groups were turned over to the data entry stdT for input into
the central database fde for TSMIS. A&m input, the forms were placed into a file for
storage. The call-back group was used in the following recruiting session.

A telephone patter or script was used in conjunction with the recruiting calls. The
script standardized the information given to the household respondent and explained
the purpose of the survey. However, telephone recruiters were allowed to modify the
script slightly so that they were more comfortable with the wording. This made the
script flow more smoothly and sound more natural to the respondent. An example of
the basic script is shown in Figure 9.

There were nine possible outcomes each time a candidate telephone number was
dialed. The possible outcomes were as follows:

Complete, household agreed to participate.

Refused, household declined to participate.

Disconnected telephone.

Wrong number or household moved.

Commercial number (from unlisted telephone numbers).

Busy (a total of five attempts were made; no answer also counts as an
attempt).

No answer (a total of five attempts were made; busy also counts as an
attempt).

Household outside of survey area.

Other.

Mail Information Packets

When a household agreed to participate in the survey, it was sent a packet of forms
including a cover letter signed by the chairman and vice chairman of EWG, an
instruction sheet for the survey, an example travel diary, a travel day reminder card,
a household data questionnaire, and travel diaries. The households travel day and
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“Hello, my name is and I’m calling on behalf of the East-
West Gateway Coordinating Council. Am I spehg to (--or ‘Are You...’--), the head of
the household?”

“We are conducting a scientific survey of travel in the St. Louis region as a basis for
improving transportation in the 1990s and beyond. Your residence is one of the very
few households we’ve selected to participate in this effort. We need information
regarding weekday travel by households such as yours, and we would like your
cooperation in this study. ” (Brief pause.)

“I’d like to get your name and address and ask you three questions.”

“First, how many cars, vans, or pick-up trucks do you or your household
members own or use regularly?”

‘Second, how many people live in your household?”

‘Third, how many of these people, including yourself, are five years old or
older?”

“As part of the survey, I am going to mail you a packet that will contain a Travel
Diary for each of your household members five years old or older, and will tell you
when and how to record your travel. Your Travel Day will be (day of week and
actual date) . One or two days after (actual travel date Previously specified) , we
will call you again and collect the information you have recorded. ”

“What is your name and address?” (Veri& number, street, city, state, and zip code.)

“If you have any questions regarding this survey, please call Martin Altman at the
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council at (314) 421-4220, or in Illinois at (618) 274-
2750, or you can call us at our toll-flee number, (1-800) 447-8287. It has been
pleasant talking to you. We look forward to calling you again on (repeat date You
specified above) .”

Close your telephone call with a personal note, such as: ‘Have a good evening
and thank you very much for your assistance.”

Figure-9

EXAMPLE TELEPHONE
RECRUITING CALL PATTER



Conduct of the Survey

date were stamped on the travel diaries and the reminder card prior to the compila-
tion of a packet to be mailed to a household. The number of travel diaries required by
the household was estimated based on the number of persons five years old and older
living in the household. Examples of the household data questionnaire and the travel
diary are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figures 10 to 13 show examples of the other
forms sent in the mail out packet.

This task used mailing labels and the interview form labels prepared using TSMIS. In
addition, mailing check lists and travel day check lists prepared using TSMIS were
used in this task. All households for a specific travel day were listed on the mailing
check list. As the travel packets were prepared, they were checked-off on the mailing
check list. When a packet was mailed, the household was checked-off on the travel
day check list. This procedure ensured that each household received their packet of
information for the survey in a timely manner. Packets were mailed to participants
six to eight days before their travel day.

Reminder Calls

During the evening before each travel day, households were called and reminded that
their travel day was the next day. A reminder call check list prepared using TSMIS
was used by people making the reminder calls.

Data Collection Calls

The actual telephone interviews were conducted one to three days after the households
travel day. For each interview session, all telephone interviewers were given the
necessary material to complete the interviews including

● Blank telephone interviewer assignment form(s).

● Two sets of preprinted labels to aflii to the telephone interviewer
assignment forms and the survey household data collection forms.

● Survey forms (household data collection forms and trip data collection
forms).

An example of the telephone interviewer assignment form is shown in Figure 14. This
document was used by the interviewer to record his or her daily progress for an
assigned “bundle” of households to interview. The households that the interviewer
actually called were based on the preprinted labels given to the interviewer. The
interviewers ailixed the preprinted label to the assignment sheet only when the survey
was completed, was terminated as unsuccessfd (e.g., the participant dropped out of
the survey), or if the survey day had to be reassigned. If a survey required a callback
in a following session to complete the collection of the information, the preprinted
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911 WASHINGTON AVENUE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63101
314421-4220 618274-2750
FAX 314231-6120

Dear Fellow Citizen:

Thank you for agreeing to take part in the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council’s
regional travel survey. Your participation in this study is important because the information
which you provide will help plan for new and improved roads and transportation semices for
the St. Louis area.

As stated in the telephone call you received from a suxvey team member several days ago,
your household is one of a small number of households chosen at random. All information
collected for this survey is sm”ct@ confidential, and will be combined with responses from
other households to give us a “snapshot” of regional travel patterns. Instructions to provide
the information are included in the packet accompanying this letter.

If you have any questions about the purpose of the survey Or about the travel diary, please
call Mr. Martin Altman of East-West Gateway at one of the numbers listed above or Mr.
Mark Douglas of NSI toll-free at 1-800-447-8287.

Thank you again for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

Thomas A. Villa
Chairman

L
Nelson Hagnauer
Vice Chairman

Figure-10
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=~ East-West Gateway
Ill= coordinating Council

REGIONAL TRAVEL SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS

This survey has two parts.

Part 1 - Household Data (white) contains information about you and you
household. Some of the information has already been fdled in based on our

telephone conversation with a member of your household.

Part 2- Travel Diaries (blue) on which to record travel for each member of your
household or out-of-area visitor to your household on the travel day. This travel diq
can help a busy person keep track of his/her trips throughout the day. It will Z&.
speed up the telephone interview when we call to collect the travel data for your
household.

s Please ask each member of your household and out-of-area visitor to your
household to carry a travel diary with him/heron the travei date and to record
each trip after it is made (even if the trip is made with another member of the
household).

● Please keep a travei diary for household members and visitors five or older who
are unable to f~ out the diary themselves.

● Be sure to record the person’s name and person number (from Part 1) on the
travei diary.

● A person should use extra diaries if one is not enough.

● A sample trip diary for the trips in the following example has been included in
this packet:

EILWIPLE.
YOU LEAVE HOMEAND DRIVEYOUR CHILDTO THE DAYCARECENTER (1)
THENYOU DRIVETO WORK (2)
THEN YOU RIDETO LUNCHWITH YOURBOSS (3)
THEN YOU TAKEA BUS BACK TO WORK (4)
THEN YOU DRIVETO THE DAYCARE CEN’I’ERTO PICKUP YOUR CHILD (5)
THEN YOU AND YOUR CHILDRETURN HOME (6)

If you have any questions, call the Travel Survey office toll-free at 1-800-447-8287.

For your convenience, we will call you within three days of the travel day to collect
your information. All of your answers are strictly cotildential.

THA.NK YOU Figure-n

EXAMPLE TRAVEL SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
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–Remember

Your Travel Day Is

(4:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.)

Remember,
Have Every Household Member and

Out-of-Town Visitor Take A Travel Diary
And Keep A Record of His or Her Trips!

Thank You!

-ill East-West Gateway
ill= Coordinating Council For further information call toll free:

1-800-447-8287
Figure-13
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Daily Interview Assignment Sheet

Telephone
Telephone date: Interviewer I.D.:

(MIX AMEL Here)
Results Code (*):
Number of Trips:
Income Group:

(fix ALABEL Here)
Results Code (*):
Number of Trips:
Income Group:

Results Code (*):
(A.fTixAI-ABEL Here) Number of Trips:

Income Group:

Results Code (*):
(Mix ALABEL Here) Number of Trips:

Income Group:

Results Code (*):
(Affix ALABEL Here) Number of Trips:

Income Group:

* Result Codes: 1. Complete 6. Sick on Travel Day
2. Refusal 7. Household Demolished or
3. No one home, repeated calls Converted to Commercial
4. Language Problem 8. Household Moved
5. Not in Area on Travel Day 9. Other

Figure-14

EXAMPLE
INTERVIEWER ASSIGNMENT FORM



Conduct of the Survey

label was paperclipped to the survey forms. Thus, the preprinted label was affixed to
the assignment sheet in the session in which the survey is completed. The interviewer
filled out the summary information for each completed interview (number of trips,
completion code, and income group) on the assignment sheets at the end of every
interviewing session. The tiormation on the assignment sheets was entered into the
TSMIS central database file afler every interview session to keep track of the progress
of the survey.

At the end of every interviewing session, the interview materials were collected and
separated manually into three groups:

● Completed interview group.

● An incomplete survey group.

● A survey reassignment group.

The completed interview group consisted of successful interviews and interviews that
were unsuccessful due to household refusal or other reasons. This group was turned
over to the editing and coding staff. Any interviews that required a call-back were
placed in the incomplete group and were used in the following interview session. The
reassignment group consisted of households that forgot their travel day and could not
reconstruct their travel from memory or had a “result code” five (out-of-area on travel
day) or six (sick on travel day). Note that if only some of the members of the house-
hold were out of the area or sick, result codes five and six were not used. This file was
reviewed by a supervisor and a new travel date was selected for the household and
entered into the central database fde.

There were nine possible outcomes from each survey:

● Complete--a completed survey.

● Refused--the household refused to participate in the survey (after initial
agreement in the recruiting call).

● No one home, repeated talk--no contact could be made with the house-
hold after at least five callbacks.

● Language problem--data could not be collected from all members of the
household due to language problems.

● Not in area on travel day--all members of the household were outside of
the survey area on the travel day. The travel day was reassigned, if
possible. Only those households refusing to accept a new travel day
received this completion code.
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Conduct of the Survey

● Sick on trauel duy--all members of the household were sick on the travel
day. The travel day was reassigned, if possible. Only those households
refusing to accept a new travel day received this completion code.

● Household demolished or converted to commercial--the household was
demolished or converted to commercial use between the initial recruiting
call and the data collection call.

● HousehoZd moved--the household moved between the initial recruiting
call and the data collection call.

● Other--this category included any other problem that prevented the
successfti completion of a survey such as the telephone being disconnect-
ed between the initial recruiting call and the data collection call.

Note that data collection calls could have taken several days to complete. Attempts
were made to personally interview all members of the household over 15 years of age
(itiormation from younger children was collected from an adult member of the
household based on the child’s travel diary). This required callbacks to households
when not all family members were present during an interviewing session. If an
absent member of the family (on the survey data collection day) had completed a
travel diary, the information on the travel diary was collected in lieu of a personal
interview.

Interviewers were trained to ask questions and probe for additional information and
trips without suggesting possible answers to the respondents. Some general phrases
that were used to get the additional information without leading the respondent were:

● Please explain that a little more.

● Could you be more specific?

● I’m not sure I understand. Would you explain that again?

● On the last trip you said you made yesterday from your office to your
house, did you make a stop for any reason along the way?

Interviewers were also trained to look at the reasonability of a pattern of trips to
ensure that trips were not missed. For example, if a trip was made to work, the
interview made sure that a trip was made from work (unless there were mitigating
circumstances such as a very long work day to meet a deadline or the person walked
home).
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Conduct of the Survey

Data Editing, Coding, and Keying

Completed surveys were edited, coded, and keyed to computer data files during this
task. Initial editing and coding of the survey data were performed manually. The
surveyor made an initial check to ensure that all information was obtained for the
survey, that the information was logical, and that the information was clearly written
on the household and trip collection forms. The survey forms were then given h
editing staiTfor a double check of the information recorded on the survey forms. The
editing of a survey could have required a follow-up phone call to the household by an
editor and/or supervisor to resolve any problems detected with the collected
itiormation.

The data collection forms were, to a large extent, self-coding. Surveyors circled
numbers or letters of responses or recorded a letter or number as a response. Howev-
er, two items required coding by the editing sM. Specifically, the income code was a
letter designation on the household data collection form. This information was
converted to a numeric designation by the editors. On the travel data collection form,
surveyors recorded a description of the land use at the destination of the trip. Editors
converted this information to a one digit land use code.

After a sample passed the initial editing and coding procedure, it was passed to data
entry personnel for keying into dBase files. Three diiYerent record types were keyed:
household data (record type 1), person data (record type 2), and trip data (record type
3). The data structures for these three files are shown in Chapter 7, Survey Results.
There was one household data record for each sample number, one person record for
each member in the household age five years and older, and at least one trip record
-zero trip record) for each member of the household age five years and older.

After key entry, the data were input to the TSMIS editing program, SURVCHK. The
program performed range edits on individual fields, intrarecord checks (e.g., to ensure
that the starting time of a trip was not after the ending time for the trip), and
interrecord checks (e.g., to ensure that there are the correct number of person records
for the number of people listed in the household). The edit checks performed by
SURVCHK are shown below:

Household Data Range Checks

●

●

Family size must be in the range 1-20.
Family size age five and older must be in the range 1-20.
Family size age five and older must be less than or equal to family size.
Visitors must be in the range O-9.
Income code must be in the range O -9 or R.
Travel day must be a valid travel date.
The sum of trip makers and non-trip makers must equal the sum of the
family size age five and older plus the number of visitors.
Listed phone must be 1 or 2 (yes or no).
Completion code must be 1 (complete).
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Person Data Range Checks

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Person numbers are not skipped or repeated.
Relationship code is in the range 1-5.
Age is in the range 1-99.
Gender is 1 or 2 (male or female).
Drivers license is 1 or 2 (yes or no).
Each employment status code must be in the range 1-7 and codes must
not be repeated.
Interviewed code is 1 or 2 (yes or no).
Used diary code is 1 or 2 (yes or no).

Trip Data Range Checks

●

●

●

●

●

●

b

●

●

●

b

●

●

Trip numbers are not skipped or repeated for any person.
A Otrip record exists for each person.
Kind of place is in the range O -9.
Trip purpose is in the range O -9.
Beginning time of trip is legal (000 -059, 100-159, ...).
Beginning AM or PM code is A or P.
Ending time of trip is legal (000 -059, 100-159, ...).
Ending AM or PM code is A or P.
Beginning time is before the ending time.
Mode is in the range 1-8.
Auto occupancy is in the range 1-9 if mode is auto driver.
Auto occupancy is O if mode is not auto driver.
In addition, the program cross-tabulated the trip purpose by the kind of
place codes to allow checking for illogical combinations.

Interrecord Checks

● Person number is less than or equal to the sum of the family size age
five and older plus the number of visitors.

● At least one trip record (the Orecord) exists for each person.
● Persons without a drivers license are not listed as auto drivers.
● If purpose is to work, an employment status of 1, 2, or 3 is listed.
● The sum of motorized trips tim the trip records is equal to the total

trips coded on the household record.
● The sum of persons making trips in motorized vehicles on the trip

records is equal to the number of trip makers listed on the household
record.

Samples that completely passed the editing were copied into the final data fdes.
Samples that failed the editing were copied to a “reject” file for correction. Rejections
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could have been caused by keying errors or problems missed in the initial editing and
coding step.

The final step in the process is the “merging” process. This step can be accomplished
using a dBase program to merge the home address itiormation horn the sample file
onto the household record and the trip records (whenever a destination has been
recorded as “Home”). This step has not yet been petiormed since it will be more
efficient to perform this step after geocoding. That way, only the zone number
idormation needs to be transferred.

Several documents more fully explain the conduct of the survey and the survey
editing

● Interviewer Manual, prepared for the East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., August, 1990.

● Home Interview Survey Editing and Coding Manual--St. Louis Region
Travel Survey, prepared for the East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council by Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc., August, 1990.

● A memorandum entitled, “Task C.5--Verify and Process Survey Respons-
es--Computerized Survey Data Edit Checks”, dated December 4, 1990.

Survey Monitoring Process

NSI used quality control stail’, completely separate from the data collection staff, to
monitor the survey and assure the maintenance of high quality data. The quality
control st.afYmonitored selected interviewer telephone calls, performed the editing
described above, and validated the interviewers’ work by calling selected surveyed
households to verify responses.

For the recruiting calls, the quality control st.aHmonitored recruiter calls for thorough-
ness and clarity. Quality control stail monitored selected telephone calls for each
recruiter to determine whether or not the recruiter followed the script as written (see
Figure 8), how well they explained the purpose of the study, how well they listened to
the respondent, the thoroughness of their probing for names and addresses, the level
of interest of the recruiter, and the tonal quality of the recruiter. Monitoring of
recruiters was “blind’-- recruiters did not know when quality control staff were
monitoring their calls. Any deviations or problems were noted on a validation form
and verbally related to the recruiter either by the quality control staff or by the
recruitment supervisor.

NSI also monitored recruiter productivity. Specifically, they monitored the number of
households recruited per dialing hour by each recruiter as well as the recruiter’s
number of dialings per hour. Recruiters were retrained or reassigned if they did not
meet a minimum level of productivity.
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Finally, NSI also produced weekly productivity reports on recruiters using TSMIS.
Copies of the weekly reports were sent to BA and EWG for review. The reports
summarized agreement rates, recruiter hours worked, and overall recruiter
productivity.

NSI also monitored interviewers collecting the travel survey data. Several types of
checks were pm%ormed. First, completed interviews were checked in NSI’S field data
collection section (the group actually making the telephone calls). Problems noted
were returned to interviewers for immediate clarification or correction. The field unit
supervisor monitored whether specific interviewers had an inordinate number of
surveys returned for clarification.

After surveys were edited in the field unit, they were passed to quality control stafYfor
the editing described in the Data Editing, Coding, and Keying section above. As with
the field unit checks, if an interviewer had an inordinate number of surveys that
required problem correction, the field supervisor was notified so the interviewer could
be retrained or reassigned.

As with the survey recruiters, quality control staff monitored selected interviews for
each interviewer throughout the survey. Particular attention was paid to probing for
address information (for trip destinations), the tone of voice used by the interviewer,
and the overall flow and pace of the interview. Approximately 10 percent of each
interviewers’ surveys were validated by quality control stafY. The validation was
accomplished by recalling surveyed household and verifying responses to questions.

NSI monitored the productivity of the interviewers using TSMIS. Reports were
generated that showed the number of surveys completed, the productivity of each
interviewer (in completed surveys per hour worked), and the average number of trips
per household collected by the interviewer. The reports were generated by interviewer
and for all interviewers, combined. NSI used the individual reports to determine
underproductive interviewers and interviewers that seemed to be missing trips due to
lack of probing. These interviewers were retrained or reassigned.

The summary reports were sent to BA and EWG for review. BA monitored the
average overall trip rates and the distribution of households by income group and
household size for reasonability. The status of the survey was discussed with the NSI
survey manager weekly.

Two memoranda more fhlly explain the survey monitoring process:

● “Recruitment Quality Control Procedures”, dated November 29, 1990.

● “Data Collection Quality Control Procedures”, dated November 29, 1990.

The above memoranda were prepared as requirements under Task Cl - Select Sample
and Conduct Prequali@g Interviews, and Task C4 - Collect Travel Diary Idorma-
tion, respectively.
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6.
Pretest Results

A pretest of the St. Louis Region travel survey was performed during the last two
weeks of June 1990. The pretest covered all stages of the surveying process including
selection of households, recruiting calls, travel day assignment, survey packet mail-
out, reminder telephone calls, collection of the travel data, and coding, editing, and
keying of survey results. Survey recruiting calls were made during the week of June
18. Travel days were Tuesday, June 26 through Thursday, June 28. Collection of the
travel data was initiated on Wednesday, June 27 and fidly completed on Thursday,
July 5. The data collected in the pretest were analyzed for reasonability and to de-
termine any potential problems with the survey. In addition, EWG personnel volun-
teering to participate in the pretest were debriefed regarding their experience partici-
pating in the survey.

A total of 41 surveys were completed in the pretest. The telephone numbers for the
pretest were obtained from one of the twenty-four replicates of telephone numbers
purchased from Survey Sampling, Inc. (SS1). The replicate used had 416 telephone
numbers, 183 which were listed and 233 which were unlisted. The telephone list was
modified to include five volunteers from the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council
(EWG). To obtain the completed surveys, 411 telephone numbers out of the 416 total
numbers were called.

The most important result from the pretest was the identification of problems with
survey instruments and survey procedures so that the problems could be corrected. A
number of problems were identified and corrected. In addition, several changes not
related to problems with the forms or procedures were suggestid. The problems and
corrections are summarized below:

● Recruiters did not have a brief, simple deftition for EWG and EWG’S
duties. A two-sentence explanation was drafted and inserted into the
training manual.
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●

●

●

●

Scheduling of data collection callbacks was difficult to administer. The
original telephone patter requested a time tn call the respondent to
collect the survey data. Since the length of each individual data collec-
tion call could not be estimated, it was impossible to accurately schedule
the data collection calls. This question was dropped fmm the recruiters’
telephone patter.

The original recruiters’ telephone patter did not request the respondent’s
cooperation in the survey. This made the recruiters, as well as one
EWG staff member participating in the pretest, uncomfortable. The
telephone patter was modified to ask for cooperation with the study,
followed by a brief pause.

The format for printing the travel data collection forms was changed so
that the forms were turned around horizontally, rather than vertically,
to record information on the second side of the form.

It was determined that travel packets could safely be mailed six to eight
days prior to the respondent’s travel day. Originally, it was thought
that the packets would need to be mailed ten days in advance.

Several statements in the instructions and on the travel diaries were
modified to clarify which trips needed to be recorded.

Reluctance to respond to the income question was noted. The response
categories on the household information form were changed to include
identification letters to try to improve the response, especially for low
income families (e.g., respondents reported that they were in income
group “B” which designated the $10,000 to $14,999 income group).

Rules for responding to answering machines were established. Messages
requesting that the respondent call NSI’S 800 number were left on
answering machines as a last resort to establish contact with the sur-
veyed household.

The date was removed from the survey packet cover letter since the
survey would extend over three months.

Decision criteria were established to help interviewers consistently
identify incidental trips that would not be included as actual trips. The
criteria related to the amount of diversion from the normal route for the
main trip, the purpose of the stop, and the duration of the stop (see
deftition of a trip in Chapter 7, Survey Results, for additional informa-
tion).
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● The trip data collection form was modified to provide a starting point
trip purpose for the frost trip of the day if the starting location was not
“home”.

● The travel day and two of the trip purposes on the example travel diary
included in the survey packet were modified.

● Several other minor format and wording changes were made to the
household data form mailed to respondents and the household data
collection form.

Details regarding the pretest can be found in the technical memorandum entitled,
“Task B.5--Pretest Summary,” dated August 7, 1990.
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7.
Survey Results

Survey Problems / Resolutions

The corrections made in the survey process and survey forms based on the pretest
resulted in a survey with very few problems. Several problems were, however,
encountered in the conduct of the actual travel survey. These problems and their
solutions are summarized below:

● Recruiters were initially recruiting households in which members had
expressed doubts about everyone participating. This was reflected by
incomplete interviews in the data collection stage. Recruiters were
reminded that the entire household had to participate in the survey; if
one household member refused to participate, that meant that the
household refused to participate.

● One interviewer was overly aggressive with a respondent. A letter of
apology was sent to the respondent by NSI, the interviewer was removed
fmm the project, and the remaining interviewers were rebriefed regard-
ing proper telephone conduct.

● Incorrect forms (from a survey for a different city being performed at the
same time by NSI) were mailed to about 130 households. The data
collected from about 50 of the households was suspect and had to be
deleted from the survey results. The travel day for the remaining 80
households was rescheduled and correct forms were remailed to the
households.
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Disposition of Telephone Calls

In total, 6,373 different telephone numbers were called during the travel survey. The
6,373 calls results in 1,446 completed, usable surveys. In other words, 22.7 percent of
the initial telephone calls results in usable surveys. Table 5 shows the final disposi-
tion of all telephone number called during the course of the survey.

Table 5
Disposition of Surveyed Telephone Numbers

Number Percent

Recruiting Calls

Agreements

Refusals

‘: ~; Disconnected Phones

T. ~ Wrong Number)Household Moved

“‘‘Commercial+ ,,,

),.,,\‘,( Busy/No Answer (for Five Calls)

Out-of-Suwey Area

~fi~~ Other (Language Problems)

Total

interview Calls

Completions

Refusals

Quit Survey

Language Problems

Out-of-Area on Travel Day

Sick on Travel Day

Household Demolished

Moved

Disconnected

Total

1,893

1,772

1,350

164

411

773

2

>

6,373

1,482(’)

308

40

0
5

6

0

50

~

1,893

29.7%

27.8%

21 .2’%0

2.6%

6.4%

12.l%

--

.l%

99.9?40

78.3%

16.3%

2.10/0

0.09’0

0.3%

0.3%

0.0%

2.60/.

0.10/0

100.0%

(1) A total of 1,482 interviews were completed. However, 36 of the interviewswere later
rejected due to editing or coding problems. This resulted in 1,446 completed, usable
survevs.
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Preliminary Results

Preliminary results from the travel survey are summarized in the following sections.
The results are preliminary fkom the standpoint that the data had not been “linked
(see Chapter 8, The Next Steps) at the time of the summary. In addition, the survey
data had not been weighted to reflect the estimated distribution of all households in
the region. Specific comments regarding the effect of not linking and weighting the
data will be made in the sections below if the results summarized could be affected by
the linking or weighting of the data.

Before the survey results can be interpreted, the definition of several basic terms used
in the travel survey must be understood. These terms are as follows:

Household. Generally, a household was considered to be the entire group of
persons living in one dwelling unit. A household could have been just one
person living alone or several persons living together. The household usually
consisted of a family with a head (e.g., a father or mother) and all of his or her
relatives living in the dwelling unit. The household also may have included
members such as roommates, lodgers, visitors, and maids. In order to deter-
mine whether a person was a member of the household or not, two general
rules were applied:

1. Was the person’s usual place of residence, at the time of the interview,
in the household?

The usual place of residence was where a person normally slept and
where there were living quarters for that person to return to any time
he or she wanted to. It was not just a mailing address. It could have
been a temporary place of residence where a person was staying while
looking for permanent living quarters.

2. Was the person from outside the St. Ixmis area and visiting the house-
hold at the time of the interview?

A visitor &om outside the area was considered a member of the house-
hold for the survey and his or her trips were recorded. A visitor who
lived within the St. Iimis area was not considered a member of the
household and his or her trips were not included.

Travel Mode. The means used to travel including auto, pick-up, van, bus,
school bus, taxi, motorcycle.

Trip. A trip was considered to be one-way travel from one point to another
which took the person outside the block he or she started the trip in. Travel
must have been made by one of the designated modes of travel which did not
include boats, horses, wagons, or bicycles, unless a bicycle was used for a work
trip. Walking trips were not included as trips, unless the walking trip was a
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work trip. Note, however, that bicycle and walk trips to and ihm work were
not considered in the summaries included in this report.

Trips made by truck drivers (dump truck, delivery truck, or semitrailer) during
their working day were not counted; tiormation on truck trips should be
collected in a separate survey. Also, trips made during the working day by
persons whose regular job was making deliveries in any type of vehicle were
not counted.

A continuous round trip was considered as two separate trips. The destination
of the fist trip and the origin of the second were the farthest point that was
reached on the round trip. For example, if a person traveled to a park, drove
around the park without getting out of the car, and returned home, it was
counted as two trips. The destination of the fist trip was the park, and the
origin of the second trip was the park.

There were some stops that were not considered as ending ~ begin-
ning points of a trip. These included:

● Stops for tralllc delays or detours.

● Stops to transfer from one bus to another on a trip fkom home to work.

● Stops made en route for an incidental purchase such as gasoline, ciga-
rettes, newspaper, etc.

The latter category of incidental stops were not included as separate trips
under the following circumstances:

● The stop was made along the normal route taken for another trip (or
within two blocks).

● The stop involved a short amount of time (under two minutes).

Other indications of incidental stops were stops made on a home-to-work or
work-tmhome trip, and stops for a purchase of one item at a convenience store.

Travel had to begin or end in the survey area to be included as a trip. For
example, travel from St. I-mis to Springfield within the travel day was included
as a trip. However, if the traveler continued his or her journey with a trip from
Sprin@eld to Chicago, the second trip was not included as a trip.

The travel day, for the purpose of this survey, was the designated day of travel
for the household, which began at 4:00 A.M. that morning and ended at 4:00
A.M. the next day. The trip had to begin and end during that period tA be
counted.
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Trip Purpose. The primary reason for making any given trip was considered
to be the trip purpose. Trips were categorized into the following trips
purposes:

Go to Work

A work trip was travel to a person’s place of employment or business, such as
an office, factory, or store. Some people had more than one job, and travel to
each place of employment was considered a work trip. Also, some persons
visited different locations during the day in performing their work, such as
doctors and salespeople. The purpose of each of these work-related stops was
job-related (see below).

shop

Travel to shop or to purchase things was classified as a shopping trip.

Return Home

A trip to a person’s usual place of residence was a home purpose trip.

School

Travel by a student to school or college was a school trip. Travel by a teacher
or school employee to a school was a work trip.

Sociul lRecreation

Travel made for social or recreation purposes during which no business was
transacted, either work-related or personal business, were social.hwcreational
trips. These trips included trips made for:

Parties Golfing
Social meetings Fishing
Lectures Movies
Cultural events Athletic events
Visits to fiends Tennis
Church activities (social in nature)

Trips made to regularly scheduled church services were recorded as Personal.

Eat Meal

These were trips made to eat a regular meal. Stops for snacks or refreshments
were better classified as socia.lhwcreational. A trip home to eat a meal (e.g., a
person came home &om work to eat lunch and returned to work) was classified
as an “eat a meal” trip.
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Personal

This category included trips made for transactions that were not considered to
be a part of a person’s primaqy or secondary employment, and were made to

, obtain services--not purchase goods. Trips to a bank, to the post office, to a
doctor or dentist, and to a barber were personal trips. Trips made to have an
item repaired, such as a car or radio, or to have clothes cleaned, were also
personal trips.

Change of Tmvel M&

Travel by one mode of transportation to get to another mode of transportation
was considered a change of travel mode purpose. The modes of transportation
used in this survey when considering change of travel mode trips were: auto,
bus, airplane, and rail. For example, if a person drove a car to a bus stop to
take a bus to the office, the trip from home to the bus stop by car was for the
change of travel mode purpose. However, if it was necessary for the person to
transfer to another bus to get to his or her office, the second trip was not a
change of travel mode trip. Even though the person traveled on two buses, the
buses were the same mode.

Trips to a railroad station, bus station, or airport, at which point a train,
airplane, or bus was taken out of the survey area, were recorded as change of
travel mode. The air, rail, or bus travel was considered part of the trip and
was recorded on the trip report.

Pickup lDrop-Off Passenger

This category included trips or stQps to pickup or deliver someone at a specific
location.

Job Rehzted

Some people, such as salespeople and repair persons, traveled to different
locations during the day in performing their work. The purpose of the work-
related stops they made was job-related.

Distribution of Households by income Group and Household Size

The distribution of households by income group and household size was discussed in
Chapter 2, Survey Design, under the section on sample stratification. Tables 2 and 3
show the expected and the surveyed distributions of households by income group and
household size. The surveyed distribution is different from the expected distribution,
but the differences should not cause problems in the calibration of trip production
models. Note, however, that if regional average trip rates are calculated, the survey
data should be weighted to reflect the regional distribution of households by income
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group and household size. Procedures for weighting are discussed in Chapter 8, The
Next Steps.

A chi-square test of statistical significance comparing the expected distribution of
households (using the 1,320 households with reported incomes) to the surveyed
distribution of households was performed. The chi square statistic was calculated
using the following formula:

P
X2=X:-N

e

where:

fOis the observed number of households in the cell
f, is the expected number of households in the cell
N is the total number of households.

The chi-square value was 84 with 14 degrees of fkeedom. This implied that the
surveyed distribution was statistically significantly different from the expected
distribution at the 0.01 significance level.

The total number of people living in the surveyed households (including children
under 5 but excluding visitors) was 3,841. Thus, the overall average household size
was 2.66 and the average household size for five or more person households was 5.38.
If only the 1,320 households reporting their incomes were considered, the average
households size was 2.38 and the average households size for five or more person
households were 5.37.

Distribution of Households by Auto Availability and Household She

Table 6 shows the expected distribution of households by auto availability and
household size (assuming 1,446 households) and Table 7 shows the surveyed distribu-
tion. As can be seen in the two tables, there was a substantial undersarnpling of
households with zero or one automobiles available. The undersampling of those two
groups was counterbalanced by an oversampling of households with two or more
automobiles available. It should be noted, however, that the expected distribution of
households by auto availability and household size was based on EWG estimates
developed horn 1980 Census data. It is possible that the expected distribution will be
modified when the 1990 Census data become available.
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Table 6

Expected Distribution of Surveyed Households by
Auto Availability and Household Size

Household Size

Auto Availability 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

OAutos 87 48 19 14 13 182

(Percent) (6.0°/0) (3.3VO) (1.3%’0) (1.0’?/0) (0.970) (12.6°/0)

1 Auto 195 194 100 81 65 635

(Percent) (13.5%) (13.4%) (6.9%) (5.6%) (4.5YO) (43.9%)

2+ Autos 100 201 124 116 88 629

(Percent) (6.9%1 (13.9°/o~ m J!Wz?l J.UzJJ.f&Wl

Total 382 443 243 211 166 1,446

(Percent) (26.4Yo) (30.6%) (16.8YO) (14.6Yo) (11.5%) (loo%)

Table 7
Observed Distribution of Surveyed Households by
Auto Availability and Household Size

Household Size

Auto Availability 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

OAutos

(Percent)

1 Auto

(Percent)

2+ Autos

(Percent)

Total

(Percent)

43

(3.070)

213

(14.7%’0)

30

(2.1%~

286

(19.8Yo)

36

(2.50A)

102

(7.1Yo)

375

J2zUl

513

(35.5%)

23

(1.6?40)

35

(2.4Yo)

210

-@LW

268

(18.50/o)

18

(1.2%)

19

(1.370)

190

Jlz!xl

227

(15.7%)

10

(0.7%)

21

(1.5Yo)

121

-@W

152

(10.5YO)

130

(9.0%)

390

(27.0%)

923

J.!xLEW

1,446

(100”!0)
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Distribution of Households by Travel Day

The travel survey was designed to collect an equal number of surveys for Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays over the survey period. Mondays and Fridays were not
included as travel days. As can be seen in Table 8 the surveyed number of households
was almost equally split between the three travel days.

Table 8
Distribution of Households by Travel Day

Travel Day Number of Households Percent of Households

Tuesday 463 32.00/o

Wednesday 505 34.9°/0

Thursday 478 33.1%

Geographic Distribution of Households

Table 9 shows the expected and surveyed distribution of households by county and for
the City of St. Louis. As can be seen in the table, there was a difference between the
expected number of samples by county and the surveyed samples. The major problem
was that the City of St. Louis was undersampled. This resulted in an oversampling of
St. Louis County, St. Charles County, Jefferson County, and Madison County. The
calculated chi-squared value comparing the expected and surveyed distributions was
76.49 with six degrees of freedom. This implied that the surveyed distribution was
statistically significantly difTerent from the expected distribution at the 0.01 signifi-
cance level. Based on these results, it might be worthwhile to consider geographically
based expansion factors for the survey data as well as socioeconomic based factors.

Respondents Interviewed and Using Diary

Table 10 shows a crosstabulation of the number of people who were interviewed and
who said they used their travel diary. As can be seen, over one-half of the household
members were not personally interviewed. This number is somewhat misleading,
however, since a large portion of the household members who were not interviewed
were under 16 years old.

Almost 85 percent of the respondents reported using their travel diary. This was a
very high percentage. However, there might be several reasons for the high reported
use. First, the surveyors asked whether or not the diary was used. It was possible
that many respondents responded yes to appear to be in compliance with the survey
instructions.
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Table 9

Geographic Distribution of Households

Expected Suweyed

County Number Percent Number Percent

City of St. Louis 285 20.4 233 16.6

St. Louis County 630 45.0 632 45.1

St. Charles County 123 8.8 134 9.6

Jefferson County 47 3.4 55 3.9

Madison County 151 10.8 190 13.6

Monroe County 5 0.4 9 0.6

St. Clair County 159 11.4 147 10.5

Table 10
Respondents Interviewed and Using Diary

Used Diary

Interviewed Yes No Total

Yes 1,333 297 1,630

No 1,670 266 1,936

Total 3,003 563 3,566

Second, even if the diary was used, it was possible that it was completed at the end of
the travel day rather than during the trip making, as requested. Nevertheless, as will
be reported later, the preliminary trip rates obtained from the survey appear to be
reasonable. The use of the travel diary, coupled with surveyor probing, probably
contributed to the good results.

Households by Listed and Unlisted Telephones

Table 11 summarizes the number of households with listed and unlisted telephones
along with the average trip rates for those households. As reported in Chapter 3 (see
Table 4), it has been estimated that 72.3 percent of the households in the St. Louis
region had listed telephones. Thus, based on Table 11, it appears as if the households
with listed telephones were undersampled. Based on the raw trip rates, this mirht
cause some bias in the survey results since the average trip rate for households with
listed telephones is higher than the rate for households with unlisted telephones.
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However, the difference in trip rates might be explained by differences in the socioeco-
nomic characteristics of the households with listed and unlisted phones. In addition,
the trip rates for households with listed and unlisted telephone numbers shown in
Table 11 are not statistically significantly different fmm each other at the 0.95 signifi-
cance level. It should be noted that the trip rates shown in Table 11 are based on
unlinked trips. This should not impact any conclusions drawn from the data summa-
rized in Table 11.

Table 11

Households by Listed and Unlisted Telephones

Listed Phone Number of Households Percent Average Trip Rate’

Yes 886 61.30/0 9.30

No 560 38.70/0 8.66

1,446 100.0%

1 The average trip rates reported here are based on unlinked, unweighed trips made in
motorized vehicles by residents of the region. Final average trip rates might be different.

Households by Trip Frequency

Table 12 summarizes the number of households by the number of trips made. As can
be seen in Table 12, 4.9 percent of the households surveyed did not make any trips
during the travel day. The percentage of households making no trips during the travel
day was low. It was typical of low density, southwestern cities. In comptison, the
percent of zero trip making households might be in the 10 percent to 15 percent range
for established, high density cities like Chicago or New York. Note that the percent of
zero trip making households will be tiected by the weighting of the survey data.

The percent of households making only one trip per day was very low, as should be
expected. The few households making only one trip during the day either left (or
returned to) the region, or they traveled in a motorized vehicle to their initial destina-
tion and walked home (or vice versa).

About three percent of the surveyed households made more than 25 trips per day. The
highest number of trips made on the travel day was 69 by one five or more person
household. Further analysis of the data showed that the households with the highest
trips rates (i.e., more than 25 trips per day) were generally four or more person
households. Thus, the households with high numbers of trips do not indicate a
problem with collecting “traveling salesman” trips.
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Table 12
Households by Trip Frequency

Trip Frequency’ Number of Households Percent of Total Households

o
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11-15
16-20
21-25

25 or more

Total

71
5

152
44

144
65

141
63

123
72

108
246
119
49
44

1,446

4.9%
0.39’0

10.59’!0
3.o%

10.0%
4.5%
9.89’0
4.4?’0
8.50/o
5.0%
7.5’%

17.070
8.2$/0
3.40!0
3 0?40-

100.09’0

1 The trips summarized in this table include only those trips made in motorized vehicles.
Walk and other non-motorized trips are not included. In addition, trips have not been
linked.

2 The distributionof households by number of trips will be affected by the weighting of the
survey data.

Trips by Purpose

The number of trips by trip purpose are summarized in Table 13. Traditional
transportation planning definitions of trip types have been used (home-based work,
home-based shop, etc). Only trips made in motorized vehicles have been summarized
in Table 12; walk and other mode trips have been removed.
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Table 13
Trips by Purpose

Trip Purpose Trips in Vehicles’ Percentz

Home-Based Work

Home-Based Shop

Home-Based School

Home-Based Personal

Home-Based Social/Recreation

Home-Based Eat Meal

Home-Based Job Related

Home-Based Change Mode

Home-Based Pick-up/Drop-off Passenger

Non-Home-Based

Total

2,459

1,236

1,304

1,174

982

336

211

55

1,340

3,992

13,089

18.8?40

9.4%

9.90/0

8.9°A

7.5%

2.6%

1.60/0

0.4%

10.20/0

30 60/0-

99.9?40

1 The trips summarized in this table include only those trips made in motorized vehicles.
Walk and other non-motorizedtrips are not included. In addition, the trips have not been
linked. Trips made by residents into or out of the region have not been removed.

2 The distributionof trips by trip purpose will be affected by the weighting of the survey
data.

If all of the home-based non-work purposes are aggregated, they comprise about 50.6
percent of the total trips in the region. Home-based work trips comprise 18.8 percent
and non-home-based trips comprise 30.6 percent of the total trips. These percentage
breakdowns are not what would typically be expected in a metropolitan region.
However, they will be affected by trip linking. The trip linking will have a tendency to
increase the number (and share) of home-based work trips while reducing the numbers
of home-based non-work trips and non-home-based trips. It is likely that ahnost all of
the home-based change mode trips will be linked with their subsequent trips. Most of
the resulting linked trips will probably be work trips. it’s possible that one-third to
one-half of the home-based pick-up/drop off passenger trips might also be removed by
the linking. These actions should bring the proportions of trips by purpose closer to
what might be expected for the region (i.e., more home-based work trips and fewer
home-based and non-work and non-home-based trips). In addition, weighting the data
to more closely match the socioeconomic distribution of household in the region could
affect the results.
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Trips by Mode

Table 14 summarizes the number of trips by travel mode. The data show a large
percent of the total trips, 93.9 percent, being made by automobile either as a driver or
passenger. Only 1.2 percent of the total trips were made by public transit in the
survey. Thus, according to the survey, school bus ridership is almost four times
greater than public transit ridership. Note, however, that the number and percent of
trips by travel mode will be tiected by the trip linking and survey weighting
processes.

The effect of school bus trips should be considered before the recalibration of travel
models. Schools bus trips are not normally modeled as a mode choice phenomenon
since the riders are typically captive riders. It is possible that these trips will be
“linked” out. Note that this would affect mode shares and shares by trip purpose
summarized in this report. Alternatively, these trips could be modeled in trip
generation and then removed later in the modeling process. This procedure would
provide for flexibility in the future modeling of school trips.

As with the previous tables, only trips made in vehicles were summarized in Table 14.
A total of 34 trips made by walking and 23 trips made in other modes were excluded
from the data summarized in Table 14.

Table 14
Trips by Mode

Mode Trips in Vehicles’ Percen~

Auto Driver 9,634 73.6%

Auto Passenger 2,657 20.30/.

Public Bus 151 1.2%

Taxi 25 0.2%

School BuS 605 4.6’?4.

Heavy Truck 17 0.1”/0

Total 13,089 100.070

1 The trips summarized in this table include only those trips made in motorized vehicles.
Walk and other non-motorizedtrips are not included. In addition, the trips have not been
linked. Trips made by residents into or out of the region have not been removed.

2 The distributionof trips by mode will be affected by the weighting of the survey data.
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Trips by Purpose, Income Group, and Household Size

Table 15 summarizes preliminary trip rates by trip purpose, income group, and
household size. Table 15 is, in effect, a trip generation model. However, the rates
shown in Table 15 will be tiected by trip linking, decisions regarding the treatment of
school bus trips, and adjustments to remove trips by residents into or out of the
region.

Table 15
Preliminary Household Trip Rates by Purpose, Income Group,
and Household Sizel

Home-Based Work
Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Low 0.68 0.93 1.15 1.22 1.28
Middle 1.03 1.04 2.12 2.38 2.07
High 0.89 2.10 2.40 2.35 2.25

Home-Based Non-Work
Househokf Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Low 1.61 3.46 4.50 5.83 8.72
Middle 1.67 3.57 5.13 6.97 10.98
High 1.60 2.85 4.60 7.90 11.00

Non-Home-Based
Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Low 0.91 1.64 1.96 2.44 2.04
Middle 1.82 2.37 3.07 3.92 4.04
High 1.77 2.59 4.35 4.36 5.16

1 The trips summarized in this table include only those trips made in motorized vehicles.
Walk and other non-motorized trips are not included. In addition, the trips have not been
linked. Trips made by residents into or out of the region have not been removed.

The results summarized in Table 15 are, for the most part, reasonable. Trip rates
increase as household sizes increase and, generally, as incomes increase. The home-
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based non-work trip rates behave somewhat peculiarly, however, over the income
group strata. This could be due to a lack of statistical significance in the differences of
the trip rates by income group (controlled for household size variations) or it could
signal a problem with the income group definitions used. It is possible that income
tertiles do not properly reflect homogeneous socioeconomic groups.

Table 16 shows overall household and person trip rates by trip purpose. The overall,
unweighed, unlinked trip rate per person is about 3.4 trips per person per day. It is
likely that this rate will decrease to about the 3.1 to 3.3 trips per day range after all
adjustments have been made to the survey data.

Table 16

Preliminary Trip Rates by Purposel’2

Trip Purpose Household Rate Person Rate

Home-Based Work 1.70 0.84

Home-Based Non-Wok 4.58 1.73

Non-Home-Based ~ ~

Total 9.05 3.41

1 The trips summarized in this table include only those trips made in motorized vehicles.
Walk and other non-motorized trips are not included. In addition, the trips have not been
Iinked. Trips made by residents into or out of the region have not been removed.

2 The average overall trip rates will be affected by the weighting of the survey data.

Persons by Employment Status

Table 17 summarizes the people included in the survey by employment status. The
numbers summarized in the table will be tiected by the weighting of the data to
adjust for socioeconomic biases.

The results shown in Table 17 appear to be logical. Based on the survey, males were
more likely to hold full-time jobs than females. However, females were more likely to
hold part-time jobs. Females were more likely to list homemaker as one of their
employment status codes. Relatively equal shares of males and females were retired.
Likewise, relatively equal shares were students. However, the results should be
compared to the expected distribution of population by gender and employment status
to test the reasonability of the results.
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Table 17
Persons by Employment Status

Male Female

Employment
Category Number Percent” 2 Number Percent”*

Employed Full-Time 951 55.9”/o 717 38.4%

Employed Part-Time 99 5.80/o 275 14.7%

Employed Multiple Jobs 40 2.4°/0 30 1.69’0

Homemaker 3 0.2’?40 356 19.1%

Retired 172 10.10/0 173 9.3%

Student 488 28.70/0 495 26.5%

Other 58 3.4~o 33 1.870

1 Percents do not sum to 100 percent since some respondents indicated multiple employ-
ment categories. Percents based on 1,700 male respondents and 1,866 female
respondents.

2 The distributionof the number of persons by employment category will be affected by the
weighting of the survey data.

Single Heads of Households

Table 18 summarizes the number of households that have a single head of household.
The information summarized in Table 18 will be affected by the weighting process to
remove socioeconomic biases. It is interesting to note the large number of single head
households. Overall, about 36 percent of the households had a single head. If the
single person households were not considered in the single head group, this percentage
dropped to about 16 percent.

Final Data Formats

The final data files are coded as dBase files. The following sections describe the file
formats and explain codes used for various data items.

Final Household Dafa File

Table 19 shows the final household data file structure. The final household data fde is
named HHOLD90.DBF. This file contains 1,446 household records.
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Table 18

Single Heads of Households

Single Head of Household

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Less than $10,000 46 13 14 4 4

$10,000-$14,999 33 16 3 5 3

$15,000-$19,999 45 24 13 2 1

$20,000-$24,999 37 18 6 1 0

$25,000-$29,999 23 8 4 0 2

$30,000-$34,999 26 11 6 2 1

$35,000-$39,999 15 11 2 0 1

$40,000-$49,999 16 14 3 3 1

$50,000-$59,999 10 3 2 1 1

$60,000 or more 9 5 7 2 0

Refused 24 6 8 3 2

Total 286 129 68 23 16

Non-Single Head of Household

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Less than $10,000 11 4 0 3

$10,000-$14,999 11 10 4 6

$15,000-$19,999 22 8 3 8

$20,000-$24,999 24 7 14 8

$25,000-$29,999 31 15 12 13

$30,000-$34,999 27 16 12 12

$35,000-$39,999 33 19 22 17

$40,000-$49,999 58 34 37 22

$50,000-$59,999 46 32 29 14

$60,000 or more 77 38 52 30

Refused 44 14 19 3

Total 384 200 204 136
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Table 19
DBase File Data Structure
Final Household Data File (HHOLD90.DBF)

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

12

13

RECIYPEl

SAMPNO

FAMSIZ

FAMSIZ5P

VISITORS

AUTOS

INCOME

TRAVELD

LSTPHONE

TRIPS

TRPMKRS

NTRPMKRS

COMPLTNC

Numeric 1

Numeric 4

Numeric 2

Numeric 2

Numeric 1

Numeric 1

Character 1

Numeric 4

Numeric 1

Numeric 2

Numeric 2

Numeric 2

Numeric 1

Record Type

Sample Number

Family Size

Family Size (5 Years and Older)

Number of Visitors on Travel Day

Auto Available

Income Code

Travel Day

Listed Telephone?

Number of Trip Makers

Number of Non-Trip Makers (Trips in
Vehicles)

Number of Non-Trip Makers

Completion Code

Field 7–/ncome Code

Income code is a character field as follows:

o L(3SSthan $10,000
1 $10,000-$14,999
2 $15,000-$19,999
3 $20,000-$24,999
4 $25,000-$29,999
5 $30,000-$34,999
6 $35,000-$39,999
7 $40,000-$49,999
8 $50,000-$59,999
9 $60,000or more
R Refused
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Field 8–Travel Day

Travel day is a four-digit number designating the month of the survey in the first two
digits and the day of the survey in the last two digits. For example, if the travel day
is September 5, this field is coded as 0905; November 14 is coded as 1114.

Fie/d 9–Lkted Phone

Listed phone is a numeric code as follows:

1 Yes, the phone number is listed (i.e., listed)
2 No, the phone number is not listed (i.e., unlisted)

field 13--Completion Code

Completion codes are as follows:

1 Completed Survey
2 Refused
3 No one home, repeated calls
4 Language Problems
5 Not in the area on the travel date
6 Sick on the travel date
7 Household was demolished or converted to commercial use
8 Household moved
9 Other

Final Person Data File

Table 20 shows the final person data file structure. The final person data file is
named PERSON90.DBF. This fde contains 3,566 person records (these are for
household members five years old and older and visitors).

Field 4–Relationship to Head

This field is a numeric code as follows:

1 Head of Household
2 Spouse / Partner
3 Child
4 Other Member of Household
5 Out-of-Area Visitor

Field 5–Age

The actual age of the respondent is coded. If age was refused, 99 has been coded.
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Table 20
DBase File Data Structure
Final Person Data File (PERSON90.DBF)

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

RECTYPE2

SAMPNO

PERSNO

RELATION

AGE

GENDER

LICENSE

EMPSTAT

INTERVIEW

DIARY

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Character

Numeric

Numeric

1

4

2

1

2

1

1

5

1

1

Record Type

Sample Number

Person Number

Relation Code

Age

Gender

Licensed Driver?

Employment Status

Interviewed?

Diary Used?

Fie/d 6–Sex

The codes for this field are as follows:

1 Male
2 Female

Field 7–Driver’s License

The codes for this field are as follows:

1 Yes (respondent has a valid driver’s license)
2 No (respondent does not have a valid driver’s license)

Field 8–Employment Status

At least one and up to five numbers have been coded in this field. The numbers are
left justified, and each digit is different (e.g., a code of 112 is not valid). Employment
status codes are as follows:

1 Employed Full Time
2 Employed Part Time
3 Employed Multiple Jobs
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4 Homemaker
5 Retired
6 Student
7 Other

Finai Trip Data File

Table 21 shows the final trip data fde structure. The final trip data file is named
TRIPS90.DBF. This tie contains 16,712 trip records.

Field 4–lrip Number

For the starting location for the day, the trip number is recorded as “00”. For subse-
quent trip records, trip numbers will be 01, 02, 03, ,.. Note that each person for each
household will have at least one trip record for the day (the 00 record), even if that
person made no trips on the travel day.

Fields 5 through 8--Address Information

The data coded in these four fields will depend on how the address has been specified.
If an actual street address has been given, the following format will be used:

Field 5--Address 1: The street number will be coded here, lefi
justified.

Field 6--Direction: A one-character abbreviation for North,
south, East, or ~est will be coded if given.
Otherwise, this field will be blank.

Field 7--Address 2: The street name will be entered here, lefi
justified.

Field 8--Street Type/Corner: A two-character code will be entered here to
designate the type of street, as appropriate.
Codes are as follows:

Street ST Boulevard ~V
Avenue AV Parkway PK
Drive DR Way
Road RD Place PL
Lane LN
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Table 21

DBase File Data Structure
Final Trip Data File (TRIP90.DBF)

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

RECTYPE3

SAMPNO

PERSNO

TRIPNO

ADDRESS1

DIRECTION

ADDRESS2

STRTYP

CITY

STATE

ZIPCODE

PLACE

PURPOSE

BEGIN_TiME

BEGIN_AMPM

END_TIME

END_AMPM

MODE

AUTO_OCC

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Character

Character

Character

Character

Character

Character

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Character

Numeric

Character

Numeric

Numeric

1

4

2

2

29

1

28

2

23

2

5

1

1

4

1

4

1

1

1

Record Type

Sample Number

Person Number

Trip Number

Address 1 Information

Street Direction

Address 2 Information

Street Type

City

State

Zip Code

Kind of Place

Trip Purpose

Beginning Time

Beginning Time (AM or PM)

Ending llme

Ending Time (AM or PM)

Travel Model

Auto Occupancy

If the address is given as intersecting streets, the following format is used:

Field 5--Address 1: The first street name is coded here, lefi
justified.

Field 6--Direction: An ampersand (&) is coded here.

Field 7--Address 2: The second street name is coded here, left
justified.
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Field 8--Street Type/Corner: If a corner of the intersection has been giv-
en, a one- or two-digit directional code is
coded here (left justified). Possible codes
are:

North--N Northeast--NE
South--S Northwest--NW
East--E Southeast--SE
West--W Southwest--SW

If the address is given as a place name, all four fields were used as necessary to code
the location (always left justified).

Finally, if the address was home, “HOME” is coded in Field 5--Address 1, left justiiied.
In this special case, Fields 6 through 11 (Direction, Address 2, Street Type/Corner,
City, State, and Zip Code) are left blank. The information can be obtained from the
sample file (SAMPLE.DBF).

Field 9–City

This information is the city of the starting location for the day or the city for the
subsequent destinations (if HOME is not recorded in Field 5).

Field I@-State

This information is the state of the starting location for the day or the state for
subsequent destinations (if HOME is not recorded in Field 5). The i~ormation is
entered in capital letters using the two character state abbreviations (e.g., IL for
Illinois or MO for Missouri).

Fie/d 1l--Zip Code

This information is the zip code of the starting location for the day or the zip code for
subsequent destinations, if reported (if HOME is not recorded in Field 5).

Field 12--Kind of Place

This information is the one-digit land-use code. Land-use codes are as follows:

o Residential
1 Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
2 Manufacturing--durable items
3 Manufacturing--nondurable items
4 Transportation, communications, and other industrial

nonmanufacturing
5 Commercial retail
6 Commercial services
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7 Wholesale trade and contracting
8 Public and quasi-public buildings
9 Public and quasi-public open spaces

Field 13–Trip Purpose

Trip purposes are as follows:

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Return Home
Go to Work
Shopping
school
Personal
Social / Recreational
Eat Meal
Job Related
Change Mode (e.g., auto to bus)
Pick Up/ Drop Off Passenger

Field 14--Dummy (for 00 Trip Record)

On the trip record for the starting location for the day, the remaining tiormation is
blank. This information is actually Fields 14 through 19 for normal trip records.

Field 74--Beginning Time of Trip

The hours and minutes for the start of the trip are recorded (e.g., 7:35 is coded as
0735).

Field 15--AM or PM

An “A” is recorded for AM and a “P” for PM.

Field 16--Ending ~me of Trip

See Field 12.

Field 17--AM or PM

See Field 13.

Field 18--Mode of Travel

Travel modes are as follows:

1 Driver (Auto, Van, Pick-up, Motorcycle)
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2 Passenger (Auto, Van, Pick-up, Motorcycle)
3 Public Bus
4 Taxi
5 School Bus
6 Heavy Truck
7 Walk or Bicycle (to Work)
8 Other

Fie/d 79--Number in Vehicle

Codes for the number of persons in the vehicle are as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

One Person (i.e., the Driver)
Two Persons
Three Persons
Four Persons
Five Persons
Six Persons
Seven Persons
Eight Persons
Nine or More Persons
Not Applicable (i.e., Mode of Travel Was Not Driver)

Sample Data File

Table 22 shows the final sample data file used for the survey. The file is named
SAMPLE.DBF and contains 9,584 records. Note that not all of the samples were used
in the survey.

Fie/d 6–Phone

This is the phone number for the sample household.

Field 7–Listed

This logical field tells whether or not the phone number in field is a listed phone:

T Phone is listed
F Phone is unlisted

Field 8–Telephone ID Number

This is the employee number of the survey recruiter who made the initial contact with
the household.
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Table 22

DBase File Data Structure
Sample Data File (SAMPLE.DBF)

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

SAMPNO

NAME

ADDR1

ADDR2

ADDR3

PHONE

LISTED

TELID

DATE

OUTCOME

CARS

FSIZE

FIVE

AGREE

TRAVELD

DAY

LANG

ASSIGNNO

COMP

FIELDID

TRIPS

COUNIY

INCGRP

REPLICATE

Numeric

Character

Character

Character

Character

Character

Logical

Numeric

Date

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Logical

Date

Numeric

Character

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Numeric

Character

Numeric

4

30

30

30

37

13

1

3

8

1

1

2

2

1

8

1

1

3

1

3

2

5

1

2

Sample Number

Name

Street Address

Apartment Number

City, State, Zip

Phone

Listed Phone

Telephone ID Number

Date

Outcome Code

Number of Cars

Number of People

Number of People 5+

Agree Code

Travel Date

Day Code

Language Code

Assignment Number

Completion Code

Field I.D. Number

Number of Trips

State/County Code

Income Group

Replicate Number

Fie/d 9–Date

This is the date of the initial telephone contact. The dates are recorded in the
following format: mm/dd/yy.
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Fie/d lG-Outcome Code

This is the outcome of the initial telephone contact. The codes are as follows:

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

not called
complete; accepted
refusal; not accepted
disconnected phone
wrong number / household moved
commercial number
busy quit (busy for 5 continuous days)
no answer quit (no answer for 5 continuous days)
out-of-area residential location
other (e.g., language problem)

Fie/d 14--Agree Code

This variable is set to “t” for households agreeing to participate in the survey; other-
wise, the code is “f.”

Field l$Trave/ Date

This is the date of the travel day. The date is recorded in the following format:
mndddlyy.

Field l&Day

This is the weekday numeric value for the travel day. The range for this code is “l” to
“7” for Sunday to Saturday. The code is set based on the travel date. Only codes 3,4,
and 5 were used since surveying took place only on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays.

Field 17--Language Code

If the household is English-speaking, the code is “e.” If the household is Spanish-
speaking, the code is “s.”

Field 78--Assignment Number

This was a special code used for tracking the survey.

Field 19--Completion Code

This is the completion status for the actual interview. The codes are as follows:

o not interviewed yet
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

completed
refused
no one home, repeated call
language problem
out-of-area on travel day
sick on travel day
household demolished/converted to commercial property
household moved
other (e.g., disconne@ed phone number)

Fie/d 2G-Fie/d /D Number

This is the employee number of the surveyor who made the final contact with the
household to collect travel data.

Fie/d 22--County

This is the state and county in which the household resides (using U.S. Census
Bureau “FIPS” codes). The first two digits of the code indicate the state, and the last
three digits indicate the county. The codes are as follows:

FIPS
29099
29183
29189
29510
17119
17133
17163

State
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Missouri
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

County
Jefferson
St. Charles
St. Louis
St. Louis City
Madison
Monroe
St. Clair

Fie/d 23--/ncome Group

Income group was obtained fiwm the household data form. Income groups and ranges
are:

A Under $10,0000 F $30,000-$34,999
B $10,000-$14,999 G $35,000-$39,999
c $15,000-$19,999 H $40,000-$49,999
D $20,000-$24,999 I $50,000-$59,999
E $25,000-$29,999 J $60,000 or more

If the household declined to answer this question, the income group is coded as “R,” for
refused.
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Fie/d 24–Rep/icate Number

This is the replicate number for the sample. Replicates are numbered 1-23.
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8.
The Next Steps

The following sections describe tasks that need to be performed by EWG to prepare
the survey data for use in recalibrating travel models.

Geocoding Procedures

Three dBase data files, a household data file, a person data fde, and a trip data tie,
were delivered to EWG as a result of the project. In addition, the original sample data
fde was also delivered. The formats of the data files are described in Chapter 7.
Home address itiormation exists for households on the sample data file and trip
destination address information exists on trip data files. Geocoding is the process of
converting the address Mormation to the geographic areas comprising the St. Louis
transportation zones.

EWG will convert the address information to zone information using a combination of
automated and manual procedures. There are several procedures that can be used to
simpli~ this process that are discussed, briefly, below.

A noted in Chapter 7, several different methods were used to code address informa-
tion:

● Coding of the actual street address information.
● Coding of intersecting streets.
● Coding of place names.
● The special address code, “Home”.
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All home addresses on the sample file were coded as actual street addresses. Destina-
tion addresses on the trip file were coded using one of the four alternatives. Thus, the
initial step in geocoding should be to separate the address data into five groups:

● Sample file home addresses (only the 1,446 households included in the
final survey).

● Trip records with addresses coded as full addresses.
● Trip records with addresses coded as intersections.
● Trip records with addresses coded as place names.
● Trip records with addresses coded as “home”.

Each of the geocoding data files needs up to four items of information:

● Sample number.
● Person number (on trip records only).
● Trip number (on trip records only).
● Addresses (including 90 characters of data for address, city, state, and

zip code).

The sample number, person number, and trip number provide the survey identification
itiormation necessary to merge the geocoded data with the original data fdes.

The trip data file can be split into the four geocoding fdes using the following rules
and procedures:

● Create a temporary full geocoding fde with the four data items (sample
number, person number, trip number, and address).

● If the address for a record is “HOME”, “Home”, or “home”, write the
record to the “home” geocoding file and delete the record from the tempo-
rary full geocoding file.

● If the 30th character (“street direction”) of the address is an ampersand
(&), write the record to the intersection geocoding file and delete the
record km the temporary full geocoding file.

● Sort the remaining records in the temporary full geocoding file by
ascending address. All actual addresses should be at the begiming of
the file and records with place names recorded as addresses should be at
the end of the file. “Manual” techniques can be used to split the remain-
ing records of the full geocoding file into an address geocoding file and a
place name geocoding file.

The “home” geocoding file should be sorted by ascending sample number, person
number, and trip number.
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The address geocoding fde should be sorted in ascending order by the following fields:

b Street name (the 31st through 58th characters).
b Direction (the 30th character).
● Street number (the 1st through 29th characters).
● state.
● City.

The intersection geocoding tie should be sorted in ascending order by the following
fields:

● First street name (the 1st through 29th characters).
● Second street name (the 31st through 58th characters).
● State.
● City.

The place name geocoding file should be sorted in ascending order by the following
fields:

● Place name (all 60 characters).
● State.
● City.

Sorting the fles as suggested above has two main benefits. First, it allows an analyst
to quickly scan the fde to find variations in spellings of the same address, street, city,
etc. This will allow for standardization of those spellings. Second, it will simplify and
speed the manual geocoding of addresses that could not be geocoded using the
automated process. This will happen since addresses will be grouped by street name
or place name. Whenever multiple records with the same destination location are
found, the zone number for the address will need to be found only once.

Once all the sample fde addresses have been geocoded, they should be sorted by
sample number. The zone information than can be merged with the trip information
for destinations coded as “home”. The key to matching the correct zone number with
the correct home information will be the sample number.

Once all addresses have been geocoded, the zone information can be remerged with the
original trip data. The keys to matching the correct zonal information with the correct
trip information w-illbe the sample number, the person number, and the trip number.

Procedures to Link Trips

Trips obtained in a home interview survey are often linked. Linking means the
combining of two or more trip records into a single record. The reasoning behind
linking has to do with trip generation and the simulation of trips. For example, if a
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person is driven horn home to a bus stop fkom whence he or she catches a bus to work,
the home interview survey technique will pick-up four person trips as follows:

● Trip from home to change mode for person 1.
● Trip f.iom change mode to work for person 1.
● Trip horn home to pick-u~drop-off passenger for person 2.
● Trip fkom home In pick-up/drop-off passenger to some other purpose for

person 2.

All four of these trips might be candidates for linking. The linking of the first two
trips would produce a combined trip horn home to work.

The linking of the second two trips would require some analysis. If person 2 continued
on to another non-home location, his or her trip should be linked. If, however, person
2 returned home, his or her trips should not be linked--the resulting home-to-home
trips would be illogical. There might be other cases where the pick-up/drop-off
passenger trip should not be linked. If the person stayed at the location where the
passenger was picked-up/drop-off for more than, say, five minutes, the trip should not
be linked.

Because of the methodology used to store the trip data for the St. Louis Survey, six
trip records would be used to store the four trips in the example above. As document-
ed in Chapter 7, only destination addresses and destination trip purposes are coded on
trip records, with the exception of the “zero” trip record, which has the origin of the
day’s trip making for each traveler. Origins and destinations zones and origin and
destination trip purposes for specific trips are obtained in a cascading manner, the
destination information shown on a specific trip record for a specific person is the
origin itiormation for the subsequent trip record. Thus, the fmt two trips shown in
the example could be represented by the following trip record information:

“Destination”
Trip Number Zone Trip Purpose Start Time End Time Mode

o 256 1 --- ..- ..

1 256 8 7:16 AM 7:20 AM 2

2 298 2 7:25 AM 7:55 AM 3

In the linking process, trip number 1 would be “linked” out. However, the record
cannot simply be thrown away; some of the information on trip number 1 is essential
for properly describing the trip. The information that mirht be taken horn the
“linked-out” trip record is start time of the trip, mode, and auto occupancy. Start time
should always be obtained from the linked out record. Mode should be taken from the
linked out record based on a hierarchy of modes. If the mode on the linked out record
is higher in the hierarchy than the mode recorded for the ending record in the trip
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sequence, the mode should be taken horn the linked out record. A suggested hierar-
chy, in decreasing order, is as follows:

●

●

●

b

●

●

●

●

Public bus (mode 3).
Auto passenger (mode 2).
School bus (mode 5).
Auto driver (mode 1).
Taxi (mode 4).
Heavy truck (mode 6).
Other (mode 8).
Walk or bike to work (mode 7).

In the example shown above, the mode would be taken from the last record in the
sequence since mode 3, public bus, is higher in the hierarchy than the mode 2, auto
passenger, mode listed for the linked record. Note, however, that if the example had
been a tip km work ti home following the reverse pattern (i.e., bus changing mode
to auto passenger), the mode would have been taken from the “linked-out” record.

For auto occupancy, the value used to describe the auto occupancy for the trip shouId
be the highest auto occupancy recorded in the trip record sequence. For example, if a
carpooler drives alone ilom home to pick-up the passenger, (thus making a serve
passenger trip), and the driver and passenger then proceed to work, the highest auto
occupancy coded on the trip sequence would be 2. The auto driver’s trips would be
linked to form one home to work trip (two trip records in the St. Louis trip data file).

Survey Weighing

As was noted in Chapter 7, Survey Results, there were differences in the surveyed
distribution of households and the estimated distribution of the universe of households
by socioeconomic and geographic strata. The differences in the sample distribution of
households should be corrected before any aggregate results of the data are reported.
For example, if an average home-based work trip rate for the region is calculated and
reported, ideally, the reported rate should be adjusted to account for the under-
sampling of the low income households and subsequent oversampling of the middle
and high income households. If the aggregate rates were developed fkom unfactored
data, they would have a tendency to overstate the average trip rate since the low trip
making, low income households would not be fully represented in the region.

Note that the above problem occurs only when the aggregate rates reported were
calculated for a stratification across which there is a bias. If, for example, the only
bias in the sample data set was by income group and household size, average trip
rates calculated for each income group and household size will be unaflkcted by the
bias. In this case, it would be possible to calibrate a cross-classification trip produc-
tion model since the average trip rates calculated for each strata would be untiected
by the biases in the sample.
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In I dition, if the trip rates do not vary across the strata for which there is a bias,
there will be no effect of the bias. In other words, there would be no adverse effect on
average trip rates of a survey biased by geographic area, if the trip rates did not vary
across the different geographic areas (after accounting for variations in the number of
households by income group and household size).

The conventional technique for calculating expansion factors, or weights, is to use the
ratio of the number of elements in the universe to the number of sample elements for
each stratum:

M~
wh” —

Nh

where:

Wh is the expansion factor for stratum h.
M~ is the number of element in the universe for stratum h; e.g., the number

of households in an income group / household size stratum.
N~ is the number of sampled households in stratum h.

In applying this procedure, care should be used to ensure that a reasonable number of
sampled households are in each stratum being factored. Typically, 30 (households)
has been used as a minimum number of sampled households to have in a stratum
although it might be reasonable to relax this criterion in certain cases (e.g., if only one
or two of the strata have 25 observations). In cases where the chosen minimum
number of households do not exist in a stratum, the stratum can be combined with an
adjacent stratum with similar characteristics. If the strata are defined by household
size and income group, it would probably be better to aggregate across household size
(for large household sizes such as four and five or more) and across income group for
low household sizes (one person households).

The above criterion limits the number of strata that can reasonably be used in
calculating the expansion factors. Disaggregation of the strata to a level below income
group and household size might be difficult. If an adjustment for geographic biases is
desired, it might be best k use only two geographic strata such as St. Louis City and
the rest of the region. The addition of this stratification would double the number of
cells. However, it might be important for the calibration of trip attraction and trip
distribution models.

To calculate expansion factors, a current estimate of the number of households by the
strata chosen is needed. The 1990 estimates of the number of households by income
group and household size is a good starting point. However, when they become
available, the 1990 Census data should be used to calculate the expansion factors.
Table 23 shows survey expansion factors calculated using an estimate of 862,500
households in the survey area, the estimated distribution of households
Table 2, and the observed distribution of households shown in Table 3.
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Table 23

Preliminary Survey Expansion Factors

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+

Low 1,143 720 597 1,102 725

Medium 640 582 575 520 463

High 542 469 625 591 812

Income Unreported o 0 0 0 0

expansion factors for those households that refused to report their incomes are zero for
this method of calculating the expansion factors. In effect, those households are “lost”
from the survey when information based on expanded data is summarized.
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9.
Evaluation of the Soundness of the Data

In general, the St. Louis travel survey seems to have produced high quality data.
Preliminary summaries of trip rates, distributions of trips by trip purpose, and
distributions of trips by mode appear to be quite reasonable. The trip rates and
distributions by trip purpose and mode should be resummarized after trip linking and
survey weighting and compared to results for other parts of the country. Table 24
shows results flom New Jersey, Denver, Dallas-Fort Worth, and Seattle that can be
used for comparison purposes.

The survey does have some socioeconomic biases that should be corrected. Similar
biases have occurred in other surveys and are common in sample surveys. A process
to correct for the socioeconomic biases exists and has been described in this report.
After the weighting is performed, final results can be summarized for the region.
Even without the weighting, the travel survey can safely be used to recalibrate the
trip production model. Calibration of the trip attraction model and trip distribution
model should be delayed until after the 1990 Census data are acquired and fial
survey expansion factors calculated.
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Table 24
Trip Making Characteristics from Selected U.S. Cities

New Dallas/
St. Louis Jersey Denver Fort-Worth Seattle

Year for Data Collection 1990 1986 1985 1964 1985-68
(Preliminary)

Trips/Person/Day

Percent of Trip by Purpose

HBW

HBNW

NHB

3.4 2.7 3.0 3.4 4.25

19=70 270/. 26% 27?4. 18V0

50”/0 50?40 47=!!0 48?40 52%

31 0/0 23% 27% 257. 30%

Percent of Trips by Mode

Auto Driver 73.6% NA 75.9% 78.37. 66.5!/0

Auto Passenger 20.3°7i NA lg.o~o 20.lVO 19.7°\o

Public Transit 1.2% NA 2.50/. 1.60/0 3.3’XO

School BUS 4.6’% NA 2.67. NA 5.570

Other ().30/o NA NA NA 5.5’%
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Barton-AschmanAssociates, Inc.
820 Davis Street Phone: (708) 491-1000
Evanston, Illinois 60204-1381 Fax: (708) 475-6053

USA Telex: 270258 EXPRSTLX CGO

MEMORANDUM TO: Mark Myavec
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council

FROM: David L. Kurth
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

DATE: May 21, 1990

SUBJECT: Task B. l--Determination of Sample Sizes

Introduction

This technical memorandum summarizes the results of Task B. 1, Sample Size, of the St. Louis
Region Small Sample Travel Survey. It describes determination of the recommended sample
size, the expected breakdown of samples into socioeconomic and geographic strata, and the
calculation of statistical significance levels associated with the survey.

Sample Size Determination

A sample size of 1,400 households has been recommended for the survey. This number was
chosen based on three main criteria:

● The models to be calibrated using the survey.
● The statistical significance of the survey results.
● The available budget for the survey.

The survey will be used primarily for the calibration of trip production models. Other uses will
include the calibration of trip attraction models and trip distribution models. Experience with
previous model calibrations has shown that a sample of about 1,300 to 1,600 households
provides sufficient data to calibrate reasonable trip production, trip attraction, and trip
distribution models.

The statistical significance of data generated by the survey is also a concern in the design of the
survey size. The ability to specify accuracy levels and confidence levels for the survey allows
the results to conform to desired overall accuracy and enhances usefulness of the survey data.
It is important to be assured of a minimum and explicit level of error as the result of sampling.
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Specific statistical accuracy andconfidence levels associated with the St. Louis Region Small
Sample Travel Survey will be covered in more detail in following sections.

The funds available dictated an upper limit on the size of the survey. Budget constraints limited
the sample size to 1,400 households. This sample size should be sufficient for the calibration
of trip production models, as demonstrated in the section on calculation of significance. In
addition, it should provide sufficient data to calibrate trip attraction and trip distribution models
for the St. Louis region.

Allocation of Samples to Socioeconomic Strata

For the St. Louis region, one of the main uses of the sumey, as described above, will be the
recalibration of the trip production models. Since the trip production models are stratified by
income group and household size, the allocation of sample households to the various strata is
a prime concern. Three basic methods can be considered for the allocation of samples to the
socioeconomic strata:

● Allocation to ensure equal accuracy in each stratum.
● Optimum allocation.
● Allocation proportional to the distribution of households in the region.

The first method specifies a level of accuracy and confidence level for each stratum; for
example, ~ 10 percent at the 90 percent confidence level. Two difficulties emerge from such
an approach. First of all, the accuracy requirement for a stratum should be related to the size
of the stratum in the universe. Why should information for households in a stratum which
contributes only two percent of the trips in the region have the same precision as a stratum that
contributes 15 percent of the trips. Second, if the precision level is set such that, for example,
only one-half of the expected number of households in a stratum are required to satisfy the
precision requirement, then the required number of samples for the stratum will be obtained
about one-half way through the survey. Households in that stratum will be discarded for the
remainder of the survey with an attendant increase in the cost of the survey.

An alternative to the first method is optimal allocation. This method sets the sample size per
stratumproportional to the product of the standard deviation of the variable to be measured in
the stratum and the proportion of the households in the stratum. In this way, strata that have
a large number of households are represented in proportion to their occurrence in the universe
of all households in the region. At the same time, if the standarddeviation of a variable for one
stratum is larger than the standard ~eviation for another stratum, the stratum with the high
standard deviation will be given proportionately more samples.
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There are also two difficulties with the second approach. First, the optimal allocation can vary
based on the variable being considered. The optimal allocation based on home-based work trip
rates might be different from the optimal allocation based on home-based non-work trip rates.
Second, as with the first allocation method, the optimal allocation costs more since households
will be rejected once the optimal number of samples is obtained for a cell.

We recommend the third allocation process--allocation to strata proportional to households in
the region. The third allocation process is straightfonvard to apply and is cost-effective.
Although the precision levels for each stratumwill vary using the third method, the precision
levels will tend to follow the cell’s importance in trip-making in the region.

The third sample allocation procedure could be applied as a quota sample--when the expected
number of household for a stratum have been obtained, additional sample households for the
stratum are discarded. This procedure would reduce the cost-effectiveness of the third sample
allocation technique and is not recommended at this extreme. However, as is discussed in the
next section, it is recommended that the sample be monitored for biases (e.g., undersampling
of low income households).

Expected Sample Households by Socioeconomic and Geographic Strata

Using the latest available demographic figures, we estimated the expected breakdown of a
representative 1,400-household sample into subsample cells representing socioeconomic and
geographic stratifications in the region. The socioeconomic profile of the region is reflected in
two breakdowns: by household size and income, and by household size and auto availability.
The geographic profile is reflected in a breakdown by county. The distributions will be used
to monitor for potential biases in the sample.

The distribution of households by household size and income, shown in Table 1, was estimated
from draft projections of households in the region by size and income group for 1990, prepared
by the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council. The projections are being reviewed by the
council and might be revised.

Three income groups were used: low income, medium income, and high income. The groups
are based on the current groupings used in the St. Louis region for travel modeling purposes and
correspond roughly to income tertiles. In 1990 dollars, the annual household income tertile
breakpoints are estimated as:

Low Income: less than $20,000
Medium Income: $20,000to $40,000
High Income: more than $40,000
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Table 1
EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS
BY I~OME GROUP AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Household Size

Income
Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low 234 113 50 32 30 459

Medium 105 154 70 53 41 423

High ~ ~ JIJ ~ ~ 518

Total 370 428 237 204 161 1,400

Table 2
EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS
~0 AVA~ITY AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE —

Household Size

Autos 1 2 3 4 5+ Total
Available

o 84 46 21 14 12 177

1 189 188 96 78 63 614

2+ ~ ~ ~ ~ B 609

Total 370 428 237 204 161 1,400
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Thedistxibutionof households by household size and automobile availability, shown in Table
2, was estimated based on the 1980 Census journey-to-work data on the number of autos
available to households in the region by income group.

This information will be used only for rough estimates of the number of households by auto
availability and household size. It will be useful for summarizing the results of the pre-survey
qualification calls. Information regarding household size and auto availability will be asked in
during the qualification calls. This information will be summarized and compared to Table 2
throughout the survey to monitor the survey for socioeconomic biases. If a bias in the number
of surveyed households by auto availability and household size becomes apparent from the
summary of the pre-survey qualification calls, it is likely that there will also be a bias in the
number of households by income group and household size. Tracking the pre-survey
qualification calls will provide about two to three weeks lead time to determine whether sample
biases are Occurnng in the survey. If severe sample biases do seem to be occurring, options and
costs for correcting those biases will be discussed with the council. Options might include
oversampling in an area, revising the survey to a quota survey, or simply accepting the bias and
adjusting regional estimates through weighting of the survey results.

The distribution of households by county, shown in Table 3, was based on 1990 projections of
households for the St. Louis region, made by East-West Gateway. The county estimates were
derived by aggregating results for regional analysis areas. In addition, the table shows the
expected number of households for the City of St. Louis. These estimates show that 1,085 of
the households, or 77.5 percent, will be drawn from Missouri, and 315, or 22.5 percent, will
be from Illinois.

Statistical Simificance of the Survey

Statistical significance is a quantification of the degree of certainty that the experimental or
survey results did not occur by chance. A result is said to be significant when the likelihood
of its being random falls below a certain agreed-upon level of probability, called the “accuracy
level. ” This probability of error decreases as the size of the sample is increased, but can never
be completely eliminated.

An accuracy level is therefore the percentage of sampling error thatis acceptable to the analyst.
For example, sufficient samples might be collected to estimate the average household trip rate
within ~ 10 percent with 90 percent confidence. That is, if the trip rate is estimated at 8.0 trips
per household, the analyst can be reasonably sure that the actual rate is between 7.2 and 8.8
trips per household. Note thatthe analyst is only reasonably sure, ~ certain. The confidence
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Table 3
EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS BY COUNTY

ExDected Number of SamDies
Geographic Analysis Analysis
Location Area ,. Area County

St. Louis City 1 28
2 41
3 106
4 51
5 s

City Total

St. Louis County

St. Charles County

Jefferson County

285

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
County Total

83
38
54
38

148
76
76
72
g

630

15 (Part) 30
16 (Part) 74
17 (W-t) 13
18 (Part) d
County Total 123

24 47
25 0
26 0
27 0
28 _Q
County Total 47
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Table 3 (cent’d)
EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS BY COUNTY

ExDected Number of Samdes
Geographic Analysis Analysis
Location Area Area Countv

Madison County 29 71
30 40
31 40
32 _Q
County Total

St. Clair County 33 54
34 11
35 94
36 0
37 Q
County Total

151

159

Monroe County

Regional Total 1,400

38 5
39 0

40 Q
County Total



limit of 90 percent means that, if 10 independent random samples of the same size were taken,
nine of the 10 resulting trip-rate estimates would fall between 7.2 and 8.8 trips per household.

Calculation of Statistical Significance

Three elements determine the accuracy level of estimates of a vammie m :..i.a:~an~ sample:

● The amount of variation in the variable being examined.
● The number of samples in the survey.
● The confidence limits considered desirable.

The variation of the variable in the sample is measured by the coefficient of variation which
cannot actually be empirically estimated until the survey data have been collected. Reasonable
estimates of the coefficient of variation can be made, however, based on past surveys and
reports. For of the St. Louis regional travel survey, the 1965 travel survey can be used to
provide good estimates of the coefficients of variation.

The formula for computing the accuracy level of a variable where the sample universe is all
households is:

E = (C2 * 22 / n)5 (1)

where:

E is the accuracy level relative to the mean expressed as a decimal fraction,
c is the coefficient of variation,
z is the value of Student’s t-distribution for the desired confidence limits (1.96 for

95 percent confidence and 1.645 for 90 percent confidence), and
n is the number of samples.

Note that the above formula is appropriate in calculating rates for household-based variables,
such as average household trips or average home-based work trips per household.

Calculations of accuracy and confidence levels for rates where the basis of the rate is not
households (e.g., trips per person or percentages of trips by purpose) might be impacted by
clustering effects. See the Appendix for a discussion of the effects of clustering on sample
statistics.
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Statistical Significance of Trip Rates

Estimates of the coefficients of variation forthe regional average household trip rate by trip
purpose, based on the 1965 St. Louis travel survey, were used tocalculate the accuracy levels
expected for the 1,400-household St. Louis Region Small Sample Travel Survey. Table 4 shows
the average trip rates, standard deviations, and resulting coefficients of variation. It also
summarizes the expected accuracy levels at the 90 and 95 percent confidence intervals for the
1,400-household survey.

These accuracy levels should be used mainly as a barometer of the accuracy associated with the
survey, since the average overall household trip rates and regional trip rates by trip purpose are
not generally used in trip production models.

These results suggest that, with a 1,400-household sample, it should be possible to estimate the
regional average household trip rate for home-based work trips and for total trips within *5
percent accuracy at the 95 percent confidence level. It will not, however, be possible to estimate
the average trip rates for home-based shop, home-based other, home-based non-work (i.e.,
combined home-based shop and home-based other), and non-home-based with as much accuracy.
The accuracy level for the estimate of the average non-home-based trip rate will be somewhat
lower than for the other trip purposes: ~ 11.8 percent at the 95 percent confidence level.

The calibration of the trip generation production model will be affected by the accuracy level
of trip rates for each household size-income group combination. The accuracy level for each
stratum can be calculated using Equation 1, shown previously. It will also be important to
determine the number of household size-income group stratato use in the model. One method
for determining the number of stratais to estimate the average trip rates on a cell-by-cell basis
for each combination of household size and income group. Average trip rates for adjacent cells
are then compared to determinewhether or not they are statisticallysignificantly different, using
the formulae:

(nl-l)* s12+(n2-1)*~2
S2 =

(nl - 1) + (n2 - 1)
(2)

s~2=(s2/n1+s2/n~ (3)

and
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Table 4
EXPECTEiVERALL SURVEY ACCURACY LEVELS

1965 TravelSurvey 1,400-HouseholdSurvey
SummarvStatistical AccuracvLevel

TAD Puroose Mean SD Cv 90% Conf. 95% Conf.

Home-BasedWork 2.1 1.6 0.8 *3.4% *3.9%

Home-BasedShop 1.2 2.0 1.7 *7.5% *8.8%

Home-BasedOther 2.7 3.8 1.4 *6.4% *7.4%

Home-BasedNon-Work~ 3.9 4.5 1.2 *5.2% +6.1%

Non-Home-Based 1.1 2.5 2.3 *1O.1% *11.8%

TotalTrips 7.1 6.2 0.9 *3.9% *4.6%

1 Thesummarystatisticsarefromunweighedsurveydata. Themeantripratesmightbe differentfrommean
tripratesdevelopedbasedonweightedsurveydata. SDisStandardDeviation.CVisCoefficientof variation.

z Thehome-basednon-worktripis a compositeof home-basedshopandhome-basedothertrips.

10



(4)

where:

52is the “pooled” variance
S12and 522are the variances for cells 1 and 2
nl and nz are the number of households in cells 1 and 2
s~2is the sample variance for the difference of the means for

cells 1 and 2
s~is the sample standard deviation for the difference of the

means for cells 1 and 2
ml and m2 are the average trip rates in cells 1 and 2
t~ is the t-score corresponding to the difference in the means

for cells 1 and 2

This group of formulae should be used in the calibration of the trip production models for the
region. It is not reasonable to use the 1965 cell-by-cell average trip rates and variances together
with expected sample breakdowns based on the 1990 data shown in Table 1. The trip production
model should be calculated using the cell means, variances, and number of samples from the
1990 St. Louis Region Small Sample Travel Survey.

The discussion of statistical significance is mainly intended to provide information regarding the
different types of statistics that can be calculated for the survey and the importance of those
statistics.
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types of controlmechani>~. Oneof the proposed’auto-
maticcontrol rnechmisrnswould use the characteristic
soundof carscollidingto activatethepermanentrecording
system.
- Performing Transit TrafiC Surveys Electronically.—~e-
search is presently being completed at the University of
West. Virginia on a system that couid be used to conduct
transit-passenger-volume surveys automatically. * The re-
search% divided into two main parts. The first is concerned
with the development of a data collection device that could
be mounted on a bus. The so ftsvare necessary to process

‘. these data is being developed as the. second part of the
“ research.

“The counting device on the bus operates electronically.
It keeps a records of the number of passengers entering and

‘ leaving the bus at each stop Using these data, it is possible
to determine the loading characteristics at each stop as well

1 as the, total usaaiong any route.
~ftware, deve@ped to process” ‘the data collected: is

d&igned to assist ih..decision-making regarding scheduling,
headwavs, and numbe~.of tmnsit vehicles needed. The soit-
ware appears to be designed for detailed transit planning..

This~ype of systerw has many advantages over the tradi-
-tionaf method of Itansit survEys, in, which manual counts
ha%e been necm’sary to determine transit use.. Once the
initial investment in equipment-hai$een made, surveys Cm

be taken at any time to al,baw for a more detailed amdy+is.
Where,as previously comits were genekzdly taken .on one
survey day, it will now be possible to conduct+ansit surveys
at &erent times.

\

RELIABILITY

The original work program for this research project con-
tained an item “reliability studies.” The intention of these
studies was to measure the reliability of existing data by
a system of check measurements in order to determine
whether the data’s reliability matched the need for accuracy
of the data as determined by the sensitivity tests.

As research work progressed, however, it became clear
that the original concept was not adequate. Whereas it
would have been possible to have measured the reliability
of a few data collection operations, it would not have been
possible to generalize from the results. The conclusions
could only have been applicable to the city and operation
reviewed. Hence, the idea of actual checking of survey data
had to be discarded.

This forced a re-thinking of the whole subject of data
reliability. In this re-thinking, it became apparent that data
reliability is only a real problem in the sample surveys. The
surveys of transportation facilities and of land use measure
entire universes—in one case, all arterial streets and ex-

pressways (and all buses and rapid transit service ), and,

in the other case, all land use. Measurement of the whole,
with the accounting checks that are possible in such sur-
veys, is rarely going to permit results that are wrong in any
substantial way. Even errors at the zone level can be caught
when land use data are displayed in map form by com-

● Repors due in Febmarv 1970. For further informationcontact: Dr. Seg
Elias, Chairman, Industrial Engineering Dept., Universw’ of West Virginia,
Morgantown, West Virginia, 26506.

puter, or when the network is calibrated in the first traffic
assignments.

In the sample surveys, however, data reliability is a prob-
lem. If one assumes that basic survey workmanship is high-
levei, there still remains the problem of sampling variability.
Accordingly, it was decided to conduct an investigation of
the sampling variability of home interview data as the main
part of the reliability studies, and particularly of the vari-
ability resulting from cluster sampling, which has not
previously been studied adequately.

Sampling Variability of Home Interview Data

From the standpoint of trip information, the standard home
interviewsurveyk a clustersample.That1s,one doesnot
havea randomsampleof tripsor evena systematicsample
of trips.Whena householdfallsintothesample,allof the
tripsmadeby occupantsof thehouseholdareenumerated.
If theaveragenumberof tripsperhouseholdis seven,this
meanstheaverageclustersizeisseven.

To theextentthatthetravelperformedby anindividual
memberof a householdtendsto be morelike the travel
performedby othermembersof the householdthanthat
by non-householdmembers,thereliabilityor precisionof
thesampleresultsis lowerthanwouldbe theprecisionof
a randomsampleof thesamesize. Thisreportexamines
theimpactthatthesimilarhyof householdmembers(intra-
claascorrelation)has.onsamplereliabilhy.

Variance of a Proportion for a Random Sample

The variance of a proportion for a random sample is given
by

(1)

in which

S = variance proportion p;
p = proportion of elements possessing a given attribute;
q = proportionof elements not possessing that attribute;

and
n = number of sampled elements.

If, for example, 10 of the apples in a random sample of
100 apples were spoiled, it would be possible to calculate
the limits within which the actual proportion of rotten
apples in the apple population would fall at a given level
of confidence:

UP
= VPq/N= V().1 x 0.9/100 =~03

This would be interpreted to mean that about 68 times out
of 100 the actual percentage of rotten apples would lie
between 7 percent and 13 percent. At the 95-percent con-
fidence level, one would estimate the actual percentage of
rotten apples at between 4.1 percent and 15.9 percent.

In this kind of sampling, it is assumed that the sampled
apples were randomly selected.

Variance of a Clustered Sample

When a sample of clusters is taken, all elements in the
cluster are enumerated. When the clusters are of dilTerent
sizes,

— ——. — .— . . . . ..---- —.—. —-.. — . .
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1 Ni 2
2=_

cc Z( )
= (P’– P’)2~z
N’

(2)

in which

u~—the variance of the proportion p;

,~t z number of elements in cluster i;

~ = average number of elements in cluster;

Pi = propofiion of elements in cluster i possessing given
attribute;

P’ = propofiion of elements possessing that attribute;
and

m = numberof clusters.

Returning to the discussion of spoiled apples, assume that
the apples were in plastic packages,with a varying number

per bag. A sample of 20 bags was selected andeveryapple
in each bag was examined. The results of this hypothetical
case are as follows:

NO. OF APPLES SPOILED

BAG IN BAG APPLES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Total

3
4
5
5
4
6
7
6
5
5
4
5
6
8
4
3
5
6
5
4

100

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

E

Substituting in the equation for variance of a clustered
sample resuhs in:

1
“c’ = ~

[
*(0.1 )’+*(O.l) ’+=(0.1)’

+3x62
-#o.l)’ +~(o.1)’+*(o.1)’

+W++2+H-=J2
()+1X423 I’.——

25 4 10
= 0.00337

UC= 0.058

As in the first case, the proportion of rottenappleswas
10outof 100,or 0.1. However,becausetheappleswere

selected in clusters and because the condition of the apples
in the cluster tended to be homogeneous, the reliability of
the sample is not as high. In fact, the standard error of the
cluster sample proportion is almost twice as large as that
found in the random sample proportion (0.058 as compared
to 0.030).

lntra-Class Correlation

The tendency for elements in a cluster to be more similar
to each other than to elements outside the cluster can be
measured in terms of intra-class correlation. The formula is:

[(mC’/m’) – 1]/[(n/m – 1] = p = intra-class correlation

(3)

In the example,

p= [(0.00337/0.009) — 1]/[(100/20) – 1]

=(3.74 – 1)/(5–1)=0.685

As the intra-class correlation approaches 1.0, the ratio of
the variance of a cluster sample to the variance of a random
sample approaches the value of the average cluster size.
Even for small values of intra-ciass correlation, the effect
or reliability is significant; for example, with an intra-class
correlation of 0.1, the variance of a cluster sample with
five elements to the cluster would be 1.4 times larger than
that of a random sample.

Negative intra-clasa correlations are possible. If an ele-
ment in a cluster is less like other elements in the cluster
than elements not in the cluster, the intra-class correlation
is negative. In the foregoing case, if each of the clusters had
exactly one rotten apple, this would result in a negative
intra-class correlation of —0.22. Notice that the limit of
the intra-class correlation is the reciprocal of the cluster
size minus 1, at which point the variance is zero.

The impact of intra-class correlation on sample size for
a specified level of accuracy can be significant. The ex-
pression for the number of cluster samples needed to give
the same reliability as a random sample is given by

nc/nr=p(R’-l)+l (4)

in which

n, = number of samples in a cluster sample; and
n, = number of samples in a random sample.

The multipliers of ratios for different values of the intra-
class correlation, p, and selected values of the average

cluster size, ~, are given in Table 24. The ratio of trips
per household in most origin-and-destination studies ranges
from 6 to 10. Table 24 indicates that relatively low values
of intra-class correlation, 0.2 and 0.3, result in very signifi-
cant increases in sample size when household clusters were
used. As the intra-class correlation approaches 1.0, the
multiplier approaches the average cluster size. Thus a
5-percent sample of households given a trips/household
ratio of 6 and an intra-class correlation of 0.3 is equivalent
to a 2-percent random sample of trips.

Sampling Variability of Home Interview Survey Data

To evrduate the impact that cluster sampling has on the
sampling variability of homeinterviewdat~ a computer
programwaswritten.Thisprogramperformsthecalcula-
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tions required by Eqs, 1, 2, and 3. The home interview
survey selected for this analysis was the Buffalo origin-and-
destination survey that was conducted in 1962.

Trip Purpose.—The trip information from the Buffalo
survey was classified into six trip purpose classes:

1. Home to wcrk and work to home.
2. Home to social recreation and social recreation to

home.
3. Home to personal business and personal business to

home.
4. Home to shop and shop to home.
5. Other home-based trips.
6. Non-home-based trips.

The results of this analysis are given in Table 25.
For the six purpose groupings analyzed, the assumption

of a random sample would seriously understate the esti-

mates of sampling variability. For work travel, the ratio
of actual sampling variance to the variance of a random
sample is 2.45. For social recreation travel, the ratio is
3.40 and for non-home-based trips the ratio is 3.69. These
ratios are, incidentally, the multipliers by which the sample
size of a random sample would need to be multiplied to
achieve the same sampling error as the random sample.
Taken together, the average ratio of actual to random
sample variances is 3.0.

If one wished to estimate the proportion of all trips that
are from home to work or work to home within *5 percent,
95 times out of 100, the sample size would be 0.0004=
2.45(0.16/n), or n = 400 X 2.45 = 980 samples required.

Land Use.—Land use classifications are often used in the
calculation of trip origins and destinations. The Buffalo trip
file was stratified into the following land use categories by
trip destination:

1. Residential land use.
2. Commercial land use.
3. Manufacturing land use.
4. Public building land use.
5. Public open space.
6. Ail other land uses.

These trip data were then analyzed in terms of their
sampling variability. The results are given in Table 26.

The variability of trip proportions by land use at trip

TABLE 24

ILkTIO OF CLUSTERED SAMPLE SIZE TO RANDOM
SAMPLE SIZE TO ACHIEVE EQUAL RELIABILITY
FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF INTRA-CLASS
CORRELATION

RATtO, BY CLUSTER SIZE
INTRA-CLASS

CORRELATION 4 6 8 10 /3

o 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.1 1.3 1.5 1.9
0.2 1.6 2.0 ;:: ‘ 2.8
0.3 1.9 2.5 3.1
0.4 2.2 3.0 3.8 y6
0.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 8.C
0.6 2.8 4.0 5.2 6.4
0.7 3.1 4.5 5.9 7.3
0.8 3.4 5.0 6.6 8.2
0.9 3.7 5.5 7.4 9.1
1.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

destination is less atlected by cluster sampling than are trip
purpose proportions. The proportion of residential trip
destinations has a variability that is only 27 percent greater
than that which would be expected for a random sample.
Over-all, the ratio of the variability of the cluster sample
to the variability of a random sample is 1.77, suggesting
a cluster sample size of just under twice a random sample
to achieve comparable reliability (based on a weighted
average of the variance ratios in Table 26).

Mode of Travel.— Mode of travel information is neces-
sary in order to estimate vehicular and transit utilization.
Builalo trip data were classified by the following modes of
travel:

1. Auto driver.
2. Auto passenger.
3. Bus transit passenger.

4. School bus passenger.
5. All other modes of travel.

The results of this analysis are given in Table 27.
The mode of travel information is subject to greater

impact from clustering than is land use information. In

TABLE 25

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLING VARIABILITY OF BUFFALO TRIP PURPOSE DATA

PROPORTION VASUANCEOF A ACTUAL IN-raA-cLAss

TRIP PURPOSE OF TRIPS RANDOM SAMPLE ‘ VARIANCE RATto CORRELATION

Home to work and work to home 0.200 1.517XI0-’ 3.718x10-L 2.45 0.18
Home to social recreation and 0.144 I. I73X1O 3.922x 10 3.40 0.30

social recreation to home
Home to Personal business and 0.076 0.665 X 10 l.783xl O 2.68 0.21

personal business to home
Home to shop and shop to home 0.131 1.182x lCI 2.875 X 10 2.65 0.21

(liter home-based trips 0.192 l.472x 10 4.314X 10 2.93 0.24

Non-home-based trim 0.257 1.812x10 6.684 X 10 3.69 0.34

. UZCpqln; n c 10S,371.
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TABLE 26

SAMPLING VARIABILITY OF BUFFALO TRIPS BY LAND USE AT DESTINATION

LAND USE AT

DESTINATION

Residential
Commercial
Manufacturing
Public building
Public open space
All other land use

PROPORTION

OF TRIPS

0.505
0.277
0.061
0.091
0.027
0.039

VARIANCE OF A

RANDoM SAMLE

2.372 x 10-”
1.901 x 10-”
0.547 x 104
0.783 X 10-”
0.250 x 10-”
0.354 x 10”0

ACTUAL VARIANCE
V.ARIANCERATIO:

ACTUAL/RANDOM

3.003 x 10-*
4.265 X 10-0
0.942 x 10-”
1.779 x 10-’
0.659 x 10-
1.169x 10-

1.27
2.24
1.72
2.27
2.64
3.30

lNTRA-CLASS

CORRELATION

0.03
0.16
0.09
0.16
0.20
0.29

TABLE 27

SAMPLING VARIABILITY OF BUFFALO TRIPS BY MODE OF TRAVEL

MODE OF PROPORTION VAR;ANCE OF A ACTUAL VARIANCE MTIO : INTRA-CLASS
TRAVEL OF TRIPS RANDOM SAMPLE VARWNCE ACTUAL/RANDOM CORRELATION

Auto driver 0.576 2.317x 10-’ 7.445 x 10-’ 3.21 0.28
Auto passenger 0.317 2.056 X 10-” 7.070X 10-” 3.44 0.31
Bus transit passenger 0.073 0.643 x 10+ 2.443 x 10+ 3.80 0.35
School bus passenger 0.028 0.2s8 x 10-” 1.015 x 10-” 3.93 0.37
All other modes 0.005 0.049 x 10-” 0.136x 10- 2.78 0.22

.

general, mode of travel data requires a cluster sample over
three times the size of a random sample in order to achieve
comparable reliability. School bus use would require a
cluster sample of almost four times the size of a random
sample for the same accuracy. To estimate the proportion
of trips on school buses within &10 percent, 95 times out
of 100. would require 54,571 samples; i.e., rrC= 400Rq/ p,

in which R = U,,’/ U:, or (400 X 3.93 X 0.972)/0.028 =

n = 54,571.
Screen Line Crossings.—Origin-and-destination studies

are conducted mainly to collect data on travel. The ac-
curacy of these data are often evaluated in terms of how
well estimates of travel crossing a line compare with actuai
observations at the line. This screen line check, as it is
called, is used not only as a measure of the accuracy of the
survey, but also sometimes as a basis for survey adjustment.

Because of the important role that the screen line check
plays in survey evaluation, it was felt that the impact of

TABLE 28

SAMPLING VARIABILITY OF SCREEN LINE PROPORTIONS

cluster sampling on the reliability of the proportion of trips
crossing a screen line should be investigated. Six screen

lines were constructed as follows:

1. A north-south line centered in the Buffalo CBD.
2. A north-south line 5 miles to the east of the CBD.
3. A north-south line 10 miles to the east of the CBD.
4. An east-west screen line centered in the CBD.
5. An east-west screen line 5 miles to the south of the

CBD.
6. An east-west screen line 5 miles to the north of the

CBD.

The results of analyzing these six screen lines are given in
Table 28.

The screen line proportions appear to be highly affected
by the clustering of trips by households. For the six screen
lines anaiyzed, the variance of the screen line proportion
was about five times greater than the variance of a random

SCREEN LINE

Proportion
OF TRIPS

North-south CBD
North-south 5 miles east of CBD
North-south 10 miles east of CBD
East-west of CBD
East-west 5 miles south of CBD
East-west 5 miles north of CBD

0.151
0.122
0.048
0.046
0.118
0.135

VARIANCE OF A

RANDOM SAMPLE

1.216x 10-”
1.015X 10-0
0.437 x 10-”
0.419X 10+
0.988 X 10-”
1.111 X1 O-”

ACTUAL VARIANCE RATIO: INTRA-CLASS

VARIANCE ACTUAL/RANDOM CORRELATION

6.283 X 10-’ 5.17 0.52
5.350X 10-” 5.27 0.54
2.654x 10- 6.07 0.64

2.202 x 10-” 5.26 0.53
4.166x 10+ 4.22 0.41
5.31OX 10-” 4.78 0.47



sample of the same size. This is not surprising, because the
probability of crossing any given screen line most likely
declines exponentially with increasing distance from the
trip origin. Because all members of a household have the
same distance between home and the screen line. the intra-
class correlation should be high. Table 28 gives a range of
from 0.41 to 0.64 and an average of about 0.50 for the
intra-class correlation, and a variance ratio of about 5.0.
Translated to the sample size required to estimate screen
line crossings within ~ 10 percent, 95 times out of 100, it
is found that n = (400 x 5 x 0.9)/ 0.1 = 18,000.

To obtain accuracy of AS percent. 95 times out of 100.
would require 72,000 samples.

Required Sample Sizes

Based on the preceding analysis of the variability of cluster
samples, it became possible to define the number of samples
of home interview data required to provide reliable data for
transportation planning purposes.

As usual in such cases, there is no simple answer. P1an-
ning uses home interview travel data for a variety of
purposes —for checking purposes (as in screen line com-
parisons), for mode split estimation, and for trip generation
studies of one kind or another. In each of these different
groupings, a different level of reliability obtains.

Table 29 gives the minimum number of trip samples (to
obtain households, divide by 6.6) for different proportions
of trips having selected attributes. For example, if one is
dealing with trips to a type of land use that has 5 percent
of all trips made to it (see line 1 of Table 29) then 13,450
trip samples (2, 190 sample households ) are needed to make
certain, at the 95-percent confidence limits, that the correct
proportion is, in fact, within &10 percent of the 5-percent
figure; or, in other words, that the proportion lies between
0.045 and 0.055.

If the proportion of a particular type of trip is required
to be studied in a particular area (as in a district), the
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TABLE 29

MINIMUM NUMBER OF TRIP SAMPLES REQUIRED
TO ENSURE &10 PERCENT ACCURACY AT THE
95-PERCENT CONFIDENCE LIMITS LEVEL FOR
SELECTED ATTRIBUTES AND PROPORTIONS

MINIMUM NO. OF TRIP SAMPLES REQUIRED

SfZE OF SCREEN
PROPOR- LAND MODE OF LINE TRIP
TION USE TRAVEL CROSSING PURPOSE

0.05 13,450 25,384 38,000 23,104
0.10 6.372 12,024 18,000
0.25

10,944
2.124 4,008 6,000

0.50
3,648

708 1,336 2,000 1,216

NOf#: Trip samples shove are based on an anaIysis of Nia_ Frmstler
Study dasa. To obtain home intsrview samples, the figures above should
be divided by a factor of 6.6, the average number of trips per houseboid.

number of samples indicated in Table 29 must be obtained
for that geographic area.

For estimates of trip length, it is recommended that 1,000
trip records (approximately 150 sample households ) be
obtained for any area for whichtriplengthk desiredto
be knownwithina 10 percent at the 95-percent confidence
limits level.

For estimates of trip production by household, approxi-
mately 400 households would have to be interviewed to
obtain trips/household data within ~ 10 percent, 95 percent
of the time. This is too large a number to obtain in each
district, unless districts are very large. For purposes of
estimating trip production it is recommended that districts
be grouped and that trip production rates be calculated in
relationship to population and car ownership. These rates
can then be applied back against district population and car
ownership rates to give reliable measures of district and
zone trip production.
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FROM: David L. Kurth
Batten-Aschman Associates, Inc.

DATE: December 4, 1990

SUBJE~: Task B.3--Develop Telephone List

OVERVIEW

Task B.3 of the St Louis Regional Travel Sutvey was the developmentof the telephone list for the
survey. This wok was performed in May, 1990 with the purchaseof 10,000 residentialtelephone
numbersfor the St. Louis region. The telephonenumberswere purchasedfrom a commercialvendor,
SurveySampling,Incorporated(55X), of Fairfield,Connecticut. The sample list was brokendown as
follows:

● 4,400 listed telephone numbers

● 5,600 unlisted telephone numbers.

The split between listed and unlisted telephone numbers was based on assumptions regarding the
breakdown of households with listed and unlisted telephones along with assumptions regarding the
likelihood of a listed or unlisted telephone number msuking in completed survey.

Part of Task B.3 is the assessment of the biases that will be introduced into the survey by selecting
households with telephones as the sample frame. This memorandum discusses the possible biases and
corrections for the biases. In addition, this memorandum discusses the use of areawide replicates in the
sampling process to avoid biases from not using the entire sample.

POSSIBLE BIASES FROM USING LISTED AND UNLISTED TELEPHONES FOR SAMPLE FRAME

Effect of Omission of Households Without Telephones

Households with listed and unlisted telephones have been selected as the sample frame for the St. Louis
Region Travel Survey. Thus, households that do not own a telephone have not been included in the
sumey. The omission of households without telephones from the sample frame might introduce bias into
the travel suwey. Table 1 summarizes information provided by SS1 regarding the number of households
in the region that have telephones along with the pixent of the telephones that are listed. As can be seen
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TABLE 1
HOUSEHOLDS WITH TELEPHONES

Households With Phones

Total Percent With Percent Households Without
County Households Telephones Number Usted Telephones

Madison, IL

Monroe, IL

St. Clair, IL

Jefferson, MO

St. Chartes, MO

St. Louis, MO

St. Louis City

Total

68,620

2,647

93,978

27,679

72,057

370,327

167,765

823,073

%.40/.

96.29!.

93.8?!.

95.4%

97.()%

98.29!0

93.4%

96.2$40

64,541

2,546

66,157

26,407

69,895

363,710

156,690

791,946

70.60/o

76.70/.

66.20/0

75.7%

79.7%

75.60/’

65 .3°/0

?2.3%

4,079

101

5,821

1,272

2,162

6,617

11,075

31,127

in Table 1, about 96 perecmt of the total households in the region have telephones. Approximately 31,000
households in the sumey area do not have telephones. Based on the implied sampling rate for the survey
(1400 samples out of 823,073 households), about 50 samples should have been collected from households
without telephones for an unbiased sample.

There are two main ways in which the omission of households without telephones from the suwey frame
can bias the suxvey. The first is if the households am disprqxxtionately allocated to certain
socioeconomic groups. The second type of bias is if the households without telephones have different
travei characteristics than simiiar households with telephones.

For the fixxt case, it is likely that households without telephones are more likely to be low income
households and, quite likely, one or two person households. If no adjustment is made for the
disproportionate allocation, regional averages (e.g., average trips per household for the region) will be
biased. The effects of this possible bias can be mitigated through the weighing of the survey data before
the calculation of n@onal averages, rates, and totals. This weighing process was anticipated for the
suxvey notwithstanding the effect of omitting households without telephones in the survey frame.
Specifically, it is anticipatedthatsampleweightswill be calculatedfor swveyed householdsso thatthe
weightedsurveyedhouseholdsmatchthedistributionof householdsby income groupandhouseholdsize
for the region. Table 2 shows thenumberof swveyed householdsfor the region (as of November 21,
1990)by incomegroupandhouseholdsize andTable 3 showstheexpectednumberof householdsfor the
conesponding suata based on estimates produced by the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council.
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TABLE 2
SURVEYED HOUSEHOLDS BY INCOME GROUP AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE (AS OF 11/’21/90)

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low 103 90 47 22 27 289

Middle 88 158 70 55 56 427

High ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 498

Total 216 442 224 182 150 1.214

TABLE 3
EXPECTED TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS BY lNCOME GROUP AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Household Size

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low 137,453 66,669 29,631 18,931 17,285 269,969

Middle 61,730 90,538 41,154 31,277 23,869 248,568

High 18,108 94,653 69,138 69,961 52,677 304,537

Total 217,291 251,860 139,923 120,169 93,831 823.074

Table 4 shows example sumey expansion factors that account for the income group and household size
bias introduced into the survey by the sampling process. Part of this bias is the omission of households
without telephones from the sample frame. As can be seen in Table 4, the average regional expansion
factor (i.e., total households in the region divided by surveyed households in the region) is 678. In other
words, each surveyed household represents 678 households. However, when the income group and
household size of the households m Consided, the expansion factors range tlom a low of 426 to a high
of 1,334. The expansion factors shown in Table 4 am an example only. The actual expansion factors
should be based upon the final suwey data and, if possible, the regional distribution of households by
income group and household size from the 1990 Census. In addition, it might be worthwhile to include
a geographic stratification in the calculation of the final expansion factom.

The second type of bias introduced by omitting households without telephones fmm the sample frame is
more diftlcuit to quantify. This second type of bias is the bias that would occur if households without
telephones had significantly different travel patterns than households with telephones. For example, it
might be hypothesized that households without telephones would make more trips than similar households
with telephones since they could not use the telephone as a substitute for trip-making. The only way to
determine the effect of this bias would be to sutvey the households without telephones and compare them
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TABLE 4

Inc.

EXAMPLE HOUSEHOLD EXPANSION FACTORS BY
INCOME ;ROUPAND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Household Sue

Income Group 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

Low 1,334 741 630 861 640 934

Middle 701 573 569 426 582

High 724 666 786 612

Average 1,006 570 625 660 626 678

to households with telephones controlling for the effects of household size and income (or household size
and auto availability). Based on pxrdirninarymults of thissuxveyand resultsfrom other surveys,it is
likelythatit wouldnot be possibleto measu~ statisticallysignificantdifferencesin tripratesbetweenthe
two groups(if thesocioeconomic differencesm takenintoaccount). Thus,theonly confectionssuggested
to account for biases introduced into the stuvey by omitting households without telephones from the
sample frame are to ensure that the sumey is weighted to match the regional distribution of households
by income group and household size whenever “x@onal” rates or totals am estimated from the suxvey
data.

Effect of Households With Multiple Telephones

Sincetheactualsample frame is the “population”of residentialtelephonenurrdxmin theSt. Louis region,
thereis some possible bias thatwill be introducedinto the surveydue to the fact thatsome households
havemore thanone telephone. Basedon a sampleof 594 random telephone interviews in the St. Louis
region, SS1 estimated the following breakdown of households by number of telephone lines:

● Households with one telephone line -- 93.6%
● Households with two telephone lines -- 5.7%
● Households with three or mom lines -- 0.7%

Since some households have multiple telephone lines, they have a higher probability of being included
in the survey. It is possible that a single household could be included multiple times in the sample frame
if the household has multiple telephone lines. The likelihood of this happening is very small. In addition,
as of November 21, no households indicated that they had been asked to participate in the suxvey “on their
other line”.
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The possible biases that could be introduced into the smey by the multiple line households is similar to
the biases introduced by the omission of the households without telephones. The corrections for the biases
am also similar. The socioeconomic bias will be corrected through the weighing of the data to matchthe
estimateddistributionof householdsby income gIUUp and household size for the region. The biases
caused by differences in travel characteristics between similar households with and without multiple lines
will not be cormt.ed. However, as with the households without telephones, the differences in trip rates
between households with one telephone line and households with multiple lines axe probably not
statistically significant when the rates am stratified by income group and household size.

USE OF AREAWIDE REPLICATESTO AVOID BIASES

As mentioned above, a sample of 10,000 telephone numbers was pumhased for the survey. The
requirement of 10,000 numbers to obtain a sumey of 1,400 households was based on assumptions
regarding the likelihood of each telephone number resulting in the actual contact of a household and the
response rate atler a household has actually been contacted. In addition, a safety factor was used in the
determination of the required number of telephone numbers to reduce the likelihood of having to acquire
additional telephone numbers to complete the survey.

In order to instue representative E.sdts for the sumey, a replicate system was used. The St. Louis sample
was stratified into twenty-four replicates. To do this, the 1SL 25th, 49th, etc. telephone numbem wem
assigned to replicate one; the 2nd, 26th, 50th, etc. telephone numbers were assigned to replicate two; the
3d, 27th, 5 lst, etc. telephone numbers wem assigned to replicate thnx, and so on. This procedure was
used for the original random samples of 4,400 listed telephone numbers and 5,600 unlisted telephone
numbers. The listed and unlisted samples were then combined to form the entire sample file with twenty-
four replicates. E@ht of the replicates had 416 telephone numbers and the remaining sixteen replicates
had 417 telephone numbers.

Since each replicate was, in effec~ a mini-randomsample of the swvey area, each replicatewas
representativeof thesurveyarea(as long as thereplicatewas completelyused). Telephoneassignments
weredistributedto swvey “recruiters”one replicateat a time. Eachreplicatewas completelyexhausted
beforesamplesfrom a new replicatewas used. In otherwords, all required call-backs for each telephone
number in the replicate were made in the recruiting stage before telephone nurnbem from a new replicate
were used. Note that replicate number twenty-four was used for the pmest. In order to complete the
travel sumey, it was necessary to use seventeen of the remaining twenty-three replicates.

DLIVLM1465*WF31
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820 Davis Street Phone: (708) 491-1000
Evanston, Illinois 80204-1381 Fax: (708) 475-8053
USA Telex: 270258 EXPRSTLX CGO

May 16, 1990

Ms. Gwen Kaplan
Survey Sampiing
One Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430

Re: St. Louis Region Travel Survey

ku Ms. KilphUl:

As we discussed on the telephone Monday, May 14, 1990, I would like to order a sample of
10,000 telephone numbers (residential listings) for the St. Louis Region. The sample should be
broken down as follows:

● 4,400 listed telephone numbers with names, addresses, zip codes, and census tract
numbers.

● 5,600 unlisted telephone numbers.

The sample should cover the City of St. Louis and the six county St. Louis metropolitan
area as shown below.

#

County/City state All or
City/County FIPS Code state FIPS Code Part

City of St. Louis 510 MO 29 All

St. Louis County 189 MO 29 All

St. Charles County 183 MO 29 All

Jefferson County 099 MO 29 Part

Madison County 119 IL 17 Part

Monroe County 133 IL 17 Part

St. Clair County 163 IL 17 Part

El
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Ms. Gwen Kaplan
May 16, 1990
Page2

Census tracts have been determined for the counties that will be only partly included in the
coverage area. A list of these tracts is attached. They are also included in an ASCII tile,
CENSUSTR.DAT, on the enclosed floppy diskette.

I would like the data to be transmitted on floppy diskette.

I have received the file formats you faxed on Monday. I would like the sample of telephone
numbers to be broken into 12 replicates.

In addition to the above data, I would appreciate any summary information that you can provide
on:

● The percent of listed and unlisted telephone numbers in the St. Louis region.

● The percent of two or more telephone line households (e.g., “parents’ w telephone and
“childrens’” telephone).

● The effect of car phones on the list of telephone numbers.

● The percent of households without a telephone.

Please send the data and information to me at:

2925 South Raleigh Street
Denver, CO 80236

It is my understanding that the total cost for this information will not exceed $2,000.



Barton-Aschman Associates, lnG

Ms. Gwen Ka#an
Mily 16, 1990
Page3

Please call me if you have any questions. I will be in our Evanston office (708491-1000)
through May 18, 1990, and in Denver (303-936-5983) the following week.

David L. Kurth
Senior Associate

DLK:cah
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400102,17119
400200,17119
400300,17119
400400,17119
400500,17119
400600,17119
400700,17119
400801,17119
400802,17119
400901,17119
400903,17119
400904,17119
400905,17119
401000,17119
401100,17119
4o1200,17119
401300,17119
401400,17119
401500,17119
401600,17119
401701,17119
401702,17119
401800,17119
401901,17119
401902,17119
402000,17119
402100,17119
402200,17119
402300,17119
402400,17119
402500,17119
402600,17119
402701,17119
402702,17119
402801,17119
402802,17119
402803,17119
402900,17119
403001,17119
403002,17119
403101,17119
403102,17119
403200,17119
403300,17119
403400,17119
403501,17119
403502,17119
403503,17119
403700,17119
403801,17119
500400,17163
500500,17163
500600,17163
500800,17163
500900,17163
501000,17163
501100,17163
501200,17163
501300,17163
501400,17163
501501,17163
501502,17163
501601,17163
501602,17163
501603,17163



501790,17163
501800,17163
501900,17163
502100,17163
502200,17163
502300,17163
502401,17163
502403,17163
502404,17163
502500,17163
502601,17163
502602,17163
502603,17163
502604,17163
502700,17163
502800,17163
502900,17163
503000,17163
503101,17163
503102,17163
503201,17163
503202,17163
503203,17163
503301,17163
503302,17163
503303,17163
503304,17163
503401,17163
503402,17163
503404,17163
503405,17163
503800,17163
503900,17163
504001,17163
504100,17163
504201,17163
504202,17163
504301,17163
504302,17163
504303,17163
600100,17133
700103,29099
700104,29099
700105,29099
700106,29099
700201,29099
700202,29099
700301,29099
700302,29099
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Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

820 Davis Street Phone: (708) 491-1000
Evanston, Illinois 60204-1381 Fax: (708) 475-6053
USA Telex: 270258 EXPRSTLX CGO

MEMOW4NDUM TO: Martin Altman
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council

FROM: David L. Kurth
Ba.rton-Asthma.nAssociates, Inc.

DATE: August 7, 1990

SUBJECT: St. Louis Region Travel Survey
Task B.5--Pretest Summary

Background

The pretest of the St. Louis Region travel survey was performed during the last two weeks of
June 1990. Pre-survey qualification calls were made during the week of June 18. Travel days
were Tuesday, June 26 through Thursday, June 28. Collection of the travel data was initiated
on Wednesday, June 27 and fully completed on Thursday, July 5.

A total of 41 surveys were completed in the pretest. The telephone numbers for thepretestwere
obtaind from one of the twenty-four replicates of telephone numbers purchased from Survey
Sampling, Inc. (SSI). The replicate used had 416 telephone numbers, 183 which were listed and
233 which were unlisted. The telephone list was modified to include five volunteers from the
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council (EWG). To obtain the completed surveys, 411
telephone numbers out of the 416 total numbers were called.

Pretest Results

Productivity of Telephone List

Table 1 summarizes the disposition of all calls made during the pretest. As can be seen in the
table, 10 percent of the telephone numbers called resulted in completed surveys. This
percentage is lower than the percentage assumed in the estimation of the required telephone
numbers for the survey. Different success rates were assumed for the listed and unlisted
telephone numbers basal on previous surveys. The composite success rate was 14 percent.

The main cause of the low success rate was probably the short time frame for the pretest (three
days of pre-survey telephone calls) and the fact that only 40 samples were desired for the
pretest. In the actual travel survey, callbacks of continually busy or no answer phone numbers
would be performed over a longer time period, thus improving the chance of finding someone
at home. In addition, the pre-survey callbacks were discontinued in the pretest when sufficient
samples for the pretest were obtained.
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Table 1
DISPOSITION OF PRETEST TELEPHONE CALLS

status Number of Calls Percent

Pre-Survev Oualification CallS

Agreed to survey
Refusals
Disconnected telephone
Wrong number or moved
Commercial number
Quit during Screening
Busy or no answer (5 Calls)
Out-of-area household
Language problems

Total

~urvev Tele~hone Calls

Completed survey
Refked (after pre-survey agreement)
Quit (during survey)’
Out-of-area on travel day
Sick on travel day
Household demolished/Converted to commercial use
Household moved
Language problems
Phone disconnected
Forgot survey day

Total

52
119
74

2
19
0

136

4

411

41
5
3
0
0
0
0
0

1

52

13
29
18
0
5
0

33
0

~

100

10
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

4

12

%

%

%

%

1This category is reserved for use if a quota sample k used and a specific quota has been fdled.

2 These three households were actually households that could not be contacted after their travel
day to collect the travel information.

3 The two households that forgot their travel day were willing to reschedule, if necessary.



The ratio of the number of households agreeing to the survey to the sum of the households
agreeing and refusing the survey is 30 percent (52 / [52 + 119]). If it is assumed that one-half
of the continually busy/no answer percentage from the pretest will be converted to actual
contacted households in the actual survey (i. e., through additional callbacks over a longer period
of time), the percent agreeing will increase to about 18 percent and the percent of refusals will
be about 41 percent.

It should also be noted that NSI expects that the percent of households agreeing to the survey
(based on the total households actually contacted) should be over 40 percent. In the actual
survey, surveyors obtaining a lower than average percentage of households agreeing to the
survey will be reassigned or retrained. These actions should increase the agreement rate.

However, if the low success rate persists during the actual survey, it will not be possible to
obtain the required number of surveys from the purchased sample. Sevenal options exist. First,
it might be possible to perform additional follow-up of refusals or make additional callbacks
(more than five) to continually busy/no answer “quits”. Second, additional telephone numbers
could be purchased. However funds were not budgeted within the contract for such a purchase,
so a source for the additional funds required would need to be found (EWG considers this to be
a responsibility of the Consultant). Third, it might be possible to supplement the list with
random digit dialing using numbers generated by NSI. It should be reiterated that the need for
these measures is not expected in the actual survey.

Disposition of All Calls

As mentioned above, Table 1 shows the disposition of all telephone calls. Table 2 compares the
disposition of the St. Louis pretest telephone calls to the Denver and New Jersey travel surveys
(performed in 1985 and 1986, respectively). The Denver and New Jersey surveys were very
similar to the St. Louis survey in procedure, form, and source of telephone numbers. SS1
provided the telephone list for all three surveys. The New Jersey survey was performed by the
Barton-Aschman/NSI Research Group team.

As can be seen in Table 2, there are some similarities and dissimilarities in the disposition of
telephone calls. The percentage of households agreeing to the survey and the percentage of
households where the number was continually busy or there was no answer are the most
dissimilar items between the three surveys. The probable reasons for the low agreement rate
and the high busy or no answer rate for the St. Louis region are discussed in the previous
section.



Table 2
COMPARISON OF ST. LOUIS PRETEST TELEPHONE CALL DISPOSITION
TO NEW JERSEY AND DENVER TRAVEL SURVEYS

Percent of Initial Calls

status St. LOuis New Jersey Denver

Agreed to survey 13 % 29 % 41 %

Refusals 29 24 27

Disconnected telephone 18 14 13

Wrong number or moved o 3 3

Commercial number 5 8 5

Quit during screening 4 9 na

Busy or. no answer (5 calls) 29 14 8

Out-of-area household o 0 4

Language problems 2 1 0

Completed survey 10 23 34

Refused (after pre-survey agreement) 2 4 6
or quit

The percentage of completed surveys is also dissimilar. However, the completed surveys as a
percent of the number of households initially agreeing to the survey are close for the three
surveys: 77 percent for St. Louis, 79 percent for New Jersey, and 83 percent for Denver.

The above results suggest that some of the main concerns with the St. Louis survey should be
obtaining the initial agreement to participate in the travel survey and reducing the number of
households dropped from the survey due to continued busy signals or no answer to telephone
calls. Again, the percent of households agreeing to the survey should increase and the percent
of continually busy or no answer households should decrease in the actual survey.

Nine households were dropped from the survey due to language problems. Most of the language
-oblems seemed to be with people who spoke only an Asian language (Vietnamese, Chinese,
ambodian, etc.). Although it is possible to schedule a recruiter who speaks an Asian language,

the cost to produce an Asian language (or multiple Asian language) survey instruments would
be prohibitive. As an alternative, when an Asian language (or other foreign language) speaking
household is encountered in the recruiting stage of the survey, a second callback will be made
on another day to try to determine if there is an English speaking member in the household. If
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one is found, an attempt will be made to recruit the household for the survey. Otherwise, the
household will be dropped due to “language problems. ”

Loss of Respondents

As is shown in Tables 1 and 2, the loss of respondents is not critical. Although slightly higher,
it is comparable to losses reported in the New Jersey and Denver travel surveys. Note that the
two households that forgot their travel day would have been willing to reschedule or participate
on another travel day had there been ample time for another travel day. The inclusion of these
two households as successful surveys would have increased the percent of completed surveys (to
households agreeing to the survey) to 83 percent.

Problems Encountered in the Administration of the Pretest

One of the earliest problems encountered in the pretest was the lack of a simple definition of the
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council in the training manual. Although EWG is referenced
several times in the training manual, no explanation suitable for respondents was available. This
prompted the halting of the fust night’s recruiting efforts when a recruiter was unable to-
adequately define EWG for a potential respondent. A brief, two-sentence explanation was
drafted and distributed prior to the resumption of recruiting calls. The following definition will
be used in the survey:

The East-West Gateway Coordinating Council is a voluntary association of local
governments in the St. Louis metropolitan area. The council prepares plans to
improve highways and transit service in the region.

A logistics problem encountered in the data collection phase centered around scheduling
appointments for callbacks. This causes a problem since it is impossible to estimate how long
any particular intemiew will take to administer. This problem makes it difficult to prepare an
interviewer assignment schedule for night telephone calls. For example, one interviewer began
an interview around 6:00 P.M. The interview lasted about 40 minutes and, as a result, a request
from another household to be interviewed before 6:30 P.M. was missed since the interviewer
lost track of time and did not pass the second assignment to another interviewer.

As a result of this pretest experience, coupled with experience gained by NSI in other travel
survey efforts, we recommend that recruited households be informed only that they will be
called one or two days after their travel day to collect the information. Scheduled appointments
for callbacks will be made on a case-by-case basis, if requested by the recruited household. We
anticipate that only three or four appointments per day will be requested; this lower number of
scheduled appointments will be manageable. A secondary benefit to this procedure is that
callbacks will be made the day immediate y following the respondent’s travel day rather than at
the respondents’ “convenience”. This should insure that the travel day information is “fresh”
in the respondents’ memories and produce better survey results, especially if the travel diaries
have not been used.
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The recruiting surveyors noted that they found it discourteous to not ask respondents if they
would participate in the survey and were uncomfortable not asking for the respondents’
cooperation. This feeling was supported by an EWG staff member who participated in the
pretest. As a result, a line will be added to the survey recruiting banter asking for the
respondents’ cooperation in the survey. An example of such a request is:

We need information regarding weekday travel by households such as yours, and
we would like your cooperation in this study.

A brief pause after this statement will be indicated in the banter dialogue. This statement will
beat an appropriate point in the middle of the banter, ~ at the end of the dialogue.

The travel diary collection forms used by the surveyors were printed so that they needed to be
turned over vertically rather than turned around horizontally to record the travel diary
information on the second side of the form. This was inconvenient for the surveyors and made
it difficult to read the second side of the forms when they were stapled together with the rest of
the household’s forms. Thus, when the travel diary collection forms are printed for the suwey,
they should be oriented so that the top of the form is at the same edge of the paper for both the
front and the back of the form.

Finally, although not a problem, per se, it was noted that households agreeing to the survey
received their survey packets in plenty of time for their travel &y even though it was not
possible to mail the packets for the pretest ten days prior to the travel day as specified in the
scope of work for the project. Thus, it is recommended that the survey packet mailing time be
six to eight days prior to the travel day. This will have the added benefit of insuring that the
day one week prior to the assigned travel day is not mistaken by the respondent as the travel
day.

Problems Noted by EWG Volunteers for the Pretest

The spouse of one of the EWG volunteers for the pretest was confused about whether his trip
should be recorded even when he traveled with another family member (e.g., as a passenger in
an automobile). Because of the possible confusion, clarifying statements will be added to the
survey instructions and to the travel diaries.

One of the volunteers and the spouse of one of the volunteers were confused by the beginning
time of the trip requested in the travel diary. They recorded the ending time of the previous trip
by mistake. No simple, clear methods to clarify the time question are obvious. NSI surveyors
are well trained to note discrepancies in travel times and abnormal travel times (e.g., they
questioned one volunteer about a ten-minute difference between the travel time to a baseball
game and the travel time from the game). As a result, no modifications to the survey
instruments are recommended. Rather, the suweyors will be called upon to note major problems
with respondents’ understanding of this question and to probe for the correct travel times.
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One of the EWG volunteers noted respondents’ reluctance to answer the income question on the
survey. As will be noted later in this memo, 5 of the 41 households responding to the pretest
refusal to answer the income question. This refusal rate, 12.5 percent, is consistent with what
has been noted with many different types of surveys of different types administered throughout
the nation. It would be possible to re-ask the question with broader ranges (i.e., corresponding
to the low, middle, and high income ranges for the St. Louis region) at the end of the survey.
However, NSI’S experience is that a “No” to a request for income information means “No!”,
and that further probing will only antagonize the respondent. As a result, it is recommended
that the income question QQIbe re-asked if it is initially refused.

Finally, a message requesting that a volunteer call NSI’S 800 number was left on one volunteer’s
answering machine. While this will continue to be used as a “last resort” in contacting a
respondent to collect travel diary information, messages on answering machines will be used to
inform respondents that attempts are being made to contact them. Specifically, for respondents
with automatic answering machines, a message will be left on the machine on the final attempt
of the evening to contact the respondent. The message will state that ”.. .we are sorry we missed
you and we will attempt to contact you again tomorrow...”.

Other Problems With the Pretest

Since the actual travel survey will take place over three months, a date should not be shown on
the survey packet cover letter. Consequently, the date on the example travel diary should be
updated to reflect a travel day approximately one-half way through the travel survey (e.g.,
Wednesday, October 10, 1990).

There was a problem consistently identifying incidental trips or stops. Several decision criteria
have been established relating incidental trips to the amount of diversion from the normal route
for the main trip, the purpose of the stop, and the duration of the stop. Specifically, incidental
stops are indicated by:

● Stops made en route for incidental purchases of gasoline, cigarettes, newspaper,
etc.

● The stop was made along the normal route taken for another trip (or within two
blocks).

● The stop involved a small amount of time (under two minutes).

Traditionally, serve passenger trips for, say, carpooling, have b~n ~cIuded as inciden~ ~Pso
These trips were normally collected as part of the survey and later “linked” out of the travel
data. However, many present serve passenger trips are made for purposes like taking a child
to daycare. These serve passenger trips should be considered actual trips for modeling purposes
since they are often made for reasons other than convenience. Establishing additional decision
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criteria to distinguish the “non-incidental” serve passenger trips from the incidental serve
passenger trips would be cumbersome and place a large burden on the surveyors. As a result,
it is recommended that the three decision criteria listed above for determining incidental trips
be retained and that all serve passenger trips be collected as normal trips. Any linking out of
serve passenger trips should be done on a case-by-case basis by EWG personnel trained in travei
modeling (rather than automatically using a computer program).

It was discovered that the trip purpose for the frost trip made by each traveler could not be
determined if the starting point for travel was not “Home”. To solve this problem, a question
and recording box will be added to the travel diary collection form used by surveyors requesting
the starting trip purpose if the starting location is not home. The trip purpose codes used for
the destination of trips will be used.

Several additional modifications to travel suwey forms are recommended. The pretest travel
survey forms showing all suggested corrections are included in Appendix A.

Finally, NSI has requested that the surveyor training manual be updated to
c(xies.

Proportion of Respondents Interviewed and Using Diary

include land-use

The travel survey person data were summarized by diary use and by whether or not the person
was interviewed. The results of the summary are shown in Table 3.

Table 3
SWARY OF RESPONDENTS INTERVIEWED AND USING DIARY

Persons Making Trips

All Persons Number Average Trip Rate

Diarv used.?

Yes 67 64 4.4

No 36 11 1.5

Interviewed

Yes 43 35 4.5

No 58 40 3.5

Interviewed and A=
16 or Older

Yes -- 35 4.5

No -- 28 3.8
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The data summarized in Table 3 regarding diary use shows that about 85 perumt of the people
making trips in the pretest used the travel diaries. This is a very high “compliance” rate that
shows that people participating in the travel survey followed the directions. Thus, no changes
to the directions regarding diary use are suggested.

Those people who did not use travel diaries, but made at least one trip during the day, made
substantially fewer trips as shown by their low average trip rate. There could be two reasons
for this fact. First, the people who did not use the travel diary might have known that they were
making very few trips and did not bother with the diaries. This case should not negatively affect
the travel survey. On the other hand, if the trip rate is lower because people who did not use
the travel diary forgot trips, a systematic bias would be introduced into the survey. It is likely
that trip rates for non-diary users will be lower than for diary users for both reasons.

Table 3 also shows that 47 percent of the people participating in the travel survey were
interviewed. When only those people 16 years of age and older are considered, 56 percent were
interviewed. The average trip rate for respondents 16 years old and older who were interviewed
was about .7 trips per day higher than the rate for those who were not interviewed. ,This
suggests thatevery effort should be made to interview all respondents age 16 and older in order
to reduce the amount of bias introduced into the survey because of “missed trips”.

Cost and Time for Pretest

Two surveyor productivity measures are summarized by the Travel Survey Management
Information System flSMIS) used in the survey. A total of 23.5 hours of surveyor time was
requird for the pre-survey qualification calls, and 59.5 hours was required to collect the survey
data. The number of agreements to the sumey averaged 2.2 per hour of pre-suwey qualification
calls and the number of completed surveys averaged .7 per hour of surveyor time. We
anticipate that the completed surveys per hour will increase to 1.0 to 1.2 once the full survey
begins and the number of scheduled collection times is reduced.

The total cost incurred by NSI for the pretest was about $4,400, or $107 per completed su~ey.
The total cost includes surveyor training time, all surveyor time, supervisory time, sample data
base management (using TSMIS), preparation and mailing of travel survey packets, editing and
cuding of surveys, data entry of survey data, and senior management time.

Surveyor Monitoring and Supervision

Suxveyors were closely monitored during the pretest. This is perhaps best evidenced by the
immediate halting of the recruiting process when one of the surveyors could not provide a clear
and concise explanation of the East-West Gateway Coordinating Council.

In addition to the direct monitoring and supervision of the surveyors during the pretest, the
productivity of the surveyors was monitored throughthe TSMIS. The standardreportsproduced
by TSMIS regarding surveyor productivity are included in Appendix B. The TSMIS
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productivity information regarding the interviewers used for recruiting is summarized in Table
4. Five surveyors were used for recruiting. Of the three surveyors performing most of the
recruiting (surveyors 2, 3, and 4), surveyor number 3 appears to have a substantially lower
productivity rate than the other two. In the actual survey, such results would be a cause for
retraining or reassignment of the surveyor. However, it should be noted that in the pretest,
surveyor number 3 was assigned the bulk of the callbacks when there was no answer on the
initial call. Thus, the low productivity rate for surveyor number 3 was probably more related
to the candidate households called rather than poor recruiting skills.

It should be noted that the total for the Telephone Interviewer Productivity report included in
Appendix B does not seem to match the sum of the results of the individual surveyor reports.
This is for two reasons. First, the telephone recruiter identification was not coded or miscoded
for three households. Second, although tie report line titles in the total summary section are
identical to the repofi line titles in the individual rept sections, they are actually summarizing
different information. Some corrections and modifications are being made to the TSMIS.

Table 4
SURVEYOR PRODUCTIVITY SUMMARY (RECRUITING CALLS)

Percent

Households Percent Refusing/ Hours Productivity
Interviewer called Agreeing Other Worked Rate’

1 30 20.0 % 80.0 % 4.0 1.500

2 127 14.2 85.8 6.5 2.769

3 107 7.5 92.5 6.0 1.333

4 136 13.2 86.8 6.0 3.000

5 8 25.0 75.0 1.0 2.000

Other 2 0.0 100.0 .- --

Total 411 12.7 % 87.3 % 23.5 2.213

1 Productivity rate k the number of households agreeing to participate per hour of surveyor time
worked.

Table 5 summarizes the TSMIS Field Interviewer Productivity report included in Appendix B.
As can be seen in Table 5, two interviewers performed most of the data collection. Although
too few households were called to draw solid conclusions about whether or not an interviewer
was systematically obtaining fewer trips per household (e.g., through insufficient probing) or
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whetheran interviewer’s productivity was substandard, the report will be valuable in the actual
survey for making these determinations.

Table 5
SURVEYOR PRODUCTIVITY SUMMARY (DATA COLLECTION CALLS)

Households Average Hours Productivity
Inteniewer called Trips/Household Worked Rate’

1 23 6.87 29.0 0.793

2 2 2.00 2.5 0.800

4 5 5.60 9.0 0.556

6 10 8.40 19.0 0.526

10 J 10.00 .- --

Total 41 6.93 59.5 0.689

1 Productivity rate is the number of completed surveys (households called) per hour of surveyor
time worked.

Editing and Coding

Survey editors reviewed the draft editing and coding manual developed by Barton-Aschman.
Editing and coding were performed simultaneously in order to minimize the handling of survey
forms. The primary coding activity was the assignment of land-use codes based on the “kind
of place” response on the travel diary. Most remaining responses on the travel survey are “self-
Coding.n

Editors noted several inconsistencies in responses on the travel survey forms. Those forms were
returned to surveyors for clarification and/or correction. In addition, several walking trips that
should not have been recorded (i. e., walking trips to locations other than work) were “lined out”
by editors to prevent their inclusion in the keyed travel survey data.

Survey Results

Table 6 summarizes the distribution of suweys by day of week. As can be seen, the number
of households agreeing to the sumey was almost equally split among the three travel days. On
the other hand, the number of completed surveys was slightly biased toward Wednesday.
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Table 6
TRAVEL DAY DISTRIBUTION

Day of Week Agred Percent Completed Percent

Tuesday 17 33 % 12 29 %

Wednesday 17 33 16 39

Thursday 18 33 13 32

In the pretest analysis meeting, it was decided thatTuesday, September 4 (the day after Labor
Day) should not be used as a travel day and that the households for that day should be
distributed to other Tuesdays. Since Tuesday, November 6 (Election Day) will not be used as
a travel day, there will be nine Tuesdays, eleven Wednesdays, and eleven Thursdays included
as travel days. In order to maximize the likelihood of obtaining a survey with an even
distribution of samples across travel days, Tuesdays will have to be over-sampled. Thus, the
recommended number of households to be recruited by day of week is as follows:

Number of Minimum Number of
Davs of Week Travel Davs Recru its Reauir@

Tuesday 9 52

Wednesday 11 43

Thursday 11 43

Table 7 summarizes the number of households resulting in completed surveys by automobile
availability and household size. The table is too sparse to make a reasonable comparison to the
expected number of households by automobile availability and household size for the region (as
summarized in the technical memorandum for Task Bl). However, Table 8 compares the
percent of households by automobile availability and the percent of households by household size
from the pretest to the expected regional distributions.

As can be seen in Table 8, the pretest distribution of households by automobile availability does
not match the regional distribution. There is an undersampling of zero automobile households
and an oversampling ~~ two or more automobile households. The difference in the distributions
could be caused by sewml reasons. The most crucial would bean inherent bias in the sampling
procedure that would cause an underreporting of the zero automobile households. However, the
undersampling could also be caused by other factors that are not as crucial and might disappear
when the actual sunfey is taken. These factors include a bias due simply to the small sample
size (41 households) or by the high percentage of continually busy/no answer outcomes discussed
previously. Specifically, since zero automobile households are more likely with smaller
household sizes, it is possible that all members of the household would be more likely to be
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away from the home in the summer when it is more pleasant outdoors. This is supported by the
undersampling of one-person households. During the actual suney, it is likely that the
percentage of zero automobile households and one-person households will incr~se as the
percentage of continually busy/no answer outcomes to pre-survey recruiting calls is decreased.
Finally, the undersampling could be caused by a bias in the “observed” regional data. The
regional data are based on 1980 Census data and, as a result, could overstate the percent of zero
automobile households. It is quite likely that the percent of zero automobile households has
decreased since 1980. Nevertheless, the results of the pretest suggest that the suwey be closely
monitored for biases in the distribution of households by automobile availability.

Table 7
DISTRIBUTION OF PRETEST HOUSEHOLDS
BY AUTOMOBILE AVAILABILITY AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Household Size

Automobile
Available 1 2 3 4 5+ Total

o 0 1 0 0 0 1

1 7 6 2 0 0 15

2+ 44 -!5 ~ ~ 2.5

Total 7 15 8 7 4 41

Table 8
COMPARISON OF PRETEST AND REGIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY
AUTOMOBILE AVAILABILITY AND BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE

Automobiles Available Pretest Percent Regional Percent

o 2% 13 %

1 37 44

2+ 61 43

Household Size Pretest Percent ReEional Percent

1 17 % 26 %

2 37 31

3 20 17

4 17 15

5 10 11
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The distribution of households by household size from the pretest is reasonably close to the
expected regional distribution, especially considering the size of the pretest sample. The results
show that there might be a slight undersampling of one-person households. Again, this under-
sampling might be directly related to the high percentage of the busy/no answer outcome to the
pre-s -ey qualification calls.

Tabl :ummarizes basic results from the coded and edited household wcords. Some of the
rates mat can be determined from the data presented in Table 9 provide preliminary insights into
the representativeness of the travel survey data. However, all of the conclusions drawn from
the rates presented below mus’. be tempered by the f~ct that they are based on data from only
41 household samples. No itisticd
summarized below.

“able 9
PRETEST SUMMARY RESULTS

significance is placed on or claimed for the rates

Iter Summary

Number of households 41

Number of people 111

Number of people aged 5 or older 103

Number of visitors o

Number of listed 33

Number of unlisted A

Total tripS1 290

1 Based on trips summarized on household forms by interviewers.

The a~ :rage household size calculated from the data summarized in Table 9 is 2.7 persons per
household. This is higher than the estimated survey ar= average household size: 2.64 persons
per household. The high average household size is due to the undersampling of one person
households. Again, this undersampling is probably due to the high percentage of continually
busy/no answer outcomes to the pre-survey recruiting calls caused by the short pretest time
frame.

The averagetrip rate k 7.07 trips per household. This corresponds to an average trip rate of
2.61 trips ptx person per day. In comparison, the average trip rate based on the 1964-65 St.
Louis survey was 2.36 trips per person. Thus, the per person trip rate based on the small
pretest sample is about 10 percent higher than the 1964-65 trip rate. Note, however, that the
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pretest trip rate is based on “unlinked” trips. The trip rate will decrease as the change mode
trips are “linked out” of the data.

Although the pretest trip rate is higher than the 1964-65 trip rate, it seems to be low. The 1985
trip rate for Denver was 3.0 trips per person and the 1986 trip rate for the north New Jersey
region was 3.1 trips per person. Preliminary results from the 1990 Bexar County (San Antonio),
Texas travel survey show an average rate of 3.3 trips per person per day.

Several factors probably contributed to the low trip rate. Since the pretest was performed in the
summer, school and school related trips were low. The addition of these trips would increase
the rate. In addition, the underreporting of one-person households would tend to decrease the
average trip rate since, gn a wr merscm basi~, one-person households make more trips than two-
person households. Finally, one of the EWG volunteers mentioned that the weather was hot on
their travel day. Hot weather decreases travel for many people.

Nevertheless, the seemingly low trip rate reemphasizes the need to probe for easily missed trips
and to collect the survey data as soon as possible after the travel day to minimize forgotten trips
by respondents who do not use their travel diaries.

Table 9 shows that there were 33 households with listed telephone numbers included in the
survey and 8 households with unlisted numbers. In other words, 80 percent of the completed
surveys were obtained from households with listed telephone numbers and 20 percent from
households with unlisted numbers. In comparison, data from SS1 show that about 72 percent
of the households with telephones in the region have listed telephone numbers. Thus, the survey
seems to be oversampling households with listed telephone numbers.

It is interesting to note that this oversampling of households with listed telephone numbers
should decrease as the undersampling of low income households (documented below) decreases.
The geographic area with the lowest percentage of households with listed telephone numbers is
St. Louis City. Average incomes within St. Louis City are generally lower than incomes in
other parts of the region.

Table 10 summarizes the number of households by income group. Income groups O through 2
can be aggregated to the low income tertile, income groups 3 through6 form the middle income
tertile, and income groups 7 through 9 form the high income tertile. The surveyed distribution
of households by income group (normalized for households refising to report their incomes) and
the expected regional distribution are shown below:

Tertil~ Pretest Percent Exmxted Percent

Low income 25 % 33 %

Middle income 36 30

High income 39 37
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AS shown above, the low income group was undersampled in the pretest. This finding is
consistent with the unciersampling of zero automobile and one-person households reported above.
It is expected that the representativeness of the sample wiil improve in the actual survey as the
percent of continually busy/no answer telephone call outcomes is decreased.

Table 10
HOUSEHOLDS BY INCOME GROUP
Income Number of

up Income Rame Househo d~1

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-
8
9
R

Less than $10,OOO
$10,000-$14,999
$15,000-$19,999
$20,000-$24,999
$25,000-$29,999
$30,000-$34,999
$35,000-$39,999
$40,000-$49,999
$50,000-$59,999

$60,000or more

2
2
5
3
2
3
5
6
3
5
5

About 12.5 percent of the households refused to report their incomes. If this rate continues into
the actual survey, there will be about 175 households that do not report incomes. As a result,
only about 1225 households will be available for the trip production model calibration. This
“loss” of households in travel surveys due to nonreporting of income is normal. For example,
in the New Jersey survey, only 1325 of 1505 households surveyed (88 percent) reported their
incomes.

The nonreporting of incomes will slightly reduce the statistical significance of the trip production
model or any model stratified by income group. However, it should still be possible to caiibrate
a reasonable trip production model. When the sample size for the survey was originally
designed, 1500 households were suggested. This number was based on being able to estimate
the average regional trip production rate with an overall statistical significance level of *5
percent at the 95 percent confidence level along with experience in calibrating trip production
models using samples of this size. Trip production models previously calibrated by BA (e.g.,
in Denver and New Jersey) were based on survey data thatincluded the loss of households due
to the nonreporting of incomes. Because of budget constraints, data from only 1400 households
can be collected in the St. Louis survey. This will reduce the expected overall statistical
significance level to A5. 2 percent at the 95 percent confidence level. Although the combined
effect of the reduction of samples and loss of households due to nonreporting of incomes on the
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statistical significance of some income group-household size cells might be exacerbated, the
overall effect on the trip production model should be siight.

The loss of households due to nonreporting of income will also affect the trip attraction model.
Data from surveyed households will need to be expanded to the region to calibrate the trip
attraction model. Expansion factors will probably be calculated based on the distribution of
households by income group and household size. Thus, any households not reporting incomes
will be lost for the calibration. However, the effect of this loss of households was “accounted”
for in the specification of the survey size based on experience in other areas.

Table 11 summarizes the percent of trips by trip purpose for both the pretest and the 1964-65
travel survey. The pretest trip datawere processed using dBase and summarizedby typical trip
purposes for Table 11. These preliminaryresults suggest thatthe proportion of non-home-based
travel is growing in the region at the expense of home-based travel. The high percentage of
home-based work travel for 1964-65 is unusual. In contrast, the percentage of home-based work
travel from the pretest seems to be low. In general, we have found the percentage of home-base
work travel to be in the low 20 percent range for the 1960s and increasing over time. This is
in concert with the increase in two-worker households over the last 20 to 30 years.

Table 11
PERCENT OF TRIPS BY TRIP PURPOSE

Percent of Trips

Trip Purpose Pretest 1964-65

Home-bastxl work 20 % 30 %

Home-based other 51 54

Non-home-based 29 16

Table 12 shows a breakdown of the travel survey data by mode of travel. Although no data are
readily available for a comparison, the breakdown of trips by mode seems to be reasonable.
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Table 12
PERCENT OF TRIPS BY MODE

Mode
Percent

-

Auto driver 69%
Auto passenger 27
Transit 2
Taxi o
School bus 1
Heavy truck o
Walk to work 1

Modifications to Survev Methodolow and Fornq

Based on the information outlined in this memorandum, some modifications will be made to the
survey administration and the survey forms. Modifiuitions will be made to the Interviewer
Manual and the Coding and Editing Manual to implement the changes in the survey
administration. Changes to survey forms will be implemented by EWG staff. Copies of the
survey forms used in the pretest with modifications marked are included in Appendix A.
Finally, some changes will be made to the TSMIS.

tib5 .-
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Appendix A
CHANGES TO TRAVEL SURVEY FORMS
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S111Ea*-We@ Gateway
!ll~ Coordinating Ctxnci~

-- REGIONAL TRAVEL SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS

Thissurvey has two parts.

Part 1 - Household Data (white~ contains information about you and your
household Some of the information has already been 5.lled in based on our
telephone conversation with a member of your household-

Part 2- Travel Diaries (blue~ on which to record travei for each member of your
household or out-of-area visitor to your household on the travel day. This travel diary
can help a busy person keep track of his/her trips throughout the day. It will also
speed up the telephone intefiew when we cdl to collect the travel data for your
household

n

● Please ask each member of your household and out-oilarea titer to your
household to carry a travel diary with himlher on the travel date and to record

e it is madex @* i+~ ~p is d’,~i~ a~ ~ ~Fe~~ ~~~,

● Please keep a travel diary for household members and visitors five or older who
are unable to fill out the diary thernadves.

c Be sure to record the person’s name and person number (from Part 1) on the
travel diary.

c A person should use extra diaries if one is not enough.

● A sampie trip diary for the trips in the following example has been included in
this packet:

ExAMPm
YOULEAVEHOME AND DRIVE YOUR CHILD TO THE DAYCARE CENTER (1)
THEN YOUDRIVETO WORK (2)
‘H-EN YOURIDETO LUNCHWITH YOURBOSS (3)
THENYOUTAKEA BUSBACK TO WORK (4)
THEN YOUDIUVETO THE DAYCARE CENTER TO PICKUP YOUR CHILD (51
THEN YOU AND YOUR CHILD RETURN HOME (6)

If you have any questions, call the Travel Survey Office toll-free at 1-S00-447-82S7.

For your convenience, we will call you tithin three days of the travel day to collect
your information. All of your anawers are strictly confidential

THANK You
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East-West Gatewav TRAVEL DIARY

Coordlnatlng Cou~cll L

TRIPS FOR PERSON NUMBER: OJ INSTRUCTIONS:

(use person number horn household data form)

NAMF. ~Otid bo~
cRecord IIlps In lhe order you make them.

. .. .. ..... . II

A---2 mm ● Include Itlo specilic information requeslod for

!_ - r-w: #MkW.X51X#. [“TRAVEL DAY: TUESDAY~J’iUNE 1>
—D

- ~&”mwu ~ ‘ ‘* Do not record walking or bicycle trips excepl

My first trip today began at: or rode your bicycle all the way to work.
--

if you waiked

lkft{ome
● Al the end of your travel day, leave all completed diaries

in a convenient place at home so they will be available when
the interviewer calls.

❑ Other iocation as shown beiow [H not home)

. ..—
Name of Place

● Use the back of Ibis card and an extra card, if necessary.
Addte.o or Irrleroectlrrg Slieel.

● If you have any questions about completing this travei
diary, please cali our toll-free number: 1-800-447-8287Crty State zip Code

F DRIVER
number in

vehicle
(IncludaOelf

(IND OF PfACE
(Restaurant, doctor’o
office, grocery ●tore) I PURPOSE of trip

(Cheekone)
[IME of trip

(Ch#eM I MODE of travel
(Chock one)WHERE did this trip end?

~AV cARE ‘ ❑ Shwplno

CENTEu
~;:&FoO~gg

necreellonal
L ❑ EatMeal c~titl cc t%%~;~r~

P
●lurnHomen JobRelated PA5smd

QotoWork Ut~& e Mod. (oo Auto

oFFiti ❑ Shopping r
❑ Sohool ❑ Plok u@drop Ott

~Ult-?)lFdG
❑ Pereonal Pe.aanger

❑ SoclaU

1’
BEGIN Driver @to/vanfplckup/motorcy cle)

a Pa..onOor (auto/vmdplokup/motorcycle)

““7,50 ❑ Publlo &10
O lard—

END ❑ School 6U8

❑ HeavyTfuck

6,05 ~~~ror Bike (to work)

)(
FIT!

wT~t

02

Th~n

VW&rlt

c)3

Th~n

VWnt

2

●

d DrlvaI (auto/vardplckup/motorcycle)
a Paooengar (auto/ven/pickup/motomycle)
O Publlo Buc
❑ Tad
a School BUS
❑ Heavy Truck
~ ~;%ror Blk. (lo work)

BEf31N

J1.UIQ!!

END

0 :25@#
1

I
necrcatlonal

‘ r] Ed Meal

i?-’rlv.r (autoNan/pickup/motorcy cle)
Paesanger (aulo/van/pickup/motorcy cle)

~ Publlc 8UB

I TuI
g Schoolf3u0
3 Heavy~ruck
g Wolkor Dike [to wolk)
~ Other:

BEGIN

N!m~l#ac~TA~l ON
——- .--. — .——–——.—--— ———

II ,559
END

❑ Social/

d ecreellonal
Eat Meal

OVER



~111 East-West Gateway
Ill= Coordinating Council

Please answer the following questions about your
househoid:

1. Is It m address label at the rlghl corred”~

2. How many people live In this household?

3. How many people are 5 years old or older?

4. t low IIIany visitors from outside the area are staying
with youon your travel day’?

HOUSEHOLD DATA Moufi th~o L Tlavel Day _- ._ —.. ———
I Lbe +

y2:::T’0 G-J

5. t+ow many cars, pickups and vans are generalty available
for use by Ihls household?

u. What was the combined income from all sources 101all
members of your houset~old In 1!389 (please -gfit.l ]e
appropriate

%!
below)?
W’

a.P Under $10,000 / 0$30,000-$34,999
6. p“$lo,ooo -$14,999 5 n $35,000-$39,999

e. ❑ $15,000-$19,999

~ ~ $20,000-$24,999
4 P $40,000-$49,999
<“ p $50,000-$59,999

~ @ $25,000-$29,999 ~. @$60,000 or mom

Please 1111out the following table. Completeone Ilne for each member of your household. Each line of the table begins with a person number. Please be sllre that

the person m)mber on this Iorm corresponds to the person nfjinbor on each persons travel diary. ,

to
N

: ❑ 0 ❑ rl

:::, on •1 E-1

::.i~. an •1 n

❑ 0 ❑ K1
—, —

06 •1 c1 •1 r.]

•1 n
.::$

•1 [1 —
—— ..—

n El

ILICENSED
‘a TO DfltVE?

k
❑ M DYES
❑ F ttNO

❑ M ::.S
❑ F

❑ M ❑ YES
o

.— —
EMPLOYMENT STATUS (chock ● m~ny boxco ● sppty)

Employed Employed Employod 2 or

Full Time Pml Tlmo MOIO Jobs i maker Retired Student Othcf
.—

•1 0 c1 n nmo

❑ •1 ❑ ❑ non

•1 •1 u •1 nun

•1 ❑ n ❑ ❑ 00

•1 n ❑ l-l ❑ ❑ 0’

c1 n n f-l n n a
——

n ❑ 0 n nclcl

❑ n u c1 nrIrJ
____—.

El n ❑ 0 •1 no

❑ a“ •1 ❑ 00



~11~ East-West Gateway
Ill= Coordinating COUIICII

‘8- $;’ “!
. . [ .,. ”

rJ
LA

o1

Fir~t

W!#t

o2

th~n

wTW#

o3

Then

!~ont

TRIPS FOR PERSON NUMBER:
(use person number from household data form)

NAME:

TRAVEL DAY:

My Ilrst hip today began al: II
❑ Home

a Other location as shown below w not homa)

~ame of Place II
Addreoa or Irrleraecllrrg Slreelo II
Cny Stdo zip code

II
rJ

‘.l’rql’
*&.. .

I
instructions:

$ ~;:,. 1:
,;+ l!.:,
i ~[: a Record trips In the order yell make Ihern.

!1‘: ~,’t’J;A[ ~~10end 01 your lr~e( claf, leave all compleie~ dlarleity
. j, In h cohvenlent place et home so they will bd Arallablci When

$: -b
(he Intetvlewer calls.

.5(1 ~ Use the back of tlki card and an extra card, if necessary.

:*1.
“i ‘ o If you have any questions about compktlng this travel

, ,j~j~ diafi, please call otJr toll-free number: l-t300+17-ttXt7.,.

,. .
I I
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AM
PM

END

Ati
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~ P&lto Sue

O Bohool ha
❑ Howy Truok
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•l Other:
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.—

PllRPOSE Of trip
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O Eat Meal
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fJccu~ ● Mode (e

r
fl Pkk up/dropOH
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g, Auto

I
- ....
c1t30
n She!
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I
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MODE of travel
(Check one)

BEGIN

‘1

Cl Ork.r (auto/van/pickup/molorWcle)
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AM fJ pubilo Bus
‘M n Tad.—.—

END ❑ School 8U0
❑ Heaw Truck

AM

-PM

BEGIN
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-

END

AM
; PM

BEGIN
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-PM

END

~ Walk-or Blk. (to work)
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❑ Driver (auto&erdplckup/moioroYcle)
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O Sohool Bua
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❑ School Bua
a fiea~ Truck
~ W&or Bike fto work)
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AM n publlo Bua
-PM ❑ Tad
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‘— ii School BusEND

u HaavyTruok
AM H Walk, , Blka (to work)
PM ❑ ~he,:
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AM a publlo Suo

-f’M n led
— a School BuaEND

❑ Heawr Truck
R Walk ‘or Blka fto work)
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PM ❑ Tad
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— o School 6u0END

❑ Haavy Truck
AM❑ Walk or Bike (to wolk)
PM ❑ ~her: —-

.—
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KIND OF PLACE TIME Of trip
IF DRIVEH,

Wt{ERE did lhis hip eld? (fle610tl!ent,doclor s
PURPOSE 01 trip (C~;IOe)M MODE of travel rujmber in

office,grocerysloro) (Check OI1O) (Check one) vehlclo
(Inclltde colt)

a elum Homo o Job Related
J

BEGIN ❑ Driver (auto/vmn/pickup/motorcy cle)

~AsT-tiGS~ G~TKvJA ~ CC GotoWork a,~ha~ e Mode (e g. Auto
r

❑ eeaengw (amokan/plckllp/nlotOrWcle)
——. —

fie~~ ~ ;~~krg J
‘—–- oFGIG a Pick up/drop Oft lll@&l

Publlc Bus
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❑ Taxi

Cl Personal
$4!i$&%%%s*’—

fjuI~~m.J6 END n School Bus
❑ S0.1.1/

STOI-MJW=#O ~3101
O Heevy rnrck

Hecraatlonal
~ Eel Meel _~ ,00

❑ Walk or Bike (to work)

~“ ‘– ‘––-~C&30 D Dthw: ..— ——

❑ Return Home O Job Related
a (lo to Work ❑ Ch#o ● Mode (e.g. Auto

BEGIN ~Ddver [adoNedplck,jp/motorqcl*)

&&w” “H”” DAY CM-E ❑ Sh.pplng

K

P
❑ Paoeengat (eutokerUplckup/motorcycle)

❑ chool
&

Pick up/drop Oft

lJ~ttS~ ANb ~tit)~~~~&_ =~~~~~ ooenget m g~u::,
emonal
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-. —
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sT. I,AJIS Mb b3~olJ ___
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n Shopping r

❑ Pea.enger (euto/van/pickup/motor@e)
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MOMl!l a School ❑ Pick up/drop off
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END 2\~oi Inter. ecllng Slreeie •l Social/

fbcreatlonal
. ❑ Eat Meal
. dale zip code 5,5543 :~[o:~~dowo,k)
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EAST-WEST GATEWAY
COORDINATING COUNCIL
S11 WASH IN~ON AVENLi E
~. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63101
;:4 421-4220 518274-2750
FAX 314231-6120

\

Dear Fellow Citizen;

bw--E

Thank you for agreeing to take part in the East-West Gateway

Coordinating Council’s regional travel surrey. Your pamicipa-
tion In this study is important because the info= atian wh~ :n
you provide will help plan for new and improved roads and

transportation semices for the St. ~uis area=

As stated in the telephone call you received from a survey
team member several days ago, your household is one of a small
number of households chosen at random. All information
collected for th~s sumey is strictly confidential, and will
be combined with responses from other households to give us a
“snapshot” of regional travel patterns. Instructions to

provide the information are included in the packet accompany-

ing this letter.

If you have :ny questions about the purpose of the

about the travel dia~, please call Mr. Martin
East-west Gateway at one of the nu~ers listed
Xr. Mark Douglas of NSI toll-free :t (800) 447-3273.

Thank you again for your time and cooperation.

EXe~tlVe Director J

suNey
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above

or
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?EGIONAL C171ZENS
wcnaata Bmqman

DcJiuneaR.8@
hscun CaMns
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>avwM WIat

‘+ESTLOUISAREA CCUNCILOFGWERNMEN=



TRAvEL DIARY

[ J
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Sample Number

SectIon V. Trip Data

TRIPS FOR PERSON NUMBER:
(use pemon number from housahold data Iorm)
NAME:

TRAVEL. DAY:

o
0

r*

My firsttriptodaybegan at:

Cl Home
Cl Other Iocatlon as shown below p WI ham.)

iGGi G
—

Addruc or lnlwaactwI Sbm

City .%@ Zlp-

(IND OF PLACE
-want d-r’, I PUfl~OtiSE_o; trip
*, grocery-m)

T
OlkWmt+Omc
lootowofk
2 Shopping
3 school
4 P-d
SW

FJUm#md
6Emk40d

NOTES:

o

:
3
4
5

e

%him Norm00bwlukp9PJU
POrsc#ml

Ed kid

L
BEr3tN

~b)

ENo

BEGIN 1 mu (WlOhn/ Ickuphnmorcyolo)

Au: ~~ (wk$ari~ckt$fmokwcko)

_PM

ENo

BHNN

AM
PM

ENo

AA4
PM

a

4 Td
SSckwd BLB
a ~ Tnmk
?Wdkorelko(koued(j

IF DRIVEF
number If

vehicle
(hiludo s41f

OVER
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HOUSEHOLD OATA
Sam@e No.

##w

L

&tiO~L \ -rravei Day

kSectlonl. Iiouseholdllata UStti Tdqmorw? 1 YE9 2 tJo
3

?.{ $k~
Pleasti wrswwthef ollowmgq uestlorvza bout your ~, # S. How -, ~ku~ and vans are generalty avad~e

sactlonlll. Trlp%mnwy

household:
/1

‘,P6

) [*rSb.’,*m~ tor

[

Itrts tlousetlold? A Toral..hhulw~

[1

84”
*. Uw ~dkbh{ ,r%# W( C) ~.

B PuDfnn ago !3d .IIN mdwng IItp _

1 Is ltl~ .JddIws LdJ4rl d[ the IIglll coirucl”l [3 ~~~
Cmvc m

fj. Whatw41S Wrir cornGed tncm from all aourcos for ail
c P-mm 5 d Oklb( r . .narllng mp _

nrJ.1 , T94*8 Ln*44 O Corn* c+ Incamplstolmuvkw MK44_

2 How many people live III ltus household?- ‘
* rn9K. J members of your trousehold in 1989 ~ ~

J-

/$ S3Qooo - S34.999 -

SOcutmrv.

4Z~ Under $10,000

~rra
f~..e

3. How many people are 5 years old or older? b / Slo,ooo- $14s99

~ ? sls,m $19,999 $K%%hi:z ~ T. ‘==--”
4 ti(rwmairy vwtors from o[lslde the area are Saying r# $ S20,000 - S24.- -i p SS0,000- SS9,999 Cwo ~ ~ ~

will you on your travel dq”? & / $25*OOO - m,= J ,2? S60,000 or mrwe
~

—— —-—— =i
—— .— —— _—

Secllon Il. Person Data

—.
—.
—— ——

Plo.2~e hil oul the following table. Cornt31etoon. Ilrw 102●ath member of your ~Irj. E@rh~ti~@ktswkhap+mon number. Plessetr4)surB that . .
——

the pwson number on thi form +totlwr person mrrnberon ezx.%parson s’trmrldiary.
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Your Travel Day Is

Thursday

June 28

(4:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.)

Remember,
Have Everv Household Member and

Out-of-Tow~ Visitor Take A Travel Diary
Record of His or Her Trips!And Keep A

Thank You!

S111Ea*-W@ Gateway
111SCoordindng Council

For further information GM toll free

1-800-447-8287

29



Appendix B
TSMIS SURVEY PROD-UCTIVITY REPORTS
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DAILY SUMMARY REFORT#l - TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER PI?ODUC ‘lJIT’Y’

C)7/clL,/9f.)

7ELEF!-i13NE INTEFOJIE!JJER Ill # = 1

# of households called = 3(2

t! of households aqreelnq = [).200

X of households refusing or other = 0.800

# of hnurs worked = 4. (:)0(:)

F’roductlvity Rate = 1.5(>(:J(# of hou~eholds a~reelng/hour)

# of households called = 127
“L cf household= aqreelnq = f:). 142

X of households refusing Qr nther = (),858

# of hours worked = b. 5(3(?

Productivity Rate = 2.- /69 (# of households a~reeing/hour)

‘ELEF+IONE I?JTERVIEWER ID # = :

# of h~~,s~holds ~alled = 107

: af households aqreelng = 0.075
2 cf households refusing or other = (). 925

# gf hn~[rs worked = &.(!(lo

F’rcductivity Rate = 1.333 (# of households agreeinq/hour)
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# of hnusehoids called = 136
. cf hrtisenolds agreeing = 0.172./

:,: cf hmsehoids refusing or ather = fJ.8&

TELEF’!-!CINE IFITER’JIEWER Ill # = :,

# of households called = 8

Z of households agreeing = (~. ~5f)

;! uf households refus.lng or other = (). 7!5(3

$ of tiours worked = 1. [X)r_l
croducti~flt,: Rate = . S. 000 t# of households agreeing/hour)

T@TAL

# of households called = -J93

# of households unable to contact = 118
;{ ,~f h,z~l~eholds dgreeln~ = (!.177

% of households refusing or other = (). 827

* rf hours wark’ed = 23.50[]

P~oducti\’lt> Rate = 2.S1.3 !# of households agreeing/hour)
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WILY SUMMARY REFORT #Z - FIELD INTEFVJIEWER PRODUCTIVITY

(j7/f:)~/Q~,

HH # Hauseh~lds
~i~p Autos Completed) Avq # of Trips

tA (j (> (j. 000
! iA 4 ~ .500

12 0 0.000
-,A (] () (]. (j(jo

2 1 ~ 8.667
. q 4 ~. 7:,7,.-
-
... (:) [) 0. O(j(]
y-, 1 (> ~ . Ij(jo

T:! & 4 7.500
4 [) (j (j. (X)(j

4 1 (j [). (>00
4 92 L 12.500
c. {:) (:) (j. (jo(j

5 1“ (] (). {)(X)

5- -- a 8.730
TOTAL

~~ 6.870

# of bout-s worked = 29.000
Productivity Rate = 0.793 (# of households completedlhout-)

FIELD INTERVIEWER ID # = 2

HH # Househnld=

Size Autos (Completed) Rvg # of Trips

# of hours worked =
Frnductivlty Rate = (# of households comgleted/hour)
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FIELD INTE~VIEWE~ ID # = 4

Avq # of Trios
Q. (]~~

2. fj(y.1
(], IX)[]
2. (X)(]
(]. Ooo
(]. 0(:)0
0.000

0.000
(]. (jO()

0.000
0, O(jO

12,000
(). (Xl(’)
(:). oClo
(:), (](X)

- 5. Loo

# of bout’s wor-ked = 9. l’j(j(?

Pt’oductlvity Rate = 0.556 (# of households completed/hour-)

FIELD INTERVIEWER ID # =

# Households
~Comoleted)autos

# of haut.s worked =
F’t’oductlvlty Rate =

6

Avq # of Trios
0. (300

2.500
[]. (ml
o. rj(yj
,5. (j(j[]

10. (jO(]
Q. (?()()
(-) (-)(-)0. . . .
9.000
0.000
(). Ijoo

16.000
(j. (jO()
(j ● (y]o

(j. ()(]0

GRAND TOTAL
41

19.OfjO

0.526 (# of households comaleted/bout.)

6.927



Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

MEMORANDUM TO: Martin A.Itman
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council

FROM: David L. Kurth
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

DATE: December 4, 1990

SUBJECI’: Task C.S--Verify and Process Swvey Responses Computerized Sumey
Data Edit Checks

OVERVIEW

A survey editing / checking program (SURVCHK) has been writtenas part of the Tmvel Suxvey
ManagementInformationSystem (TSMIS) maintainedby Barton-Aschman. The program has been
adaptedfor use in the S~ Louis Region TravelSurvey.

SURVCHK performs checks on the travel data that have been collected and keyed into dBase III+
database fdes. The following types of checks are performed:

● range checks on household data
9 range checks on person data
● range checks on trip data
● interrecord checks comparing trip information to household data

SURVCHKcan be run on keyed survey data at any time. However, it is most efficient to run the program
at the end of each day of data entry. The program reads the keyed daa checks for errors, and appends
sunfey data that passes all edit checks to master database files. Error messages are written to the screen
and the printer. If any part of the keyed survey data (i.e., the household data, the person data, or the trip
data) fails an edit check, all of the data iue written out to “rejects” files. Survey personnel have two
options with the “reject” datx the data can be conected and rerun through the SURVCHK prugrarn
separately, or rhe data can be conected and appended to the next day’s sumey data to be edited.

FILES REQUIRED

Three input files are required by the program:

● HHDATA.DBF
● PERSDATA.DBF
● TRIPDATA.DBF



Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

The dBase file structures for the time files am shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Further explanations of the
data in the files can be found in the Editing and Coding Manual for the survey.

TABLE 1
INPUT HOUSEHOLD DATA STRUCTURE

Field Fiekf Name Type W~h Description

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

RECTVPE1
SAMPNO
FAMSIZ
FAMSIZ5P
VISITORS
AUTOS
INCOME
TRAVELD
LSTPHONE
TRIPS
TRPMKRS
NTRPMKRS
COMPLTNC
SEQNO

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

1

4
2
2
1
1
1
4
1
2
2
2
1

4

Record Type
Sample Number
Family Size
Family Size (5 Years and Older)
Number of Visitorson Travel Day
Autos Available
Income Code
Travel Day
Listed Telephone?
Number of Trips in VehicJes
Number of Trip Makers (Trips in Vehicles)
Number of Non-Trip Makers
Completion Code
NSI Sequenee Number

TABLE 2
INPUT PERSON DATA STRUCTURE

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

REC7YPE2
SAMPNO
PERSNO
RELATION
AGE
GENDER
LICENSE
EMPSTAT
INTERVIEW
DIARY

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric

1

4
2
1
2
1
1
5
1
1

Record Type
Sample Number
Person Number
Relation Code
Age
Gender
Licensed Driver?
Employment Status
Intetiewed?
Diary Used?

2



Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

TABLE 3
INPUT TRIP DATA STRUCTURE

Field Field Name Type Width Description

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

REclYPE3
SAMPNO
PERSNO
TRIPNO
ADDRESS1
DIRECTION
ADDRESS2
STRTYP
Clm
STATE
ZIPCODE
PLACE
PURPOSE
BEGIN_TIME
BEGIN_AMPM
END_TIME
END_AMPM
MODE
AUTO_OCC

Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Character
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Character
Numeric
Numeric

1

4
2
2

29
1

28
2

23
2
5
1
1
4
1

4
1
1

1

Record T~
Sample Nutier
Person Numtw
Trip Number
Address 1 Information
Street Direction
A&tress 2 Information
Street Type
city
State
Zip Code
Kind of Place
Trip Purpose
Beginning lime
Beginning Ttme (AM or PM)
Ending llme
Ending Time (AM or PM)
Travel Mode
Auto Occupancy

DATA CHECKS PERFORMED

Household Data Range Check

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Family siix must be in the range 1-20
Family size age 5 and older must be in the range 1-20
Family size age 5 and older must be less than family size
Visitors must be in the range O-9
Income codemust beintherange O-9 orR
Travel day must be a valid travel date
The sum of trip makers and non-trip makem must equal the sum of the family
size age 5 and older plus the number of visitors
Listed phone must be 1 or 2
Completion code must be 1

3



Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

Person Data Range Check

●

s

●

●

●

●

●

●

Person numbers are not skipped or qmted
Relationship code is in the range 1-5
Ageisin therange l-99
Gender is 1 or 2
Dtivers license is 1 or 2
Each employment status code is in the range 1-7 and codes are not repeated
Intenfiewed code is 1 or 2
Used dimy u)de is 1 or 2

Trip Data Range Checks

●

✎

●

w

●

●

●

●

●

●

9

●

Tripnumbm ate not skippedor repeatedfor any person
A Otrip reed exists for eaehperson
Kindofplau isintherange O-9
Purposeisintherange O-9
Beginningtimeof trip is legal (O(M-059, 100-159, ...)
BeginningAM or PM code is A or P
Endingtime of trip is legal ((l(Xl-059, 1(K)-159, ...)
EndingAMor PMeodeis Aor P
Beginningtime is before theendingtime
Modeisin therange l-8
Auto occupancy is in the range 1-9 if mode is auto driver
Auto occupancy is O is mode is not auto driver

In addition, rhe program cross-tabulates the trip purpose by the kind of place codes to allow checking for
illogical combinations.

lruerrecord Check

● Person number is less than or equal to the sum of the family size age 5 and older
plus the number of visitors

● At least one tip Reord (the O rewtd) exists for each person
● Persons without a drivem iieense are not listed as auto drivers
● If putpose is to work, an employment status of 1, 2, or 3 is listed
● The sum of motorized trips from the trip mxcwds is equal to the total trips coded

on the household reccd
● The sum of persons making trips in motorized vehicles on the trip records is

equal to the number of trip makm listed on the household record

DLIQLM1466*WP31
9171.50.32
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RESEARCH GROUP
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November 29, 1990

To: David Kurth
Barton Aschman Associates

FROM:

+

Karen L. Mange
NuStats, Inc.

RE: Recruitment quality control procedures.

This memo details the quality control procedures implemented and followed by
NuStats during the recruitment stages of the St. Louis Travel Study.

Procedures

NuStats’ Quality Control department, completely separate from our field operation,
is responsible for the overall maintenance of high quality data. Specifically, this
department is charged with the monitoring of interviewers, detailed editing of all
surveys, as well as validation of the intemiewers work. For recruitment. this meant
the monitoring of recruiters for thoroughness and clarity. QC stti listened
specifically for whether or not those recruiters followed the script as written, how
well they explained the purpose of the study, how well they listened to the
respondent, the thoroughness of their probing for names and addresses. In
addition, QC monitors also listened to the level of interest and tonal quality, Any
deviations were noted on a validation form and then verbally addressed to the
recruiter either by the QC person or the recruitment supervisor. Additionally,
copies of the validation forms were fonvarded to the project manager, field director.
and supetisors. Copies of the validation reports are included at the end of this,.secuon,

NSI also used several reports to measure and maintain recruiter productivity. One
report, done nightly by the field supervisor measures overall recruits per dialing
hour for each interviewer. IMso detailed in this report are overall dialings per hour.
This provides a comparative analysis by recruiter and allows adjustments to be
made daily.

NSI also utilized the productivity reports generated in the Travel Survey
Management Information System (TSMIS) database. Copies of these wwkly mpmk
were fonvarded to both Barton-&chman Associates and the East-West Gateway
Coordinating Council for review. Detailed in these reports are cooperation rates by
recruiter, hours worked, and overall productivity.



Problems Encountered and Resolutions

Overall, there were very few problems encountered in the recruitment portion of the
project. A problem early on ‘,vas that recruiters were recruiting households in which
members had expressed doubts about everyone participating. Consequently, this
was reflected in the data collection portion. Recmiters were rebnefed and reminded
that the entire household had to participate . If any doubts about the entire
household’s willingness to participate existed. recruiters were instructed not to
recruit the household.

Results

Overall, the recruiters for this project maintained an excellent 51.3°A cooperation
rate. Recn.nters were expected to maintain at least a 40?! cooperation rate. Any
falling below this were reassigned either to data collection or simply pulled from
the project if not needed elsewhere. The following table reflects each recruiters
cooperation rate as well as their productivity rate (# of households agreeing per
hour).

Cooperation Productivity
Recruiter ID Rate Rate

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

20

22

23

25

26

49.7?40

37.3YO*

66.6%

37.4%

60.3%

61.5%

54.8%

71.4V0

22.7Yo*

12.5°h**

74.4V0

59.9%

43.9?40

49.6T0

60.0%

54. lVO

67.5?40

14.7%*

2.3

2.5

2.4

2.7

4.4

3.5

1.3

1.7

0.78

0.33

2.8

2.5

2.4

2.7

1.4

6.8

2.1

0.50



Cooperation Productivity
Recmiter ID Rate Rate

28

29

31

32

40.4?40

35.(I%*

40.9?ko

65.2?40

2.3

3.5

1.6

0.92

33 72.7% 3.5

34 65.6?40 5.2

Overall 51.3% 2.5

* pulled from project
** :eassigned to data collection
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November 29, 1990

To: David Kurth
Barton Aschman Associates

FROM:
*

Karen L. Mange
NuStats, Inc.

RE: Data collection quality control procedures.

This memo details the quality control procedures implemented and followed by
NuStats during the data collection portion of the St. Lauis Travel Study.

Procedures

Prior to being sent to data processing, all completed inten.riewsgo through three
edits. First, all interviewers conduct a self edit on each completed survey focusing
specifically on omissions and Iegibility, travel time logic, vehicle occupancy
counts, and total vehicular trip consistency between the trip records and the
household data forms. Once this initial edithas been completed, data collectors sign
a check list attesting to their reveiw and attach this to the completed form. A copy
of this form is attached.

Next. the completed interview progresses through a field edit. Under the field
service j unsdiction and supervised by the field supervisor, these edits are done on
the same night as the data is collected which allows immediate feedback to the
interviewers. This fosters a more thorough understanding of the data collection
procedures as well as facilitates the correction process as it allow interviewers to
immediately call back the household for corrections. Field editors specifically
focus on the household’s trip information logic and consistency. Any
inconsistencies are immediately returned to the data collector for corrections or
clarifications.

In addition to the field edits, all data collected is also routed through NSI’S Quality
Control department. This department, completely separate from the field
operation, is responsible for the overall maintenance of high quality data. Quality
control, in addition to re-editing the same information as the field editors, is also
charged with all coding of the intemiew. QC stafYmust code each survey for income,
listed or unlisted telephone number, and land use code. In addition, qualitycontrol
is responsible for providing a “codeable” address which oftentime requires an
extensive search through telephone books and cnss-cross directories.

Quality Control is also responsible for all survey monitoring and validation. Every
interviewer is monitored paying particular attention to probing for address
information, tone of voice, and overall flow and pace of the interview. In addition



to monitoring, approximately 10?40of each interviewers work is validated. Copies
of both the monitoring and validation forms are attached.

As in the recruitment, NSI also utilizes the Barton-Aschman Travel Survey
Management Information System (TSMIS) reports to measure field interviewer
productivity. These reports generate for each data collector, the number of
households completed, a productivity rate. as well as the average number of trips
among the households completed by that particular interviewer. Interviewers
showing a lower than average number of trips are closely monitored with corrective
measures taken as needed.

Problems Encountered and Resolution

Most of the problems encountered in the data collection portion of the travel survey
revolved around inconsistent data in terms of travel times etc. which were easily
corrected by calling the household back.

As was expected, some households refused to participate in the travel study after
they had originally agreed to do so. Approximately 16’%0of households recruited
refused to participate. For another 1%, we were unable to obtain complete travel
information for all members of the household thus rendering the entire household
useless. The table below presents the disposition of calls for data collection:

Completed sumey 1415 76%

Refused (after recruitment agreement) 292 16V0

Quit (during su~ey) 30 2 ?40

Phone disconnected 21 1%

Reported mailing in travel diaries 13 .7

Pending 96 5%0

Results

Overall, the data collectors for this project had an overall productivity raLt of 1.13
completed households per hour. The overall average number of trips is 9.28. The
following table reflects each interviewers number of completes along with their
average trip rate as well as their productivity rate (# of completed households per
hour).

HHs Avg # Productivity
Data Collector ID CM Trips Rate

1 77 8.45 .928

2? 9 6.89 .667

3 85 8.92 1.01

4-1 27 6.93 .991

6 107 9.74 .975



HHs Avg # Productivity
Data Collector ID CM Trips Rate

7

8

10

11

12

13

14*

16**

18**
19***

20

21

22

24

26

27

29

30

32

33

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

270

29

93

42

123

128

1

8

10

58

21

18*

3

86

20

84

4

22

3

1

3

9

3

9

9

3

35

2*

8.75

8.52

9.98

11.62

9.37

8.74

24.0

8.25

12.2

8.83

13.04

7.39

13.67

10.05

9.25

9.24

17.50

13.18

16.33

15.00

10.33

7.89

14.33

5.67

7.56

9.67

8.11

18.5

9.3

1.34

.935

1.28

1.45

1.09

1.15

2.00

.405

1.00

.699

.913

1.00

.75

1.21

.667

1.44

.800

1.49

.375

1.00

.375

2.40

.857

1.71

1.56

.857

1.67

.296

t pulled from project
* editor
** supervisors
*** daytime interviewer



Attachments

● Interviewer Edit Checklist

● Quality Control Edit Checklist

● Interviewer Validation Form

● Validation/Monitoring Report



❑ )1 Check for omissions and legibility U l) (Meek for omissions and legibility

l--J)2 Check travel times. Be sure they are

chronological and match with the travel

times of other household members involved.

❑ )3 Check the # of people in the vehicle.

❑ )4 Check tip totals on HH Data form. Does it

match the number recorded for each

household member?

Signature:

❑ )2 Check travel times. Be sure they are

chronological and match with the travel

times of other household members involved.

U 3) Check the#of people in the vehicle.

l--J)4 Check trip totals on HH Data form. Does it

match the number recorded for each

household member?

Signature:

Date: Date:



❑ l) CheclcforC)missions andLegiWity s
U 2) IntexviewedamlDiaryU seal?

❑ 3)~ckN.mcncs forkconsistencies

A.) Household and Person Data

B.) #of Diaries, Sample #, Person #

C.) #of Trips Recorded and Trip Summary

D.) Travel Times (especially those in conjunction and round trips)

E.) #of people in vehicle (if driver of vehicle)

❑ 3) CheckforLogic

u A.) Driver Information, #of Vehicles, Mode of Travel

H
B.) Employment Status and Trip Purpose

:.) Reconstruct the Travel Day for Each Person to Check Overall Logic

D.) NarneKina of Place and Purpose of Trip

❑ )4 Make Sure Location Address is “Codable” (Address or Kind of Place)

U 5) ReconftiTrip Summary Information

U 1) Check for Omissions and Legibility

U 2) InterviewedandDiary Used?

m 3) Check Numerics for Inconsistencies

A.)

B.)

c.)
D.)

E.)

Household and Person Data

#of Diaries, Sample #, Person #

#of Trips Recorded and Trip Summary

Travel Times (especially those in conjunction and round trips)

#of people in vehicle (if driver of vehicle)

U 3) CheckforLogic

8

A.) Driver Information, #of Vehicles, Mode of Travel

B.) Employment Status and Trip Purpose

C.) Reconstruct the Travel Day for Each Person to Check Overall Logic

D.) Name/Kind of Place and Purpose of Trip

n) 4 Make Sure Location Address is “Codable” (Address or Kind of Place)

U 5) ReconftiTrip SummarY Information
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